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Abstract 
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Abstract 

Precipitated calcium carbonate nanoparticles (PCC), surface treated with stearin in 

aqueous medium, were investigated in this thesis as rigid fillers for polymer toughening. 

The surface characterization of a series of PCC coated with different stearin amount 

indicated the presence of two different types of calcium alkanoate layers on the surface. One 

is the chemisorbed monolayer (CSM) bonded to the active sites of PCC surface with a 

maximum coverage degree of around 72%. The other one is constituted by the physisorbed 

calcium alkanoate multilayers linked to the CSM by weak intermolecular forces. The 

micelle adsorption mechanism has been proposed to be the dominating process due to the 

limited solubility of stearin in water, compared to the coating process in solvent where a full 

monolayer can be achieved. 

The calcium alkanoate molecules, present on the PCC surface as physisorbed 

multilayers, have been shown to have a complicated thermal behavior. The drying process 

for PCC particles resulted in molecular rearrangement from the monohydrate α phase to the 

anhydrous β′ phase. Molecular polymorphism and orientation of calcium alkanoate on the 

PCC surface are strongly connected with the surface free energy of the coated particles. The 

coated PCC particles showed a continuously decreasing surface free energy, both for the 

dispersion and specific components, with an increase in the amount of surface coating. 

Based on the investigation of the thermal transition and the determination of surface layer 

thickness, a molecular arrangement model has been proposed suggesting that the CSM is 

vertical to the PCC surface linked tail-to-tail with the physisorbed multilayers with alkyl 

chains oriented outwards.  

This series of coated PCC nanoparticles were then applied to high-density polyethylene 

(HDPE) and polylactic acid (PLA) as toughening fillers. The HDPE/PCC nanocomposites 

achieved the expected balance between the stiffness and toughness. In fact, the yield stress 

showed a slightly decreasing trend while the impact strength showed a increasing tendency 

when the surface coating amount on the PCC surface increased. Those mechanical 

properties were related to the micromorphology and also to the interfacial adhesion between 

PCC particles and HDPE polymer matrix, which on the other hand connected to the 

dependence of the surface free energy from the surface coating amount of PCC fillers.  
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PLA/PCC nanocomposites showed a notable improvement of the elongation-at-break 

and toughness compared to that of pure PLA. This result can be attributed to both the 

weaker interfacial adhesion facilitating the debonding process and the plasticizing effect of 

calcium alkanoate which enhance the deformability of PLA nanocomposites. In fact, the 

thermal behavior study elucidated that PCC particles acted as nucleating agents for PLA, 

decreasing the crystallization half-time and the cold crystallization temperature of PLA 

composites. Also the plasticizing effect of the calcium alkanoate coated PCC nanoparticles 

was confirmed by the decreased glass transition temperature for PLA/PCC nanocomposites.
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Toughness is a highly desired property for both commodity and engineering polymers. 

Toughness in most polymer systems depends on the mechanisms promoting energy 

dissipative processes that delay the fracture process initiated by material flaws or notches. 

There are several methods for developing the toughness in the brittle polymers, but the most 

successful is rubber toughening [1-5]. Particulate-filled polymer systems with several types 

of minerals have been used very early in the history of plastics in many industrial 

applications due to their low cost and easy processability. In the last two decades, rigid 

filled polymers have received increasing attention due to the reported improvement in both 

toughness and stiffness [6-12]. Among rigid fillers, calcium carbonate is the most widely 

used inorganic rigid filler because of its availability and low cost. At the industrial level, 

calcium carbonate particles are obtained by milling or quarrying mineral calcite. 

Alternatively, calcium carbonate can be prepared through the carbonation of a solution of 

calcium hydroxide, obtained from the calcination of a calcium carbonate containing mineral. 

The resulting calcium oxide is reacted with water before the carbonation step. In this case, 

the product obtained is known as the precipitated calcium carbonate. However, particulate 

filled polymers show some improved properties while some others deteriorate, mainly as a 

consequence of aggregation causing material flaws leading to brittle fracture. More research 

work is needed to focus on the optimization of this system in order to take advantage of the 

potential of particulate fillers, and especially nanoparticles. The structure-property 

relationship in composites is determined by parameters such as structure and properties of 

each component and their interfacial adhesions, which are all critical parameters and 

interconnected with each other.  

The improvement in toughness of plastics is of particular interest in many applications 

of polymeric materials. As mentioned, the rubber toughing system is known as the most 

effective method for improving the toughness of polymers. Meanwhile, it is also well 

known that its shortcomings, particularly the decreased overall stiffness of rubber-

toughened plastics. Conversely, the use of rigid fillers to toughen plastics started receiving 

considerable interest. However, the toughness of plastics in the industrial field is one of the 

most complicated and difficult characteristics to control because of the complexity of the 

morphological and micromechanical parameters. Some framework concepts and models 

have been proposed to understand and reveal the mechanisms responsible for the 

improvement of toughness in modified polymer systems with rubber particles or inorganic 
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rigid fillers. The main suggested toughening mechanism includes a diffuse plastic 

deformation process within the polymer matrix, such as multiple-crazing, as well as shear 

yielding, fibrillation, the stretching or tearing of rubber particles, and the debonding of the 

inorganic rigid nanoparticles.  

1.1 Rubber toughened plastics  

The modification of polymers with thermoplastic elastomers or rubbers is a well 

known common practice to counter the brittleness of polymers. Former studies on rubber-

toughened systems have shown that high fracture resistances are mainly related to various 

parameters such as the morphology of the elastomer phase, the rubber particle size 

distribution, and rubber concentration and interparticle distance. Wu [3] suggested that, for 

the nylon-rubber system, the critical interpatricle distance is defined as:  

�� � �� ��� 6	
⁄ �� � 1��                                                  �1.1� 

where 	
 is the rubber concentration, �� is the critical rubber particle diameter, and �� is the 

critical surface-to-surface interpatricle distance. His experimental results are reported in the 

following Fig. 1.1. Wu even suggested that a polymer-blend would still be brittle in the case 

that the interparticle distance was bigger than the critical value.  

 
Figure 1.1 From reference [3] Notched Izod impact strength versus PR-rubber number-average particle 

diameter ��at constant adhesion �� � 8100 � · ��� and constant rubber contents curves  

A: 10%; B: 15%; C: 25% by weight. 

According to this theory, the critical interpatricle distance is a material property and 

independent of the rubber volume fraction and particle size at a given deformation mode, 
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strain rate and temperature. In a later work [13, 14], Wu suggested that the surface-to-

surface interparticle distance tended to focus on the rubber particles. However, the main 

mechanism of energy dissipation in polymer/rubber blends is the yielding of the matrix. 

Therefore, �� is renamed to be the matrix-ligament thickness, which was only the ratio of 

the center-to-center distance (�) to the diameter of the particle (�). 

Yee and co-workers [15, 16] first proposed the importance of the rubber particle 

cavitation. Although the major energy absorption mechanism is suggested to be the massive 

plastic deformation of the polymer matrix in some literature work [17-19], rubber cavitation 

is the initiation process for the further cavitations of rubber particles or the shear 

deformation and then the whole fracture process.  

Muratoglu et al. [4, 20-22] also studied rubber toughened Nylons and postulated that in 

the blending process the rubber first underwent phase separation, and subsequently nylon 

crystallized preferentially with low energy and low plastic resistance crystal planes parallel 

to the rubber-nylon interface. Those lamellae were organized perpendicular to the interfaces 

while the hydrogen-bonded planes of low slip resistance are aligned parallel to the interfaces. 

They studied the ductile-brittle transition as a function of temperature, rubber weight 

fraction and particle size. The analysis of the fracture surface revealed unique morphologies 

for various regions of toughness by the SEM technique. In the brittle region, the fracture 

surface is patchy; in the transition region, there are occasional striations present on the 

fracture surface, along with the brittle fracture morphology; in the ductile region, the surface 

is fully covered by the striations. 

Lazzeri and Bucknall [23-27] have elucidated the toughness mechanism for the rubber- 

toughened polymer based on a quantitative model for cavitation and consequent dilatational 

yielding in multiphase plastics. The model indicates that cavitation can occur by debonding 

at phase boundaries or by the nucleation of voids within a soft polymeric phase when the 

stored volumetric strain energy density within the rubber phase exceeds the critical value. 

This model is related to the critical volume strain required for cavitation to the properties of 

particles: its size, shear modulus, surface energy and failure strain in biaxial extension.  

The cavitation model assumed that rubber particles under positive hydrostatic stress 

will cavitate when the stored volumetric strain energy density  !: 

Uo� Kr·∆'22                                                                       �1.2� 

within the rubber phase exceeds a critical value. In Equ. (1.2), Kr is the bulk modulus of the 

rubber and ∆' is the volume strain of the particle. The energy density stored in the particle  
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after the formation of a void of diameter � is then given by:  

 ) � *
2 +∆' � ,�-�.� / 60- ,�-� / 3�
234562 ,�-�                         �1.3� 

where 0 is the surface energy of rubber, -  is the rubber particle, �
  is the rubber shear 

modulus and 23456 is a function of the elongation at the break of rubber in a biaxial state of 

stress. A necessary condition for cavitation is that the energy  ) has to be smaller than the 

initial energy before cavitation, Uo. The three parts in Equ. 1.3 present the strain energy of 

the particles, the surface energy of rubber particle and the shear strain energy. Fig. 1.2 

shows the relationship between   7⁄  and , -⁄  described by equation (1.3). It is obvious 

that the cavitation happens at a critical ∆'7, which is inversely related to the particle size. 

This model predicts that with the increasing stress applied to a rubber-toughened polymer, 

cavitation will begin in the largest fillers and then progressively affect the smaller ones.  

 
(a)                                                                                (b) 

Figure 1.2 From reference[24] Relationship (a): between energy of rubber particle and void size, calculated 

from equation (1.3) for a range of initial volume strains; (b) energy of rubber particle and void size for a range 

of particle size. The Rubber properties: �
=0.4 MPa, Kr=2GPa, 0=0.03Jm-2 and 23456=1. 

Lazzeri and Bucknall proposed a modified version of the Gurson yield function to 

account for the effects of cavitation on the yielding behaviors of rubber-toughened polymers:  

89�:; , =� � 87�:; , 0�>?1 � @8A87�:; , 0�B� � 2=C cosh ? 3C�8A287�:; , 0�B /C�=�         �1.4� 

where :; is the rubber volume fraction, 89�:; , =� is the effective (von Mises) yield stress 

and 87�:; , = � 0� is the matrix yield stress when the mean normal stress 8A and the void 

content = are both zero, while @ is the pressure coefficient of yielding. Factors C, C� and C� 

are introduced to improve the fit between Gurson’s predictions and finite element analysis 

[28]. This gives a round-nosed cone in stress space, as shown in Fig. 1.3. Equ. 1.4 contains 
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two term relations to dilatant yielding, one reflecting the flow behavior within the 

continuous matrix polymer phase, and the other arising from the reduced constraints on 

yielding of the shear band when voids are present. As the void content = increases, mean 

stresses within the ligaments remain tensile but become non-uniform, so that the term 

containing @  is then an approximation. However, the relative importance of this term 

diminishes with increasing void content, so that any error can be regarded as negligible.  

 
Figure 1.3 From Reference [24], representation in principal stress space of the pressure modified von 

Mises yield criterion according equation (1.4) for a cavitated polymer containing 20 vol% voids, with @ =0.39. 

This proposed dilatational yielding model is applied to a rubber-toughened Nylon-6, 

and Fig. 1.4 is the transmission electron micrograph of one section from a fractured Charpy 

specimen of samples. It is clear that the cavitations appear in a line of closely spaced 

particles in the TEM micrograph, and they are relatively large compared with the rest of the 

rubber. The Scheme in Fig. 1.4 (b) indicates the combination of normal and shear 

displacements that have taken place in forming the band, and defines that band angle H with 

respect to the principal stress axes.  

 

(a)                                                             (b) 

Figure 1.4 From reference [24] (a) TEM micrograph of OsO4-stained ultrathin section from a fractured Charpy 

specimen of rubber toughened Nylon-6, showing a series of  dilatation band; (b) Scheme showing locating of 

band in the broken Charpy bar and the strains within the band.  
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Those dilatation bands can alter the subsequent stress-strain behavior of the material, 

crack tips: cavitated rubber particles respond to dilatational stresses by 

increasing their volume substantially, whereas uncavitated particles do not. Dilatation bands 

thus enable the toughened plastics to yield and in some cases to strain

cavitation, under conditions that would otherwise cause necking, where the materials 

 at the tip of the crack, allowing for only 

toughened systems, the impact strength has 

proportional to the volume of the plastic zone [29], and cavitation in the rubber particles 

causes a lowering of the macroscopic yield stress. This is very important for the study of the 

toughened plastics, Lazzeri and Bucknall also worked on the plastic zone size based 

on the modified equation (1.4), and a first order approximation of the size and shape of the 

-toughened polymer is shown in Fig. 1.5. The 

shape zone near a crack tip for a rubber-toughened polymer in the condition among the 

particle have not cavitated (f = 0) with that of the same polymer at two different levels of 

= 0.1 and f = 0.2) in the plain strain. It is obvious that the size of the 

plastic zone increases significantly with the volume fraction of microvoids. Moreover, 

during the Izod or Charpy impact test, most energy is dissipated within the plastic zone

it can be predicted that a polymer blended with rubber, which can cavitate in 

considerable extent, will show a relatively larger plastic size and subsequently

Figure 1.5 From reference [30] Approximate shape of the plastic zone at different void contents 

As discussed above, in the modified Gurson equation (1.4) the yielding dilatation 

initial yielding of the material under conditions of random cavitation. 

However, further deformation is no longer homogeneous and becomes highly localized due 

6 

strain behavior of the material, 

crack tips: cavitated rubber particles respond to dilatational stresses by 

increasing their volume substantially, whereas uncavitated particles do not. Dilatation bands 

thus enable the toughened plastics to yield and in some cases to strain-harden by internal 

cavitation, under conditions that would otherwise cause necking, where the materials are 

only a very limited plastic 

toughened systems, the impact strength has been found to be 

and cavitation in the rubber particles 

causes a lowering of the macroscopic yield stress. This is very important for the study of the 

also worked on the plastic zone size based 

and a first order approximation of the size and shape of the 

toughened polymer is shown in Fig. 1.5. The comparison of the 

toughened polymer in the condition among the 

= 0) with that of the same polymer at two different levels of 

n. It is obvious that the size of the 

plastic zone increases significantly with the volume fraction of microvoids. Moreover, 

during the Izod or Charpy impact test, most energy is dissipated within the plastic zone, and 

polymer blended with rubber, which can cavitate in 

plastic size and subsequently a larger 

 
Approximate shape of the plastic zone at different void contents  

the modified Gurson equation (1.4) the yielding dilatation 

initial yielding of the material under conditions of random cavitation. 

However, further deformation is no longer homogeneous and becomes highly localized due 
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to the initiation of shear instabilities called dilatational bands as shown in Fig. 1.4. The 

bands can be described as planar arrays of cavitated particles where the matrix between 

voids is subject to high shear strains and because of the rubber particle cavitation, reduced 

the constraints on plastic flow. As shown in Fig. 1.4 (b), the plane shear direction is parallel 

to the plane, and the volume dilatation is normal to it. Then it is possible to calculate the 

dilatational bands angle I between these dilatational bands and the direction of maximum 

stress on the basis of the modified Gurson relation: 

cos�2I� � 2J878 � 8�                                                          �1.5� 

where 8  and 8� are the principal stresses on the plane of the band. For a cavitated polymer 

exhibiting pressure-dependent yielding without strain hardening, J is given by:  

J � @3 ?1 � @ 8A87 B / =2 sinh ?38A287 B                                          �1.6� 

The angle of the dilatation band, I, is thus a function of the void content = and of the 

level of triaxiality. Once the deformation process has become localized into dilatational 

bands, further particle cavitation will occur preferentially near band tips. In this case the 

proposed cavitation model cannot accurately account for the macroscopic yield behavior of 

the cavitated polymer. The proposed dilatation band model by Lazzeri has been confirmed 

in the work of rubber-toughened polypropylene [31] with EPR elastomers. 

The propagation and the growth of the dilatational bands have been studied by the 

research work of Hiltner et al. [32, 33]. Their work has examined the dilatation bands 

present in the polycarbonate toughened with core shell particles. They found that particle 

outside the dilatation band would not cavitate, while those inside the bands appeared 

distorted due to the high level of matrix strain in the ligaments, which was estimated to be 

close to the natural draw ratio of polycarbonate, about 100%. This cooperative cavitation in 

rubber-modified polycarbonate becomes more likely as the interpatricle distance decreases.  

For the rubber-toughened system, it has been proposed by Michler [34, 35] that the 

dominating mechanism is the single cavitation process in binary blends of PA/BA 

(polyamide/22 vol% butyl acrylate) systems. Under the conditions of uniaxial tension, a 

stress concentration builds up inside the rubber phase as the first stage of the whole process. 

Then the modified particles can be stretched and microvoids occur inside the rubber 

particles. Meanwhile, shear bands of the polymer matrix form between those microvoids. In 

the third step, with further straining of the specimen, the voids will become more elongated, 

and the matrix will be further deformed through shear yielding. They also reported in the 
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case of the mineral filler CaCO3 that it is not possible for cavitation to occur inside the 

particles, but void formation at the interfacial region between rigid particle and the polymer 

matrix is very effective.  

                 
Figure 1.6 From reference [34, 35] single cavitation process in binary blend systems: PA/BA blend  

Based on the former knowledge of the rubber toughening mechanism and the proposed 

models by Wu, Bucknall and Lazzeri, Muratoglu, Michler and so on, the rubber-toughened 

system basically depends on the rubber particle size, volume fraction and the inter-particle 

distance, as well as the onset of the cavitation process. However, it is also well known that 

the cavitation of rubber particle during the deformation process reduces the strength of the 

polymer system. In other words, the increasing of toughness compromises the stiffness of 

the polymeric system with rubber particles.  

Similar to the requirement of microvoids cavitation process in the rubber-toughening 

mechanism, a debonding process has been reported in several filled polymer systems. If the 

volume fractions and random dispersions of particles can be made comparable, it should be 

more beneficial to use stiff particles such as the calcium carbonate nanoparticles rather than 

soft rubber particles. This would also then improve the stiffness of the polymer composites 

filled with rigid particles. Argon and Cohen [11, 12, 36-38] proposed that toughening 

polymers with rigid filler, could be achieved only if the rigid particles debond from the 

matrix, creating voids around particles and allowing the interpatricle ligament to deform 

plastically or even to fibrillate. Michler [34, 35] also proposed that microvoid formation is a 

major operating mechanism for the initiating plastic deformation similar to the cavitation of 

rubber particles. They suggested that the microvoid formation can also be caused by the 

debonding at the interface between rigid particles and matrix, based on their study of the 
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structure-property relationship of polypropylene/aluminum hydroxide composites. In the 

following section, the recent research activity in filler toughened plastics is reviewed.  

1.2  Filler toughened plastics  

In former literature work, semi-crystalline polymer such as polypropylene [39-41], 

polyethylene [42], polyamide [43, 44], filled with rigid organic fillers in micro or nano-size, 

for example, CaCO3 [45-49], SiO2, Mg(OH)2 [50, 51], glass beads [52],carbon nanotubes 

[53] and layered silicate [54-58], have been studied mainly in order to cope with the obvious 

limitations of polymers with low stiffness and strength. In the last two decades, the concept 

of “filler-toughened polymers” has received increasing attention due to improvements in the 

mechanic properties of polymer composites.  

In 1989, Levita and Lazzeri [6] published their research work on the strength and 

fracture properties of a polypropylene filled with ultrafine calcium carbonate (0.07 µm), in 

the composition range of 0 to 40 percent by volume. Untreated and surface treated (with 

stearic acid and a titanate coupling agent) grades were compared. The untreated filler caused 

a decrease of toughness whereas a maximum, about 10 percent, was observed for the treated 

filler. Bartczak and coworkers [5, 11] compared the modified high-density polyethylene 

with rubber or nanoparticles based on the critical interpatricle ligament effect. They found a 

similar result in two systems that the toughness of the polymer nanocomposites increased 

dramatically when the mean interpatricle ligament thickness of the polyethylene matrix 

dropped to values below 0.6 @m. This confirmed that the stiff fillers provided the additional 

benefit of substantially increasing Young’s modulus and also the significant improvement of 

their impact energy. Mai and Xie et al. [59] reported that the optimal properties such as 

Young’s modulus, tensile yield strength, elongation-at-break and Charpy notched impact 

strength were obtained in PVC by adding only 5 wt% CaCO3 nanoparticles with an average 

size of 40 nm.  

The presence of nanoparticles in the polymer will alter the local stress state of the 

surrounding matrix due to the specific large surface area. This effect can be attributed to the 

influence of nanoparticle-polymer interfaces on the polymer chain dynamics in the vicinity 

of particles. In the literature, detailed discussions can be found about the influence of the 

particle size, particle/matrix interface adhesion and particle content on the stiffness, strength 

and toughness of the final particulate polymer composites. Moreover, a basic understanding 

of the stiffness and toughness mechanism in the nanoparticles-filled polymer composites is 

necessary to tailor suitable toughened plastics with nanoparticles.  
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As it is already known, debonding is the required process for the following energy 

dissipation provided by the polymer matrix deformation that leads to enhanced toughness of 

polymer nanocomposites. In the work of Michler et al. [35] on the PP/Al(OH)3 system and 

the work of Gaymans [60] on PP toughened with calcium carbonate nanoparticles, the 

toughening process as shown in Fig. 1.7 can be summarized in three steps: 

(a) Stress concentration. Because of the different elastic properties of the rigid 

nanoparticles with respect to that of the polymer matrix, the nanofillers act as stress 

concentrators.  

(b) Debonding. Under the applied uniaxial tension, the stress state around the 

nanoparticles changes and leads to the debonding on both polar regions of the filler 

particles. With the continuous growth of voids, the shear bands form in the matrix 

between the microvoids. 

(c) Shear yielding. Once the voids form due to the debonding of nanoparticles (similar 

to the cavitation inside the rubber particles), the triaxial tension can be locally 

released in the surrounding of voids, especially where the poles of the particle 

corresponding top and increase the shear component. Consequently, further shear 

yielding of the polymer is induced.  

                 
(a)                                                                      (b) 

Figure 1.7 From reference [35, 60] (a) Toughening mechanism of polymer nanocomposites with rigid 

particles and (b) the TEM micrographs of PP/Al(OH)3 polymer composites 

During those three steps of the deformation process, the dominating energy absorption 

process is in the third stage, which is attributed to the plastic deformation of the polymer 

matrix. With further increasing of the strain in the specimen, the stress will be further 

released, by which the plastic deformation of the polymer ligaments is considerably 

accelerated. However, the initial process that triggers the extensive plastic deformation of 

the polymer is the formation of microvoids due to the debonding of nanoparticles.  
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Therefore, a lot of literature work proposed the debonding models for the particulate 

polymer composites. Argon and Cohen [38] found that the gaps between the particles and 

the matrix was not completely reversible based on the loading and reloading tests. Thus, 

they defined the nature of the stress in the modified polymer is induced by the interfacial 

separation of pre-pressurized particles from the surrounding matrix that clamped down on 

them. They proposed a simple analytical development about the clamping pressure N on a 

spherical particle, which is a function of the bulk modulus *O and volumetric coefficient of 

the particle PO,  

N � 3PO � P�6∆Q*O�1 / 4@�3*O�                                                             �1.7� 

where @�  is the shear modulus of the filled composites and the P�  is the volumetric  

coefficient of expansion of the filled composites. The P� and @� themselves depend on the 

volume fraction S of the rigid fillers and can be determined from the equation by Chow [61, 

62]. 

@�@A � 1 / T @O@A � 1U S
1 / �T @O@A � 1U �1 � S� 215 �4 � 5VA��1 � VA� �                           �1.8� 

where VA is the Poisson’s ratio of the matrix, @O and @A are the shear modulus of rigid filler 

and polymer matrix. Moreover, from Chow: 

PO � P� � � +*A*O . 3PA � PO6S
1 / ?*A*O � 1B W�1 � S� 1 / VO331 � VO6 / SX               �1.9� 

where P� and PO are the volumetric coefficients of thermal expansion of the composite and 

that of the rigid fillers. Debonding in the form of a kink on the stress-strain curve will be 

observable when the negative pressure 8A inside the particle, induced by the applied tensile 

stress equals that of the thermal-misfit-induced pressure to make the interface stress free and 

ready to undergo separation. This gives eventually the tensile debonding stress 8)Z as,  

8)Z � 3N [1 / 2�1 � 4V / V�� ?*O*� � 1B
�1 / V� �2�1 � 2V� / �1 � V� ?*O*� B�\

�
                  �1.10� 

Concerning the debonding process in the filled-polymer composites, Lazzeri [63] has 

also studied polypropylene composites with the CaCO3 as a filler toughened system. Tensile 
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dilatometry tests of the polypropylene composites were carried out to study the debonding 

process and the volume evolution of voids inside the particulate-filled composites. This 

research work found that the debonding occurred before the macroscopic yield, therefore 

reducing the plastic resistance of the materials. The debonding would occur earlier as the 

particle content increased. The volume stain of a series of polypropylene with calcium 

carbonate fillers with different particle sizes is discussed. This method of volume strain 

change during uniaxial tensile test has been used to study toughening mechanisms in rubber-

toughened polymer in a former work of Lazzeri and Bucknall [26]. As expected, the volume 

strain of the PP/CaCO3 system shows a clear increase after the yielding points as shown in 

Fig. 1.8 (a) due to the formation of microvoids after the debonding of nanoparticles from the 

polymer matrix. A model has been proposed to take the particle size effect into account, 

based on the formation of an immobilized layer of polymer on the surface of the 

nanoparticles as shown in Fig. 1.8 (b). The experiment results are consistent with a surface 

layer of 15-25 nm. The aggregation of the nanoparticles has also been considered in the 

work when the particle size is about 3.5 micrometers. Their work of the volume strain 

suggests a very simple and effective method for the characterization of the interphase layer. 

   
(a)                                                                   (b) 

Figure 1.8 From reference [63] (a) Volume strain-elongation curves for PP/CaCO3 (0.07µm) (b) Model for 

volume increase due to the debonding between particle and matrix and the cavity growth 

Based on the study of debonding process, it is quite clear for the particulate-polymer 

composites that the improvement of toughness can be achieved with the following 

requirements:  

1. Filler dispersion must be very regular to avoid the formation of crack-initiating large 

agglomerates. 

2. Matrix-debonding must occur to allow unhindered plastic deformation around the 

particles. In other words, the interfacial adhesion should be at a suitable level to facilitate 

the debonding process of the particulate polymer composites.  
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1.3  Mechanical properties of particulate polymer system  

In the particulate-polymer composite systems, the mechanical properties such as 

stiffness, strength and toughness are strongly related to the particle size (large or small 

aspect ratio), particle-polymer interfacial interaction and the particle loading. Some 

proposed theoretic models are aimed at predicting the elastic modulus, strength and fracture 

toughness of the particulate-polymer composites. Besides the influence of nanofillers on the 

mechanical properties, there are reports [64-67] that the particles can act as nucleating 

agents for the crystallization of polymer. Meanwhile around or on the particle surface, there 

will be the transcrystalline layers [5, 68-70], which show different properties from the main 

polymer matrix.  

a. Young’s modulus.  

The addition of the filler into a polymer matrix results in a heterogeneous system. The 

stiffness of the composites is usually compared by using Young’s modulus, which is ratio of 

stress and strain in the elastic region in a tensile test. This value is very important and is the 

main difference between a rubber-toughened and a filler-toughened polymer system because 

the inorganic rigid particles have a higher stiffness than that of the polymer matrix. Particles 

having an average size in micrometers and nanometers are compared in many papers 

considering Young’s modulus.  

In the work of Bartczak [11], high-density polyethylene composites with calcium 

carbonate particle with three different sizes of 3.5, 0.70, 0.44 µm in different volume 

fractions from 5 to 30 percent have been considered. Young’s modulus of different 

composites indicated that the specimens with larger particle size showed a higher Young’s 

modulus than those with smaller particle size. A similar work on polypropylene composites 

with calcium carbonate is reported by Thio [12]. They found a slightly higher Young’s 

modulus for specimens with larger particles (3.5 µm) than that of the smaller particles (0.7 

and 0.07 µm). The particle loading also affects the stiffness of the particulate polymer. The 

composite modulus consistently increases by increasing the particle contents in the polymer 

matrix, which is attributed to the rigidity of the inorganic fillers. The most interesting 

parameter, the interfacial adhesion between rigid particle and polymer matrix, shows no 

effect on Young’s modulus of the composites. This can be explained by the fact that the 

modulus is a property of a material at a relatively lower deformation before the debonding 

process occurred, which is related to the interfacial adhesion. In the work of Levita and 

Lazzeri, the surface coated and uncoated calcium carbonate particles (70 nm) were added 
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into polypropylene and an increase of the modulus was noted with increasing filler loading. 

However, no changeable effect of the interfacial adhesion on the elastic modulus was found.  

Some theoretical models have been proposed to predict the elastic modulus in the 

particulate polymer composites. The basic one is Einstein’s [71, 72] equation for predicting 

Young’s modulus:  ]�]A � 1 / 2.5 _̂                                                          �1.11� 

where the ]� and ]A are the elastic modulus of the composites and the polymer matrix, and 

_̂ is the volume fraction of the particles. However, this model is valid only at low filler 

contents and does not consider the effect of particle size. There are some other modification 

of Einstein’s equation. Nielsen [73-75] proposed a modified Einstein’s equation: ]�]A � 1 / `a _̂1 � Ia _̂                                                      �1.12� 

where I  depends on particle packing fraction and `  and a  are constants for a given 

composite. 

` � bc � 1,        a � ]_ ]A � 1⁄]_ ]A / `⁄ , I � 1 / W�1 � _̂Ade�
_̂Ade� X _̂      �1.13� 

where bc is the Einstein’s coefficient and _̂Ade is the maximum volume fraction.  

Cohen [76] assumed that the two components are in a state of macroscopically 

homogeneous stress, and that adhesion is perfect at the interface of a cubic inclusion in a 

cubic matrix. When a uniform stress is applied on the boundary, the elastic modulus of the 

composites can be given by: 

]�]A � 1 / 1 / �f � 1� _̂��
1 / �f � 1� + _̂�� � _̂.                           �1.14� 

where f is the ratio between ]_ and ]A.  

Fu [77] proposed a simple equation based on the modified rule of mixtures to predict 

the elastic modulus of particulate composites:  

]� � g_]_ _̂ / ]A�1 � _̂�                                      �1.15� 

where 0 h g_ h 1 and is a particle strengthening factor.  

In conclusion, the stiffness of particulate-filled composites can be effectively increased 

by the addition of inorganic nanoparticles and the interfacial adhesion has little effect on 

this property.  
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b. Strength  

The strength of a material is defined as the maximum stress that the materials can 

sustain under the uniaxial tension. This parameter is also strongly connected with the 

particle size, volume fraction and the interfacial adhesion in the composites. It has been 

noted in some work [11, 12, 63] that the yield stress gradually decreased with the increasing 

of the particle loading in different particle sizes. However, the variation of the yield stress 

on the particle size is small, and the mechanical properties are mainly controlled by the 

volume loading rather than the particle sizes. The surface coating for the nanoparticles was 

carried out in that work in an attempt to achieve random dispersion of the nanoparticles. 

Therefore, the effect of the coated nanoparticles on the mechanical properties was compared 

to that of the uncoated one. For calcium carbonate industrially coated with stearin a few 

papers have discussed [6, 7, 11], the effect of the interfacial adhesion on the strength of final 

composites. Lazzeri prepared a series of HDPE composites with CaCO3 nanofillers, which 

were coated with different stearin amounts. The addition of the pure rigid fillers can 

increase the yield stress firstly, but then decrease with the increasing of surface coating 

amount. This can be related to the effect of surface coating amount on the interfacial 

adhesion, which was determined to be weaker with a larger stearin coating amount. 

Consequently, the extensive debonding of the particle from the matrix happened before the 

yield point under the applied load. In principle, a strong interfacial adhesion is critical for 

effective stress transfer leading to high composite strength. Inversely, a weak particle/matrix 

interface boding will only show a relatively lower strength. In the next section, the 

dependence of the toughness on the interfacial adhesion will also be discussed.  

The theoretical prediction of the strength of composites is difficult because this 

parameter is determined by the fracture behavior, which is associated with the extreme 

values of interface interaction, stress concentration, defect size or the particle distribution. 

Some proposed models are briefly summarized. Nielsen [78] calculated the strength of a 

filled polymer by:  

8� � 8A�1 � _̂�i                                                  �1.16� 

where 8�  and 8A  are the tensile strength of the composite and the polymer matrix, 

respectively, ̂_  is the volume fraction of filler and i  accounts for the weakness in the 

structure resulting from a discontinuity in stress transfer and the generation of stress 

concentrations at the filler-polymer interface. This model is proposed for poorly-bonded 

particles. This equation indicated that the strength of the composites decreased linearly with 

the increasing of the filler loading. However, some practical tests showed a non-linear 
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relationship with the calculated yield stress. Therefore, there is a modified model [79, 80] 

such as:  

8� � 8A31 � � _̂Z6                                                     �1.17� 

where � is related to the stress concentration or to the quality of adhesion between the 

polymer matrix and particles, and j is related to the geometry of the fillers. This model still 

predicts a decrease in strength with an increase of particle loading.  

Furthermore, Pukanszky [81-83] proposed that the tensile yield strength of composites 

could be calculated from the following equation: 

8� � � 1 � _̂1 / 2.5 _̂ 8A� klN�a _̂�                                   �1.18� 

where a is the interfacial adhesion between particles and polymer, which depends on the 

surface area of particle, particle density and interfacial bonding energy. For a poor 

interfacial bonding, the particle could not handle any load and a is zero. The parameter a 

presents the interfacial adhesion strength between particle and polymer matrix. The 

parameter a depends on both the thickness and the strength of the interphase:  

a � �1 / `_m_n� ln 8pq8pr                                              �1.19� 

where ̀ _ and m_ are the specific area and density of the filler, n is the thickness, and 8pq is 

the strength of the interface. This model is applied in a series of works of Pukanszky to 

determine the thickness of the interphase through the above equations (1.18) and (1.19) 

when the tensile strength of the composites is determined as a function of the volume 

fraction.  

In summary, the strength of the particulate polymer composite also relies on the 

properties of each component in the blends, such as the particle size, interfacial adhesion, 

and particle contents. Even many theoretical models were proposed to predict the strength 

for a given composites, but so far there is no one single equation that can be applied to all 

types of filled polymer composites. However, based on that prediction from the theory 

background, we have the direction to tailor new composites following the requirements of 

the special application.  

c. Fracture toughness  

As mentioned above, toughness is one of the most difficult parameters to control, and 

the design against brittle failure in composites is of critical importance. The deformation 

and fracture characteristics of toughened polymers and the interrelationship between the 
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micro-structure or micro-morphology and the mechanical properties are the main purposes 

for the toughness studies. It is very important that the special region with plane stress, 

between the particles, be provoked allowing the material to yield. Thus, it is possible for a 

material to show the plastic deformation and craze formation, which are the element 

processes for dissipated energy.  

Some experiment results of the particulate filled polymers have been recorded with the 

increasing of toughness. Thio [84] studied the effect of interfacial adhesion on the 

toughened polypropylene with glass beads with different surface treatments to either 

increase or decrease the interfacial interaction. The Izod impact toughness increased with 

the increasing of CF-silane (heptadecafluorodecyl trichlorosilane) amount used for the 

surface treatment of the glass particles, which showed a decreased interfacial interaction 

with the polypropylene. This confirms the hypothesis that a weaker interaction would lead 

to a higher toughness. Another study [11] of the HDPE/CaCO3 composites work has 

demonstrated a very successful toughening behavior exhibiting dramatic toughness jumps in 

connection with the critical ligament size criterion of Wu [3]. Lazzeri [7] worked on the 

HDPE nanocomposites with the precipitated calcium carbonate filler coated with stearin. 

The Charpy impact in their work indicated an almost linear increasing relationship between 

the surface coating amount on the PCC particles and the impact strength as shown in Fig. 

1.9. That is the former work of this thesis. The explanation of this increasing of impact 

toughness is possibly due to the effect of the surface coating amount on the interfacial 

adhesion. However, the discussion about the relationship between stearin surface coating on 

the PCC particle and the interfacial adhesion with polyethylene was not reported in that 

work.  

 

Figure 1.9 From reference [7] dependence of the impact strength of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites versus 
the surface coating amount of PCC 
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The toughness of particulate polymer composites also depends on the filler loading. 

Zuiderduin [60] studied the effect of CaCO3 particles with a diameter of 0.7µm on the 

notched Izod fracture toughness of polypropylene. This is an almost linear increase of the 

impact strength with the increasing of particle loading and the toughness is improved four-

fold with 60 wt% fillers in PP. They indicated that the stearic acid coating on the particle 

surface showed a large positive effect on the impact strength. However they also reported 

the failure of the smaller particle with an average size of 70 nm in achieving toughness 

improvement was attributed to the poor dispersion of the nanoparticles. In fact, this is one of 

the most difficult problems during the preparation of filled polymer nanocomposites. The 

dispersion of the particle is critical in these composites, and at high filler loadings it may 

become difficult to avoid aggregates, which can lead to the brittle behavior of polymer 

composites. In the thermoplastic field, this problem can mostly be solved through the 

surface coating of the nanoparticles to avoid aggregation. Ahsan [85] carried out detailed 

studies on the influence of the surface energy on the mineral-polymer interaction in the 

polyolefin composites. The ground calcium carbonate with a lower surface energy after the 

surface treatment showed higher resistance to impact. This work suggested the surface 

energy might be a key to the development of the design of the mineral filled-polymer 

composites. 

Except the Izod or Charpy impact tests for the investigation of polymer toughness, 

there are two other approaches to determine the fracture toughness: the stress intensity 

factor *� and the energy release rate ��. Under certain conditions the two parameters can be 

connected to each other by: 

 �� � *�� ]� ⁄                                                                   �1.20� 

A widely applied method for filler-toughened polymer nanocomposites is the micro-

morphological study by SEM or TEM techniques. To-date, the possible toughening 

mechanisms have been proposed and include: crack pinning, crack-tip blunting, particle-

matrix interphase debonding, polymer matrix shear yielding, micro-cracking, micro-shear 

banding and fibrillation of the polymer matrix. Some of those processes can cooperate in the 

particulate polymer composites. The most accepted fracture mechanism is the debonding of 

rigid particles from the polymer matrix during the deformation process, and the most 

controlled factor is the interfacial adhesion between particle and polymer. In an early work 

of Levita and Lazzeri et al, it is reported that when the particle was very small size, the 

crack-pinning had no contribution to the  �� values. If the interfacial debonding dominated 
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in the fracture process, the smaller particle will lead to large  �� due to their higher surface 

area.  

Evans et al [86] argued that energy dissipation processes within a dissipation zone in 

front of the crack were responsible for toughness enhancement by adding rigid particles to 

ductile polymer. They also found that the particle debonding and subsequent yielding of 

local polymer regions were the dominant mechanism. Bohse [87] also reported a similar 

work about the fracture toughness of particulate-filled plastics.  

Based on the knowledge of literature and former proposed models, it is clear that the 

rubber toughening mainly depends on the fine dispersion of the rubber particles. However 

for the filler toughening system, the mechanism requires only a modest level of adhesion 

between the particles and polymer. In general, a poor adhesion leads to an increase in 

toughness. [7, 84, 88, 89] Following this principle, an important part of this work will be 

devoted to the surface treatment and the characterization of the nanoparticles to achieve the 

suitable interfacial adhesion. The basic theoretical background for the surface treatment of 

the nanoparticles is discussed in the following. 

1.4  Surface treatment and characterization  

In order to design new materials according to the requirements for the application, it is 

important to make surface treatments for both rubber particles and inorganic rigid particle. 

The microstructure of the filled-polymer will be consequently changed to facilitate the 

suitable deformation process during the application.  

In the rubber-toughened plastics, it is well known that the elastomer particle size plays 

a key role in achieving the super-toughness. Some former work also studied the strategies 

for toughening to achieve an optimum rubber particle size. For example, it has been 

reported [90] that the size of the elastomer particles in the polyamide blends can be 

significantly decreased because of the reaction of the grafted maleic anhydride groups with 

the amine end group of the polyamide to form copolymers that retard the coalescence of 

elastomers particles. 

a. Aggregation of rigid particles   

In the filler-toughened plastics, the surface treatment of the rigid nanoparticles aims at 

two key points: particle-particle interaction and particle-polymer interaction. The first one 

aims to decrease the aggregation degree and take advantage of the large surface area of 

nanoparticles. The other purpose is to achieve a suitable interfacial adhesion for the 

necessary process under external loads. The aggregation of nanoparticles is connected to 
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their small particle size, since the balance between the separation force and the adhesion 

force is strongly dependent on this parameter. For smaller particles, separation forces are 

smaller than adhesion forces. This can result in either a large aggregation in the polymer 

leading to brittle behavior or debonding from the matrix or a break inside with the formation 

of cracks. The adhesion strength between the particles is determined by the size and surface 

energy for each component.  

2d � 32 �stu,d                                                        �1.21� 

where 2d  is the adhesive force between the particles is, stu  is the reversible work of 

adhesion and ,d is the effective radius. A lower reversible work for adhesion was found to 

result in a decreased aggregation tendency. Non-reactive surface treatment invariably leads 

to a decrease in the surface tension and stu , thus to decreased aggregation and 

consequently improved mechanical properties [91, 92].  

b. Surface treatment for rigid particles  

The easiest way for the modification of the interfacial adhesion is the surface treatment 

of fillers. There are a few different types of surface coating agents according to different 

goals for the treatment, such as the coupling agents to increase the interfacial adhesion or 

the surfactant to weaken the interaction. In the industrial field, the surface treatment is quite 

important for solving problems of processing technology and product quality. In the filled-

polymer composites, the surface treatment of nanoparticles changes not only the particle-

particle interaction but also the particle-matrix interaction. Basically, there are four different 

types [93] of surface treatment: (1) Non–reactive treatment-surfactants, (2) Reactive 

treatment-coupling agents, (3) Polymer layers-inter-diffusion and (4) Soft interlayer-

elastomers.  

Reactive treatment assumes the chemical reaction of the coupling agent with both the 

particle and polymer matrix. The surface treatment of glass beads with silanes is one of 

successful examples. Silane coupling agents are effective in the particles, which have the 

reactive OH groups on the surface [94, 95]. The application of silanes was also carried out 

on calcium carbonate to study the interaction of coupling agents and CaCO3 [96]. They 

found that silanes coated CaCO3 showed increased strength but decreased deformability. A 

study of the surface treatment of montmorillonite with alkyammonium monolayer [97] 

found that the hydrophilic surface of clay was modified to be hydrophobic. In fact, the 

reactive treatment with coupling agents is more complicated because of the possible 

polymerization of coupling agents and the chemical bonding or physical absorbed layers.  
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In industry, the widest used and also the oldest method for surface treatment is the use 

of nonreactive surfactants, which are usually available, small molecular weight organic 

compounds. For the calcium carbonate particles, the most widely used surfactants [98-101] 

are fatty acids such as stearin, which is mainly a blend of palmitic acid and stearic acid with 

a little amount of other acids, due to the low cost and easy preparation. Because of both the 

polar group (carboxyl part) and non-polar group (aliphatic chain) in fatty acids, it is reported 

that a preferred adsorption process of the surfactant occurs on the nanoparticles’ surface. 

However, the industrial method for surface coating focuses more on the coating effect of the 

products and little information has been disclosed about the detailed adsorption process 

during surface coating process that can be dry coating or in a special liquid medium. 

Furthermore, the study of the surface coating amount is a crucial question for optimizing the 

recipe for special applications. The surface characteristics of nanoparticles, such as the 

organic coating amount, the molecular arrangement on the surface, the specific surface area 

of nanoparticles and the surface energy, are all interconnected with each other and will 

affect the application of the nanoparticles in several polymers. For example the interfacial 

adhesion between nanoparticles and the polymer matrix can be expressed [102] by:  

P� � P / P� � 23P)P�)6/� � 23POP�O6 �⁄                                   �1.22� 

where Pw) and PwO are the dispersion and the specific components of Pw. In fact the surface 

tension of the polymer and rigid particles are different for both the dispersion and specific 

components. The surface treatment effect on the surface free energy will be another factor 

for the application to polymers. In fact, the relationships between the coating amount with 

the surface energy change, and then the mechanical properties are discussed in detail in this 

thesis.  

In summary, filler-toughened polymer systems can be prepared by compounding rigid 

particles into the polymer matrix. In order to improve the toughness of polymer 

nanocomposites, the surface treatment of the inorganic particles is necessary to avoid the 

aggregation among particles and also to weaken the particle-matrix interfacial adhesion. The 

high surface area of nanoparticles in the plastics and the weaker interfacial interaction make 

the debonding process easier, which is the initial part for the energy dissipation process. 

This is the basic structure of this thesis.  

1.5 Outline of this thesis  

In the former work of this thesis, some interesting results have been published. The 

application of ultra-fine calcium carbonate nanoparticles can effectively increase the 
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toughness of the semi-crystalline polymer such as high-density polyethylene and 

polypropylene. The former study of Lazzeri on the rubber-toughened polymer system gives 

theoretic models, the cavitation and dilatation yielding bands models, in order to predict the 

possibility of toughness improvement of the filler-toughened system. However, some 

problems were found also during the former studies. For example, calcium carbonate 

nanoparticles tend to easily aggregate during the compounding process with the polymer.  

The former study showed that commercial PCC nanoparticles coated with stearin in the 

water medium had a very low aggregation degree in the HDPE polymer matrix by the melt 

extrusion process. The surface coating by organic materials is of critical importance to the 

particle distribution and the particle-polymer interaction. These two parameters are the 

determinant factors for the mechanical properties of the final nanocomposites. Precipitated 

calcium carbonate (PCC) has been widely used in the industrial field for many applications, 

such as automotive, household, and packaging sectors. Moreover, the enhanced toughness 

of filler-toughened plastics with PCC particles has been reported, especially their 

mechanical performance. Therefore in this thesis, the relationship between the surface 

coating effect of calcium carbonate nanoparticles and the properties of the final polymer 

nanocomposites is mainly discussed. The main research work is shown as following:  

In Chapter 2, the preparation and surface treatment processes of precipitated calcium 

carbonate is described in detail. The techniques used for the surface characterization are 

shown according to the different purposes, such as the surface organic coating amount, 

surface molecular arrangement, and surface coating mechanism. The lab-scale melt-

extrusion machine HAAKE minilab was used for the preparation of the polymer 

nanocomposites. The tests for the mechanical properties, crystalline behavior and the micro-

morphology of polymer nanocomposites were described concerning the measurement 

conditions.  

In Chapter 3, the surface coating process of the commercial PCC nanoparticles with 

stearin in the water medium is compared with that of dry coating or lab-scale solvent 

coating. The main surface characterizations focus on the total organic amount of surfactant 

and the adsorption process of the surfactants in the aqueous solution.  

In Chapter 4, the surface characterization of the water-coated PCC nanoparticles is 

discussed on the molecular arrangement of the surfactant. The temperature dependence of 

the surface coating molecular crystalline is discussed according to the different thermal 

treatment, which is helpful in understanding the reality of the coating molecules under 
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different temperatures. The influence of the surface treatment on the surface free energy 

change is also investigated on a series of PCC nanoparticles.  

In Chapter 5, the surface coated PCC nanoparticles are added to high-density 

polyethylene for the application as filler-toughened polymer system. The surface coating 

characteristics such as the coating amount or the surface free energy are investigated 

connected to the mechanical properties, including the tensile and impact properties. The 

impact fracture surface of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites is discussed for the toughness 

mechanism.  

In Chapter 6, the stearin-coated PCC particles are also applied to a biodegradable 

polymer, polylactic acid (PLA), to test the capability as toughness particles. PLA is an 

alternative material for the fossil fuel-based traditional polymers and can be derived from 

renewable resources. Because the PLA has a poor toughness and the PCC is reported as 

toughness filler, the purpose of this Chapter is to try to understand the effect of coated PCC 

particles on the mechanical properties, thermal behaviors and the micro-morphology of 

PLA/PCC nanocomposites.  

In Chapter 7, the main results in this thesis are summarized and the major points of 

this thesis are listed. Nevertheless, several questions remained open in this work and further 

research work is needed. Some on-going work will continue in the particulate field based on 

the results of this thesis.  
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Chapter 2 Materials and Experiments 

2.1 Surface characterization of PCC nanoparticles  

2.1.1 Materials  

A series of experimental precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) particles was supplied 

by Solvay Advanced Functional Minerals (Salin-de-Giraud, France). The surface treatment 

with a commercial stearin, Pristerene 4937 from Uniqema (now Croda Italiana S.p.A., 

Mortara, Italy), ranged from 0 to 13.5 % by weight (that is 0 to 135 g acid/kg PCC) and it 

was carried out in aqueous solution. These particles were coded from PCC1 to PCC9 in this 

thesis. The particle size is about 62 nm and the corresponding specific surface area is around 

19 m2/g, as shown in Table 2.1. PCC particles with full monolayer coating coverage (also 

with the same commercial stearin) obtained by dry coating also supplied from Solvay were 

used as a reference sample and coded ML2. These particles have a specific surface area of 

65 m2/g and surface coating amount of 15 wt%. Concerning the choice of the surfactant 

used in this work, it should be noted that industrially available calcium carbonates are 

coated with commercial stearin and not with pure stearic acid. The commercial stearin 

chosen, Pristerene 4937, contains about 48.8% stearic acid (C18, molar mass 284.5 g/mol); 

49.5% palmitic acid (C16, molar mass 256.4 g/mol); and small amounts of oleic acid. In 

stoichiometric calculations, a molar mass of 270.4 is assumed for stearin.  

For purposes of comparison, an industrially-available PCC, Socal U1, also from 

SOLVAY Advanced Functional Minerals, was also used [103]. The mean particle size 

(D50%) of Socal U1 is 0.08 µm, and the average surface area is 20 m2/g, as reported by the 

supplier, and is not coated. This pure PCC was used for the preparation of a fully covered 

monolayer sample in solvent and coded to be ML1.  

In this thesis, the term “full monolayer” is defined to be a coating level corresponding 

to the maximum theoretical monolayer coverage that is determined according to the specific 

surface area of PCC and the theoretical cross section area of stearate molecule, with the 

orientation of stearate molecules assumed to be vertical to the PCC surface. The term 

“monolayer” refers to a coating level below the maximum theoretical, which means that a 

part of the surface is covered by a chemisorbed layer of stearin/stearic molecules, and other 

part is still uncovered. Throughout this thesis, the term “stearin” is to indicate the 

commercial stearin Pristerene 4937 and the term “stearic acid” refers to pure acid from 

Aldrich. 
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In Table 2.1 all PCC particles used in this work are shown by the main properties of 

particle size, specific surface free energy (determined by the BET tests) and nominal coating 

amount.  

Table 2.1 Specification of PCC powders used  

Particle code Specific surface area (m2/g) Nominal coating (wt%) 

PCC1 19.0 0 

PCC2 19.9 3 

PCC3 18.0 4.5 

PCC4 19.2 6.0 

PCC5 18.0 7.5 

PCC6 18.7 9.0 

PCC7 18.9 10.5 

PCC8 18.9 12.0 

PCC9 18.9 13.5 

ML1 20.0 4.5 

ML2 65.0 15.0 

SOCAL U1 20.0 0 

2.1.2 Preparation of precipitated calcium carbonate  

Preparation of the aqueous suspension of calcium hydroxide. 1 liter of water was 

first heated to 60 °C. Hydration was carried out by stirring in 100 g of granules of calcium 

oxide, 25-50 mm in size and a max residual CO2 content of 3.5% was added. After the 

addition of calcium oxide, the temperature of the suspension was measured at 10 min 

intervals. Stirring was stopped when the reaction was completed, meaning that there was no 

further increase in temperature due to the exothermicity of the reaction. The suspension was 

filtered through a 500 µm sieve in order to remove unreacted material (excessively or 

insufficiently calcinated material) and later with a 75 µm sieve. 

Preparation of precipitated calcium carbonate. A suspension of calcium hydroxide 

in water with the concentration of 133 g/L was prepared in a 1 L continuously-stirred tank 

reactor. The temperature was adjusted to 18 °C. Carbon dioxide, at a concentration of 25%, 

(volume of CO2 in air), under a constant flow rate of 0.1 Nm3/h, was bubbled into the tank 

and reacted with the calcium hydroxide for about 90 min to ensure completion of the 

carbonation reaction [104]. The temperature in the tank reaches a peak of about 60 °C and 

starts to decrease at the end of the reaction. The final concentration of PCC was 180 g/L. 

Preparation of the stearin soap emulsion. Stearin was first dissolved by adding water 

at 85 °C with a concentration of 0.40 M. The mixture was stirred for 30 min before the 
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30 wt% sodium hydroxide water solution, with a stearin/hydroxide mole ratio 

Surface treatment with stearin. The surface coating was carried out by mixing the 

suspension of precipitated calcium carbonate and the stearin soap emuls

PCC suspension was brought to a temperature of about 80 °C, and then it was continuously 

outside the reaction tank by means of an external pump at a rate of 1 

stearin soap emulsion was added to the recirculation stream until the desired coating level 

reached. The addition rate was 0.5 L/min. 

The coated calcium carbonate was then separated by vacuum 

an oven at 105° C and finally grinded [105]. 

PCC particles prepared in this way was shown in Fig. 2.1.  
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plotted against the concentration of stearate, which was carefully controlled to be in a very 

low range according to the Beer-Lambert law. This calibration curve was then applied to the 

DRIFT spectra of all the water coated PCC particles, making it possible to obtain the semi-

quantitative analysis on the COO- amount on the PCC surface. Since the possible surface 

adsorbed molecules can be determined from the FTIR analysis, the relationship between 

reacted stearin and the nominal amount then could also be assessed. 

2.1.4 BET 

The specific surface area of all the PCC particles was determined by the low 

temperature nitrogen adsorption method using the BET technique with the Gemini V series 

surface area analyzer (Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, Norcross, GA, USA.) The 

results are shown in Table 2.1. All the investigated nanoparticles were degassed by the 

flowing-gas devices unit at 100 °C for three hours to remove all impurities on the surface. 

Then the prepared container tube was analyzed in the liquid nitrogen dewar to maintain a 

stable measurement condition.  

2.1.5 Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA) 

TGA measurement was carried out in air at a heating rate of 5 °C/min by Rheometric 

Scientific TGA 1000 (TA Instruments, New castle, DE, USA) for all the series coated PCC 

particles together with PCC monolayer sample ML2 and the PCC mechanical mixtures with 

stearic acid or calcium stearate. The full temperature region ranges from room temperature 

to 1000 °C in order to ensure the full decomposition of the organic group on the PCC 

surface. Derivative thermo gravimetric analysis (DTG) was recorded for the comparison of 

decomposition peaks.  

2.1.6 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

DSC measurements were carried out for the surface characterization of coated PCC 

particles in aqueous medium with a TA Q200 instrument (TA Instruments, New castle, DE, 

USA) with nitrogen as the carrier gas and indium used for the calibration. The two main 

purposes of the DSC measurements are shown as following in different thermal treatment 

programs. 

2.1.6.1 Determination of chemisorbed monolayer amount  

In order to discuss the influence of water on the PCC regarding the thermal behavior of 

organic coating layers, DSC measurements were carried out in three different measurement 

conditions. In one series, the sample was put into an aluminum hermetic-type pan and 
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heated from 50 °C to 220 °C at a heating rate of 5 °C/min. In the second series, the same 

hermetic-type pan was used. After loading of the sample and sealing the pan, the lid was 

perforated with pinholes in order to better control the emission of free water vapors that 

might be removed from hydrated alkanoates during heating. The use of hermetic-type pans 

and lids with pinholes was suggested by the producer of the DSC instrument as being useful 

in vapor pressure studies (TA Thermal Applications Notes #18 – “Guide for Choosing DSC 

pans”; and # 5 – “Boiling Point and Vapor Pressure Measurement by Pressure DSC”). 

Finally, similarly perforated pans were kept at 60 °C for 3 hours and then were heated up to 

220 °C at 5 °C/min to check the effects of either possible evaporation of free adsorbed water 

or dehydration of the monohydrate on the thermal behavior of the surfactants.  

2.1.6.2 Thermal transition behavior of calcium alkanoates 

The thermal transition behavior of organic coating, especially physisorbed layers on 

the PCC surface, was discussed by DSC tests of calcium alkanoates monohydrate to study 

the influence of the dry process on the coating molecular arrangement on the PCC 

nanoparticles.  

2.1.7 Dissolution method  

2.1.7.1 Gas chromatograph (GC) internal standard method 

The GC internal standard method was used for the determination of stearic acid 

concentration in solvent. Lauric acid was chosen as the internal standard solvent because of 

its similar properties to stearic acid and a separate peak in the GC measurement.  

Firstly, stearic acid solution and lauric acid solution were prepared in acetone to be 10 

and 5 mg/mL, respectively, and were kept at 4°C in a refrigerator. Each time before the GC 

analysis, an aliquot of both the stearic acid and lauric acid solutions was brought back to 

room temperature and then was diluted to a suitable concentration in acetone. The stearic 

acid solution was diluted to be a series of different concentrations from 0.5 to 2.5 mg/mL, 

while the concentration of the lauric acid solution was kept constant at 0.5mg/mL.  

Secondly, a GC measurement was carried out with the Agilent 7890A instrument 

equipped with a flame ionization detector (FID) (Agilent technologies Palo Alto CA, USA). 

Both the injector and detector temperatures were 300 °C. The capillary column HP-FFAP 

was programmed from 110 °C (4 min) to 240 °C at 10 °C/min. Helium gas was used as the 

carrier gas, and at least five 1µL splitless injections were made for each solution sample. 

The GC spectra of lauric acid and stearic acid are shown in Fig. 2.2, and the peak areas were 

calculated for obtaining the calibration curve.  
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The calibration curve shows the ratio of peak area of stearic acid to the peak area of 

lauric acid as the Y-axis and the ratio of concentration of stearic acid to the concentration of 

lauric acid as the X-axis. In the calibration curve, the slope of the linear line is the internal 

response factor and would be used in the analysis for an unknown concentration of stearic 

acid solution. 
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Figure 2.2 GC spectra of stearic acid with lauric acid as internal standard materials  

2.1.7.2 Surface coating of PCC nanoparticles in solvent  

Pure precipitated calcium carbonate particles SOCAL U1 were supplied by SOLVAY 

Advanced Functional Mineral Company. This pure calcium carbonate was coated with 

stearic acid in acetone, which is a good solvent of stearic acid. The pure nanoparticles were 

firstly fully wetted in the solvent. Then a stearic acid solution with a fixed coating 

concentration was added to the particle suspension. In order to allow sufficient time for the 

reaction between calcium carbonate and stearic acid, the acetone suspension was kept stirred 

at 80 °C for 4 hours. 

Moreover, the series of PCCs nanoparticles modified with stearin in water medium 

were also analyzed using the dissolution method during a recoating process with stearic acid 

solution in acetone. All PCC particles were coated again with an excess amount of stearic 

acid in acetone at 80 °C. After both the pure calcium carbonate and the already surface 

coated PCCs reacted with stearic acid in solvent, the unknown concentration of the stearic 

acid solution is then determined by the GC analysis. The lauric acid solution was diluted to 

be 0.5 mg/mL, similar to the calibration procedure. 

2.1.8 Preparation of calcium alkanoate monohydrate  

Calcium alkanoate monohydrates were prepared in the laboratory following the 

literature method [106, 107] to discuss the thermal dependence at different temperatures. 
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They were prepared from three different fatty acids, stearic acid, palmitic acid, and the 

stearin, which in our work is the Pristerene 4937 as mentioned in 2.1.1. 

The fatty acid was put into distilled hot water at 85 °C. Meanwhile, the calcium 

hydroxide water solution was also prepared and added to the water solution with fatty acid 

using a magnetic stirrer for 3 hours. Afterwards, the precipitated calcium soap was washed 

in the distilled water and then filtered before being air-dried at room temperature. FTIR 

spectra was used to determine the purity of calcium soaps.  

2.1.9 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

The crystal structure of the stearate multilayer on the PCC surface was analyzed using 

a Siemens Kristalloflex 800 diffractometer (SIEMENS AG, Munich, Germany) with CuKα 

radiation. The X-ray scans were performed in the 2θ range from 1.5° to 60°. The typical 

patterns of calcium carboxylate were discussed and the thermal dependence of stearate 

polymorphism was also discussed in view of the XRD measurements. The influence of 

thermal treatment on the surface organic layers was compared by determining the interlayer 

spacing distance. Bragg d-spacing corresponding to the interlayer distance of the crystal 

lattice was calculated from the peaks appearing in the curves using the Bragg’s law: x4 � 2� sin y, where =1.5418 Å.  

2.1.10 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

XPS spectra were recorded using a Kratos XSAM 800 spectrometer (Kratos 

Analytical Instruments Ltd, Manchester, UK) operated in fixed analyzer transmission mode 

using MgKα1,2 (1253.6 eV) excitation. The pressure of the analysis chamber was below 10-7 

Pa. Wide scan spectra were recorded for all samples in the 100-1300 eV kinetic energy 

range with 0.5 eV steps and 0.5 s dwell time. High-resolution spectra of photoelectron lines 

of the main constituent elements as well as the C1s region of the carbon-containing layers 

and contaminations were recorded by 0.1 eV steps having a minimum of 1 s dwell time. 

Spectra were referenced against the energy of the C1s line of the hydrocarbon type 

adventitious carbon (present or built up at the surface of the samples during spectra 

acquisition) set at 285 eV B.E. (binding energy). Quantitative analysis based on peak area 

intensities after the removal of the Shirley- or linear-type background was performed by the 

Vision 2000 and XPS MultiQuant programs [108, 109] using the experimentally determined 

photo-ionization cross-section data of Evans et al. [110] and asymmetry parameters of 

Reilman et al [111]. 
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2.1.11 Inverse gas chromatograph  

IGC is a very useful physical characterization technique in the surface free energy 

analysis for particles. In this work, the known gas or vapor is injected down the column at a 

fixed carrier gas flow rate. The retention time of the probe molecule is then recorded by the 

traditional GC detectors. Several literature papers reviewed the IGC technique about the 

application in depth [48, 85, 112-114]. 

In this work, both the dispersion and specific components of surface free energy were 

discussed, since they can be related to the surface tension and acid-base properties, 

respectively. The dispersion component of the surface tension of the fillers was determined 

by means of infinite dilution using n-alkanes with different chain lengths. The specific 

component of the surface energy of the fillers was measured with three polar solvents: 

tetrahydrofuran (THF), ethylacetate (EtAc), and chloroform (CHCl3). All solvents used 

were of chromatography grade.  

The influence of the precondition temperature on the two components of surface 

energy was discussed when PCC particles were preconditioned at 140 °C and 60 °C, 

respectively. In order to prepare a PCC particle packed column, the fillers were first 

aggregated in methanol and then dried at room temperature. The ground filler was sieved 

and the fraction between 800 and 1000 µm was used as packing. Then those fillers were 

added into a stainless column of 50 cm in length and 6 mm in internal diameter, which was 

connected with the inlet and detected parts in the gas chromatograph instrument. The 

preconditioning process under different temperatures lasted for about 16 hours under the 

constant flow of nitrogen to ensure a stable PCC surface.  

The vapor amount of both the non-polar n-alkanes and the polar probes injected into 

the packed column with PCC fillers changed between 5 and 20 µL: methane was used as 

marker and retention peaks were recorded using the flame ionization detector (FID). High 

purity nitrogen was used as a carrier gas and its flow rate varied between 10 and 20 mL/min. 

The temperature of both the injector and the FID detector was set to 200 °C. Each reported 

value is the result of a minimum of three parallel measurements. 

2.2 Surface characterization of Polymer/PCC composites 

2.2.1 Materials for polymer nanocomposites 

Two different polymers were chosen as the polymer matrix. Firstly, high-density 

polyethylene (HDPE) Eltex®B4020 from Solvay Polyolefins (Rosignano, Italy) was used. 
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density polyethylene is specifically intended for the injection 

Its density is about 0.952 g/cm3 and the melt index is about 1.9 g/10min (190 °C/2.16 kg).

Another polymer polylactic acid (PLA), which is commercially available

specifically designed for extrusion grade, PLA Ingeo 2002D, 

, Milan, Italy. PLA 2002D has a density of 1.24 g/cm

is between 5 and 7 g/10min (210 °C/2.16 kg). The D-isomer content is about 4.0% in this 

PLA grade (Mw = 2.53 × 105 g/mol).  

The fillers used in this work are PCC particles with or without surface coating as 

The other type of inorganic fillers used were the halloysite natural tubes 

Imerys Tiles Minerals Italia Reggio Emilia (RE), Italy

diameter typically smaller than 100 nm, and a length typically ranging 

from about 500 nm to over 1-2 µm. The HNT schematic structure is shown in Fig. 2.3. 
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From reference [115] Schematic diagrams of (a) the crystalline structure of

halloysite-(10 Å), and (b) the structure of a halloysite nanotube

Preparation of polymer composites  

composites studied in this work were prepared by melt 

MiniLab II Haake Rheomex CTW 5 conical twin-screw extruder (Thermo 

Scientific Haake GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany). After extrusion, the molten materials were 

transferred through a preheated cylinder to the Haake MiniJet II mini injection 

(Thermo Scientific Haake GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) to obtain ASTM D638 V dog

and impact specimens used for measurements and analysis.
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density polyethylene is specifically intended for the injection moulding process. 
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                                                                   (b) 

Schematic diagrams of (a) the crystalline structure of 

(10 Å), and (b) the structure of a halloysite nanotube 

were prepared by melt extrusion 

screw extruder (Thermo 

After extrusion, the molten materials were 

transferred through a preheated cylinder to the Haake MiniJet II mini injection molder 

(Thermo Scientific Haake GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) to obtain ASTM D638 V dog-bone 

used for measurements and analysis. 
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HDPE nanocomposites. HDPE pellets and PCC fillers were dried at 80°C in a vacuum 

oven for four hours before the extrusion process. Ten percent PCC particles (in volume) 

with different surface coating amounts were added into HDPE for mechanical mixing and 

the HDPE sample code is specified in Table 2.2. The extrusion barrel was programmed to 

be at a temperature of 190 °C and a screw speed of 90 rpm with the cycle time of 30 

seconds. The injection mold program was set: barrel: 190 °C, mold, 60 °C, injection 

pressure: 800 bar and cycle time: 40 seconds. The dog-bone bars for the tensile 

measurement were prepared with the Mould bar type 3 (557-2290 tensile bar) and the 

dimension mould for the impact measurement is 80*10*4 mm from the Mould Rechtech 

(557-2296).  

Table 2.2 Specification of HDPE/PCC composites 

Composites 

code 

Composition 

(HDPE/PCC) 

Volume % 

PCC code 

PCC nominal 

coating 

(wt%) 

PE00 100/0 ---- 0 

PE01 90/10 PCC1 0 

PE02 90/10 PCC2 3.0 

PE03 90/10 PCC3 4.5 

PE04 90/10 PCC4 6.0 

PE05 90/10 PCC5 7.5 

PE06 90/10 PCC6 9.0 

PE07 90/10 PCC7 10.5 

PE08 90/10 PCC8 12.0 

PE09 90/10 PCC9 13.5 

PES1 90/10 S2 2.75 

PES2 90/10 ML1 4.5 

PEML 90/10 ML2 15 

PLA nanocomposites. PLA/PCC binary composites (with PCC9) were prepared with 

increasing filler content from 5 wt% to 25 wt%. PLA/HNT composites were prepared with 

the nanotubes loading from 2 wt% to 10 wt%. The compositions and codes of all the PLA 

nanocomposites with both PCC and HNT are shown in Table 2.3. Before the extrusion 

process, both the PLA pellets and nanofillers were dried in a vacuum oven at 80 °C for 4 

hours. The temperature of the extruder barrel and injection chamber for PLA specimens 

were set to be 180 °C. The injection mould had a temperature of 50 °C and the injection 

time cycle was set to be 30 seconds under a high pressure of 700 bar. After molding, the 

specimens were placed in nylon bags with vacuum sealing to prevent moisture absorption. 
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Table 2.3 Specification of PLA binary and ternary composites 

PLA composite code 

Composition (wt%) 

PLA HNT PCC9 

Pure PLA 100 0 0 

PLA/PCC05 95 0 5 

PLA/PCC10 90 0 10 

PLA/PCC15 85 0 15 

PLA/PCC20 80 0 20 

PLA/PCC25 75 0 25 

PLA/HNT02 98 2 0 

PLA/HNT05 95 5 0 

PLA/HNT08 92 8 0 

PLA/HNT10 90 10 0 

PHC1 90 5 5 

PHC2 85 5 10 

PHC3 80 5 15 

PHC4 75 5 20 

PHC5 70 5 25 

HDPE nanocomposites with PCC particles coated with different fatty acids. In this 

work, a series of fatty acids with different chain lengths were chosen as the surface coating 

agents for PCC particles in order to discuss the influence of surface coating thickness on the 

mechanical properties. The surface coating process was carried out in acetone as a solvent at 

80 °C for 4 hours to allow enough time to ensure a full reaction, as mentioned in 2.1.7. After 

drying at 80 °C in a vacuum oven for 8 hours, the PCC particles were mixed with HDPE 

before melt extrusion following the same conditions for HDPE composites with the 

HAAKE MiniLab. The tensile and impact specimens were prepared with the HAAKE 

MiniJet injection moulding machine.  

2.2.3 Mechanical measurements  

Tensile tests. The dog-bone tensile bars of HDPE and its composites were molded by 

HAAKE MiniJet with the Mold form HAAKE Mold tensile bar type 3 (557-2290). Tensile 

tests were carried out with an Instron 14302 universal testing machine (Canton MA, USA), 

equipped with a 10 kN load cell and interfaced with a computer running the Testworks 4.0 

software (MTS Systems Corporation, Eden Prairie MN, USA). Tensile tests were performed 

at room temperature following the ASTM D638 procedure at a crosshead speed of 

10 mm/min. At least five samples of each material were tested at room temperature.  The 

PLA nanocomposites were tested following the same procedure.  
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Charpy impact. To evaluate the impact strength of the polymer nanocomposites, 

impact tests were carried out according to ASTM D256, using a CEAST (Torino, I) 

pendulum with a striking speed of 3.5 m/s. A minimum of three specimens was tested, and 

the average energy was calculated for each point reported. 

2.2.4 Thermal behavior  

The thermal behavior of polymer nanocomposites was studied by the DSC 

measurement with the TA Q200 instrument. 

Isothermal crystallization analysis. The crystallization behaviour of PLA composites 

was investigated with nitrogen as a purge gas. The isothermal program was carried out 

firstly from 20 °C to 190 °C at a heating rate 5 °C/min. The sample was kept at 190 °C for 5 

minutes to remove any thermal history before isothermal measurement at 120 °C as the 

crystallization temperature in this work. The temperature was maintained at 120 °C until 

crystallization was completed. The Avrami equation was used for the kinetic crystallization 

study. 

Non-isothermal analysis. All the injection molded samples of PLA composites were 

investigated by DSC from room temperature to 190 °C. The glass transition temperature 

(Tg), cold crystallization temperature (Tcc), melting temperature (Tm) of different PLA 

composites were recorded together with the enthalpies of cold crystallization and fusion.  

2.2.5 Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) 

DMTA measurement was applied to pure PLA and PLA composites prepared with 

PCC or HNT fillers by means of a Gabo Eplexor® 100N (Gabo Qualimeter GmbH, Ahlden, 

Germany). Test bars were cut from the tensile bar specimens (size: 20 x 5 x 1.5 mm) and 

mounted in tensile geometry. The dynamic storage and loss modulus of the investigated 

samples are recorded with a constant frequency of 1.00 Hz as a function of temperature 

from -100 °C to 150 °C at a heating rate of 2 °C/min. The tension mode is chosen for all the 

polymer nanocomposites.   

2.2.6 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

HDPE/PCC composites. The morphology of HDPE/PCC composites was studied by a 

Jeol JSM-5600LV scanning electron microscope (Jeol Ltd, Tokyo, Japan). The fracture 

surface of samples after impact testing was analyzed for the deformation mechanism study.  

PLA composites. The fracture surface of the tensile specimens was investigated by the SEM 

with the Jeol ISM-5600LV instrument. Prior to SEM analysis, all surfaces were sputtered 

with a thin layer of gold. 
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Chapter 3 Surface characterization of coated PCC particles with stearin 

in water medium 

3.1 Introduction  

As mentioned before, precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) particles are more widely 

used as functional fillers in polymers because of the low cost of the nanofillers and the 

improvement of both stiffness and toughness [6, 7, 116, 117]. Many researchers have 

discussed PCC filled toughening of polyolefin plastics, which strongly depends on many 

factors, such as particle size [118], critical interparticle distance [3], interfacial adhesion 

between fillers and matrix [84, 119] and the crystalline structure of the matrix [120]. The 

most accepted filler toughening mechanism is the energy adsorption mechanism based on 

the extensive plastic deformation of the polymer matrix after the debonding between the 

polymer matrix and the filler, which is followed by the formation of polymer fibrils from 

the matrix ligaments around the microvoids. There are two element factors that are strongly 

affected on the debonding, which is the process that enables the attainment of a high level of 

plastic deformation. The first one is to have a suitable interface adhesion between 

nanoparticles and the polymer matrix, while the second one is to achieve a homogeneous 

dispersion of nanoparticles in the polymer. As the nanoparticles quite easily tend to 

aggregate with each other due to the high surface energy, then it is necessary that some kind 

of surface coating be applied to the PCC nanoparticles.  

Fatty acids, usually stearic acid [121], are the most common surfactants for PCC 

particles due to their high availability and low cost. Industrially, PCC particles are produced 

by the carbonation reaction between calcium hydroxide and carbon dioxide. Then, in order 

to decrease the high surface energy of these hydrophilic particles, the surface modification 

is directly carried out with stearic acid salts in aqueous PCC suspensions before the final 

drying step. Nevertheless, only limited information has been reported about the adsorption 

processes during aqueous coating with stearic acid. Suess [122] used Carbon 14 labeled 

stearic acid and observed a Langmuir-type isotherm showing monolayer adsorption. He also 

found that a much lower adsorption level could be reached when the coating was carried out 

in water rather than in a solvent. The reason for this result was not clear, and it was 

postulated to be due to the adsorption of a hydrated calcium bicarbonate complex. 

In the literature, some papers have been published on the characterization of stearic 

acid coated PCCs, but only in either dry conditions by means of a high speed internal mixer 

or in a solution of a good solvent for stearic acid (for example toluene). However, there are 
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different opinions in the scientific literature about the structure and properties of the organic 

coating layer on the surface of fatty acid coated calcium carbonate. It is generally accepted 

that the chemical reaction between stearic acid and calcium carbonate results in calcium 

stearate (CaSt2) on the surface during dry or solvent coating [123, 124]. Other researchers 

[100] suggested that only one stearic acid molecule was attached to each Ca2+ cation to 

result in calcium stearate bicarbonate, Ca(HCO3)OOCC17H35. Similarly, Fekete et al. [99] 

suggested, on the basis of XPS technology, that only one molecule of stearic acid reacted 

with each Ca2+, accompanied by hydrolytic degradation during the reaction of stearic acid 

with calcium carbonate. Packed vertical arrangement of the surfactant molecules indicated 

that the dry coating process produced a similar monolayer compared to the solvent process.  

The optimum coating amount for PCC nanoparticles is another critical factor during 

the application in the polymer nanocomposites with enhanced toughness performance. This 

depends on the type of surface modification, the chemical reaction, and the arrangement of 

the surfactant molecules on the surface. Osman and co-workers[46] found that an excessive 

amount of stearic acid, in dry coating, led to processing problems and inferior mechanical 

properties, of the final composites, apart from stiffness. Surface coating of PCCs with 

stearic acid effectively reduces the dispersive component of surface tension from 45.1 to 18 

mJ/m2 [93], which results in a better dispersion of rigid particles and decreases the adhesion 

between fillers and polymer matrix.  

From the current literature it seems that two types of stearate salts can be possibly 

present on the surface of calcium carbonate particles: a stearate monolayer (CSM) and 

calcium stearate, CaSt2, adsorbed to the surface. The reaction leading to the formation of the 

chemisorbed monolayer may be schematized as follows [125]: 

z {�– }~ / ~}}{– - �z Ca– }}{– - / ~�}                       �3.1� 

where z {� denotes a surface calcium site, and R indicates the hydrocarbon chain of the 

stearate molecule.  

The main purpose of this section is to discuss the molecular structure of the organic 

coating of calcium carbonate particles prepared in aqueous medium, which is definitely the 

most used industrial process as mentioned in Chapter 2.1.2. A series of experimental PCC 

nanoparticles coated with stearic acid in aqueous medium as shown in Table 2.1 was 

characterized. The surface characterization of stearic acid coated PCCs was carried out in 

order to distinguish the chemically and physically adsorbed surface organic structure present 
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on the surface of the particles and the degree of surface coating. The coating processed in 

different mediums was also discussed regarding the surfactant adsorption mechanism. 

3.2 Surface organic molecular structure  

3.2.1 FTIR  

The organic group on the PCC surface after coating can be analyzed by the FTIR 

measurements. According to the literature, the organic group of COO- is present in either 

the calcium stearate or carbon stearate bicarbonate as a possible organic group on the coated 

PCC surface, while there is a record of the C=O group in the free acid that appeared when 

the coating amount is in excess. Therefore, the FTIR spectra of pure PCC, calcium 

carbonate, and free acid were characterized for comparing characteristic peaks as shown in 

Fig. 3.1, and the main peaks in the spectra for three different materials is shown in Table 

3.1. In the FTIR peak of pure calcium carbonate, there is one peak of a CO3
2- combination 

peak at about 1795 cm-1 and a large peak from about 1700 to 1250 cm-1 that is attributed to 

the stretching vibrations. The second large peak can overlay the effect of the surface organic 

group of COO-. Subsequently, the diffused reflectance infrared technology (DRIFT) is used 

for separating the organic groups when the spectrum of pure calcium carbonate is chosen as 

the background.  

Table 3.1 IR wave number (cm-1) for stearic acid, calcium carbonate and calcium stearate [126] 

Stearic acid Calcium carbonate Calcium stearate Assignment 

 2980  CO3 asym str 

 2960  CO3 
2- asym str 

2954  2958 CH3 asym str 

2916  2918 CH2 asym str 

 2873  CO3 
2- asym str 

2870   CH3 sym str 

2849  2850 CH2 sym str 

 1795  CO3 
2- combination band 

1697   C=O str 

  1575 C=O str for COO- 

 ~1486   

1471   CH3 scissors def 

1464   CH2 scissors def 

1431   C-O str + OH def 

1150-1350   CH2 wagging & twisting 

 876  CO3 
2- out of plane bend 

 713  CO3 
2- degenerate bend 

The subscripts: str presents stretching, sym presents symmetric and asym presents antisymmetric. 
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The DRIFT method was also used for the semi-quantitatively calculation of the organic 

group in the coated PCC particles with different nominal coating amounts. The DRIFT 

spectrum of coated PCC particles is compared to that of the PCC mechanical mixture with 

pure calcium stearate and stearic acid as shown in Fig. 3.2. The spectrum of PCC6 is also 

reported as an example in Fig 3.2. It is evident from this qualitative analysis that only the 

COO- peak appeared on the spectra of PCC6, indicating that there is no free stearic acid on 

the surface after the coating process, only its salts. However, this technique cannot 

distinguish between calcium stearate (CaSt2) and a stearate monolayer (CSM) in Formula 

3.1, and their analogues calcium palmitate (CaPm2) and chemisorbed palmitate monolayer 

(CPM), as a consequence of the reaction of stearin with calcium carbonate.  
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Figure 3.1 IR spectra of pure calcium carbonate, stearic acid and calcium stearate 

Nonetheless, the evidence of the peak corresponding to the COO- group on the coated 

PCC surface means that the stearate is present on the PCC surface in either a chemisorbed 

or physisorbed form. The adsorbed amount of COO- on the PCC surface was determined in 

semi-quantitative calculation using a series of DRIFT spectra. As mentioned in 

experimental part 2.1.3, the calibration curve for organic COO- group is obtained from the 

characteristic peak at 1575 cm-1 in the DRIFT spectra of pure PCC mixture with different 

concentration calcium stearates following the Beer-Lambert Law. Then, the height of the 

COO- group on the coated PCC particles was chosen to calculate the amount of adsorbed 

coating agents. Fig. 3.3 shows the relationship between the adsorbed coating agents and the 

original amount present in the aqueous solution. This semi-quantitative analysis indicates 

that there is a kind of linear correlation between the amount of coating agents adsorbed on 
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the PCC surface and its concentration in the water solution. The adsorbed amount is 

determined in terms of g acid/ kg PCC following the industrial match, and this unit is 

equivalent to the 0.1 wt% unit that is used in this thesis as the main one. This linear 

relationship between the adsorbed organic amount and the fixed coating amount in the water 

medium is very interesting, which is different from previous reports for solvent coating [99] 

that note when once the monolayer coating is obtained, the adsorbed coating amount does 

not change further. 
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Figure 3.2 DRIFT spectra of PCC6, 3.5 %wt calcium stearate mechanically mixed with pure PCC  

and stearic acid when pure calcium carbonate was chosen as the background 
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Figure 3.3 DRIFT semi-quantitative analysis of adsorbed stearate amount  

versus the nominal amount of stearate during the coating process  
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In fact, the FTIR analysis can only detect COO- groups, which can be present either in 

the CaSt2 or in the CSM forms. The molecular structure of coating agents needs to be 

discovered using other methods. Moreover, the surface coating amount requires a more 

precise determination besides the semi-quantitative DRIFT discussion. Therefore, the TGA 

analysis was carried out to clarify the chemical structure of the surfactant, which is the 

relative proportions of the two salts on the surface of PCC particles coated in water medium. 

3.2.2 TGA  

TGA is a useful technology used to determine the organic surface amount on the 

surface of the PCC particles. All the TGA traces of precipitated calcium carbonate samples 

show two main decomposition stages in Fig 3.4. The first weight loss is attributed to be the 

decomposition of surface organic coating agents, and the second one can be associated to 

the decomposition of calcium carbonate. The amount of organic coating on the PCC surface 

is recorded in Table 3.2, where it is clearly evident that almost all of the surfactant added to 

the solution is adsorbed on the PCC particles in the form of salts with the COO- group.  

As we mentioned in the FTIR section, the maximum monolayer amount is strongly 

related to the cross sectional area of surfactant molecules. In the literature, the exact 

determination of the surface area covered by one molecule of the fatty acid at the 

equilibrium has been carefully considered [127]. Some researchers have indicated that this 

parameter depends also on the morphology of the calcium carbonate particles. For example, 

the cross sectional area of one stearate molecule was calculated as 0.21 nm2 for 

rhombohedral {104} calcite planes and 0.31 nm2 for scalenohedral {211} planes in non-

stoichiometric calcites [128]. Another influencing factor on fatty acid adsorption on the 

nanoparticles surface is reported to be the arrangement of the stearate molecules. Wright 

and Pratt [129] suggested the value of 0.22-0.26 nm2 for a perpendicular orientation of 

stearic acid on the calcite surface and about 0.51 nm2 for a parallel orientation. If the cross 

sectional area of stearate is assumed to be 0.205 nm2, which corresponds to the surface area 

for one stearate molecule in a perpendicular orientation [99], for the mean surface areas of 

PCCs used in this work (19 m2/g), the theoretical full monolayer coverage is about 4.26 

wt% for SA coating and 4.17 wt% for stearin coating. However, during the coating process 

in aqueous medium, the amount of adsorbed stearin increases even beyond the theoretical 

monolayer coverage, as shown in Table 3.2. In other words, the stearate formed on the PCC 

surface must probably exist in a multilayer form instead of a single monolayer form, with 

the number of layers increasing as the adsorbed organic amount of stearin increases. 
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Figure 3.4 TGA trace of all the coated PCC particles in aqueous medium 

Recently, some researchers [100, 101, 124] used TGA to differentiate the chemisorbed 

and physisorbed molecular structure on the coated PCCs, which were prepared in solvent 

medium. Fig. 3.5 shows the DTG traces of the water coated PCCs prepared with stearin, 

together with mechanical mixtures of uncoated PCC1 with 10 wt% stearic acid or 10 wt% 

CaSt2, respectively. All of the coated PCCs showed the same wide decomposition 

temperature with that of the 10 wt% CaSt2 mixture with pure PCC, from about 240 °C to 

400 °C. However, the decomposition peak of stearic acid, which is shown in Fig. 3.5 at 

around 220 °C, was not observed for this series of PCCs. This observation confirms the 

DRIFT results that no stearic acid exists on the PCC surface when the surface coating 

amount exceeds the nominal full monolayer coverage. 

Table 3.2 Surface organic amount on the coated PCC surface by TGA technique 

Sample code Nominal coating content (wt%) TGA Coating amount (wt%) 

PCC1 0 ---- 

PCC2 3 3.16 

PCC3 4.5 6.58 

PCC4 6 6.54 

PCC5 7.5 8.09 

PCC6 9 8.89 

PCC7 10.5 10.33 

PCC8 12 11.54 

PCC9 13.5 12.92 

ML 15 15.28 

SOCAL U1 0 ---- 
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Another interesting result from the DTG curves in Fig. 3.5 is that the two peaks, 

ranging between 240 °C and 400 °C, separate more and more clearly upon increasing the 

adsorbed amount of stearin. Those two peaks indicate that two different types of stearate 

exist together on the coated PCC surface. The higher temperature peak probably 

corresponds to a much stronger interaction with the surface, while the other may be related 

to layers that are only physically adsorbed. In order to identify these two different types of 

stearate, the ML2 sample was also analyzed by DTG as a reference. The comparison of the 

decomposition peak of the chemisorbed stearate in the ML sample with those found in PCC 

particles enabled us to identify the peak corresponding to the decomposition of the 

chemisorbed stearate. As it may be easily anticipated, the decomposition of the chemisorbed 

CSM occurs at a higher temperature with respect to that of the physisorbed CaSt2 because 

the chemisorbed monolayer is chemically reacted with the free active sites of calcium 

carbonate nanoparticles. 
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Figure 3.5 DTG traces of the coated PCCs, ML sample, compared to those of 

 PCC mechanical mixtures with 10 wt% stearic acid and calcium stearate (CaSt2) 

Moreover, the decomposition peak at lower temperature is attributed to the presence of 

salts on the coating layer and may be explained by considering that during the surface 

treatment process with the stearin soap, calcium stearate and palmitate precipitate from the 

solution as the result of the salt exchange reaction between dissociated Na+ and Ca2+ ions in 

the water suspension due to the low solubility of CaSt2 and CaPm2 in water [125]. 

Na�(aq.) / CH�-(CH�)�-COO
�

(aq.) +Ca��(aq.)→Ca3CH�-(CH�)�-COO6�↓ (s)+Na��aq. �  �3.2� 
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where n is 16 for stearic acid and 14 for palmitic acid. Following the precipitation of each 

molecule of salt, new Ca2+ ions are dissolved from the surface of PCC particles to restore 

the equilibrium, and the process continues until all of the sodium soap is transformed into 

the calcium stearate. In conclusion, the PCC particles coated with stearate in water medium 

resulted in two different types of layers: one chemisorbed monolayer with a strong bond 

directly on the PCC surface, and a stearate physisorbed multilayer with a relative lower 

decomposition peak. The organic structure on the PCC surface after the water coating 

process is compared to dry or solvent coating, where only a monolayer and excess free acid 

molecules are reported to be present.  

3.3 Surface coating composition  

3.3.1 DSC measurements  

The determination of the surface coating amount of PCC fillers is a critical factor for 

their application in the field of polymer composites. Based on the TGA measurements, 

calcium alkanoate species formed on the surface of the PCC surface during coating with 

stearin soap from aqueous solution when prepared from water precipitation. It is known that 

calcium stearate (CaSt2) forms a stoichiometric hydrate, calcium stearate monohydrate 

(CaSt2⋅H2O or CSH), which shows a complex calorimetric behavior [106, 130]. A sample of 

calcium stearate monohydrate was prepared in our laboratory for comparison according to a 

procedure reported in the literature [131, 132]. The DSC trace recorded during the heating 

of this compound is shown in Fig. 3.6. A dehydration peak of monohydrate (115 °C) and 

three other peaks corresponding to the transition from the crystalline C2 to the smectic 

phase (orthorhombic C-face centered lattice) (130 °C), from the orthorhombic to the 

pseudo-lamellar liquid crystal phase (160 °C, slightly noticeable), and from the pseudo-

lamellar to the hexagonal columnar liquid phase (192 °C) appear in the DSC trace of 

calcium stearate monohydrate, that is very similar to those reported in the literature [133]. 

The DSC thermal transition behavior of the coated PCC particles is discussed with 

different measurement conditions as shown in 2.1.6. Moreover, it is quite important to 

clarify if there is any possible sodium stearate also physisorbed on the coated PCC surface, 

because the industrial water coating method is processed by adding a water solution of 

sodium stearate into the suspension of precipitated calcium carbonate. The DSC method is 

useful to specify the different thermal behaviors of calcium stearate and sodium stearate in 

the appearance of different thermal transition peaks as shown in Fig. 3.7 together with that 

of pure stearic acid and calcium palmitate. It is evident that the sodium stearate has different 
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thermal transition characteristic peaks with the calcium stearate, more specifically, the 

smectic-to-isotropic phase transition at about 280-290 °C [134]. This DSC curve rules out 

the possibility that the physically adsorbed stearate is, at least in part, sodium stearate 

instead of calcium stearate. Meanwhile, the possibility of there being any free fatty acid also 

can be confirmed by the DSC curves comparison in Fig. 3.7, which matches well with the 

FTIR and TGA results. 
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Figure 3.7 DSC traces of calcium stearate, sodium stearate, stearic acid, calcium palmitate and 

 calcium salt of stearin measured in the perforated pan  

DSC traces were recorded for all PCC samples with different surface coatings in three 

different conditions, their traces being shown in Fig. 3.8. A sample with a full monolayer 
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coating (ML2) prepared by dry-coating is also shown as a reference and was tested in the 

second measurement condition as shown in Fig. 3.8 (b). As only chemically adsorbed 

alkanoates are present, no specific peaks appear on its DSC trace because of the strong 

interaction of the stearate ions with the PCC surface. The only process observed during 

heating for ML2 is the evaporation of free water adsorbed on the surface during storage. 

The conclusion that both chemisorbed and physisorbed alkanoates exist on the surface of 

PCC coated in aqueous solution is further supported by the fact that endothermic peaks 

related to the transition of physisorbed calcium stearate can be detected in the DSC traces of 

all of the PCCs studied. However, the peak of the crystalline C2-to-smectic phase transition 

appears at about 120 °C, that is almost 10 °C lower than the corresponding peak of neat 

calcium stearate monohydrate in Fig. 3.6. This result can be explained by the eutectic 

melting of the calcium salts formed from the stearin used in our case which is a mixture of 

palmitic and stearic acid [135] or by the formation of mixed crystals of calcium stearate and 

palmitate[136]. The DSC curves of calcium stearate, calcium palmitate and calcium salt 

from stearin are also compared in Fig. 3.7 to explain the eutectic effect. All of the calcium 

soaps were prepared in the laboratory and measured in the perforated hermetic pan. In fact, 

the main thermal transition peak of the calcium salt of stearin (Pristerene 4937), which was 

used for the PCC surface coating agents during industrial water production, is about 10 °C 

lower than that of the pure calcium stearate. The main peak of calcium palmitate is even 

lower and in Fig. 3.7 only one unsymmetrical peak is available. This can be explained by 

the fact that the closed dehydration peak of monohydrate and the main thermal transition 

peak could not be separated clearly and overlap each other.  
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Figure 3.8 (to be continued) 
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Figure 3.8 DSC traces of water-coated PCCs in different measurement conditions:  

(a) standard pan; (b) perforated pan; (c) perforated pan with preconditioning at 60 °C for 3 hours 

The influence of water adsorbed on the surface of PCC particles was also studied by 

DSC different testing conditions as described in the experimental part. It is apparent in Fig. 

3.8 that different conditions result in different DSC traces. The peak associated with the 

evaporation of water adsorbed on the surface of PCC merges with the main transition of the 

calcium soap of stearin (crystalline C2-to-smectic) in the crimped pan, and only one large 

asymmetric peak (a peak with a big shoulder) appears on the DSC trace in Fig. 3.8 (a). 

However, the hermetic-type pan perforated with pinholes allows for a more controlled 

volatilization of moisture from the surface, which results in two separate peaks in Fig. 3.8 (b) 
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corresponding to the elimination of free water and to the crystalline C2-to-smectic phase 

transition, respectively. The preconditioning of the sample at 60 °C for three hours in an 

open pan, under the continuous flow of nitrogen, can efficiently eliminate water from the 

surface, and only one main melting peak appears in Fig. 3.8 (c). This shows that the 

evaporation process is related to physically adsorbed water present on the surface of PCC 

particles and not crystallization water as in CaSt2⋅H2O. It is known, for example, that 

anhydrous calcium stearate adsorbs about 0.3% moisture upon exposure to air at room 

temperature. Moreover, it does not recrystallize to the hydrate form even when suspended in 

water for many hours [137]. 

The amount of chemisorbed stearin alkanoates can be calculated from the correlation 

between peak enthalpy and the amount of stearin used for coating determined by the TGA 

tests. The enthalpy of the two processes occurring during heating, i.e. volatilization of free 

water and crystalline-to-smectic transition, was determined from the DSC traces and is 

plotted against the adsorbed amount of stearin used for coating in Fig. 3.9. The two 

processes appear simultaneously in the closed pan, while volatilization of free water is 

absent after preconditioning. Both transition peaks appear, and their enthalpy can be 

determined in the perforated pan. The enthalpy of each peak increases linearly with the 

amount of stearin used, indicating that the amount of both the free water and the 

physisorbed stearin alkanoates are proportional to the total organic content of the surface, as 

shown in Fig. 3.9. In other words, the amount of chemisorbed stearate is constant on the 

surface of PCC and corresponds to the intercept with the x-axis. The four lines in Fig. 3.9 

have almost the same intercept with the x-axis that ranges from 3.01 to 3.29 wt% with a 

slight variation probably due to experimental error. As the surface coating layers separate 

into an inner chemisorbed monolayer and outer physisorbed multilayer, we can estimate the 

amount of chemisorbed monolayer from the peak assigned to the crystalline C2-to-smectic 

phase transition or from the volatilization of free water peak. The DSC data show that this 

physically adsorbed water on PCC particles is proportional to their organic content, so it 

seems related to the physisorbed calcium soap of stearin and not to the fraction of the 

surface of calcium carbonate that remains uncoated during the water treatment. 

The analysis of the results obtained in the perforated pan both with and without 

preconditioning yielded a maximum coating level of about 3.0 wt% for the chemisorbed 

monolayer. The degree of coverage with the chemisorbed monolayer is one of the most 

important questions, since it has been reported that the best mechanical performance of 

polymer nanocomposites was achieved at full monolayer coverage [89]. The theoretical 
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monolayer coverage of PCC with stearic acid has been discussed extensively in the work of 

Ukrainczyk et al [128]. As already mentioned, the theoretical maximum monolayer 

coverage is about 4.17 wt% for the average surface area of PCC used in this work (19 m2/g). 

In comparing this number to the amount of chemisorbed layer of about 3.0 wt% determined 

by DSC, the maximum fractional surface coverage is estimated to be about 0.72 for this 

series of water-coated products. In other words, 72% of the total calcium carbonate surface 

is covered by a chemisorbed monolayer, and the other remaining stearate/palmitate 

molecules form physisorbed layers on the monolayer. From the slopes of the fitting lines in 

Fig. 3.9, we can estimate the melting and dehydration enthalpies for the physisorbed CaSt2 

layer in 55 J/g and 109 J/g, respectively. For a comparison with literature data, a value of 

75.9 J/g was reported by Vold et al. for the melting enthalpy of anhydrous calcium stearate, 

although with a different calorimetric technique [137]. 

The incomplete chemisorbed monolayer on the PCC surface by water coating is totally 

different from that of the solvent or dry coating method. The presence of free active sites on 

the PCC surface are strongly related to the water coated particles, which had an important 

effect on the interfacial adhesion when applied on polymer nanocomposites. In order to 

confirm the presence of free sites on the PCC surface, the possible reaction between coated 

PCC and the free stearic acid is investigated by using the dissolution method. 
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Figure 3.9 Correlation between the enthalpy of transitions and the adsorbed amount of stearin in aqueous 
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3.3.2 Dissolution method  

3.3.2.1 GC internal standard method  

In order to determine the concentration of stearic acid in solvent, the GC internal 

standard method was carried out to first determine the calibration curve of stearic acid, with 

lauric acid chosen as the internal standard. The concentration of lauric acid was fixed to 0.5 

mg/ml in acetone, while the concentration of stearic acid varied from 0.5 to 2.5 mg/ml. The 

relationship between the GC peak area ratio between stearic acid and lauric acid and the 

concentration ratio between stearic acid and lauric acid is plotted in Fig. 3.10. A straight line 

with a slope of 0.9442 gives an excellent fit through the data and is used for the 

determination of stearic acid concentration in acetone during the coating process. 
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Figure 3.10 Calibration curve of stearic acid concentration in acetone by the GC internal standard method 

3.3.2.2 PCC Solvent coating process  

The solvent coating process of pure calcium carbonate particles was studied by using 

the dissolution method, which can record the amount of stearic acid adsorbed on the PCC 

surface. The initial and final quantity of stearic acid in acetone solution is determined by the 

GC internal method according to the calibration line.  

The pure SOCAL U1 PCC particles were coated with acetone solutions of pure stearic 

acid with concentrations ranging from 1 to 10 wt%. The adsorbed amount of stearic acid 

bonded on the surface of the SOCAL U1 first increases linearly until it reaches a constant 

plateau value as shown in Fig. 3.11. This can be explained as follows: when the amount of 

stearic acid is small, almost all of the stearic acid molecules have the possibility of reacting 

with the active sites on the surface of the PCC particles. Then, when the quantity of stearic 
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acid further increases above the theoretical full monolayer content as defined above, no 

more free space is available on the PCC surface to react with the extra amount of stearic 

acid. For the uncoated PCC SOCAL particles used in this work, the maximum amount of 

chemically-bonded SA thus results in 4.22 wt%, which matches very close (within the 

experimental limitations due to the GC technique used) with the theoretical full monolayer 

content, estimated as 4.26 wt% for pure stearic acid. For calcium carbonate, as reported in 

the scientific literature [138], the surface is positively charged and will easily attract 

negatively charged molecules like the anionic form of the fatty acid. The dissolution curve 

for the solvent coating process of pure calcium carbonate particles shown in Fig. 3.11 agrees 

well with the consideration [99] that a densely packed arrangement of the surfactant 

molecules can be produced through ionic bonding, which is chemisorbed on the surface of 

calcite and cannot be washed by normal solvents of fatty acids, like heptanes, toluene and 

acetone. A further chemical reaction between calcium carbonate and stearic acid in the 

solvent is unfeasible because of the presence of a full monolayer on the PCC surface. In 

principle, stearic acid molecules could also physically adsorb to the chemically bonded layer 

(CSM). To test this possibility, an additional GC measurement has been carried out on the 

solution obtained after washing the 10 wt% coated PCC with acetone for four hours. No 

stearic acid peak appeared on the GC spectra reported in Fig. 3.12. This result can be 

explained by the high solubility of stearic acid in acetone. However, it will be possible for 

particles treated by the dry coating process to show some free acid molecules in tail-to-tail 

with the internal chemisorbed monolayer as it has been reported in the literature [99, 139]. 
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Figure 3.11 Dissolution curves for solvent coating of pure PCC with stearic acid, 

 (a) Adsorbed amount of stearic acid against the nominal coating amount of pure stearic acid 

 (b)Langmuir isotherm plot of (S/0) versus (S) 
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Figure 3.12 GC spectra of acetone solution (a) after the recoating with pure stearic acid for already water 

coated PCCs (b) after the solvent coating for uncoated PCCs (c) after washing solvent coated PCCs (10w% as 

example) (d) after washing PCC7 as example 

The solvent coating of PCC particles with pure stearic acid follows the Langmuir type 

isotherm and may be fitted with the following equation: 

y � 00Ade � S*1 / S*                                                                �3.3� 

where is y the surface fractional coverage, which in this study is the ratio between Γ, that is, 

the number of Ca2+ cations that have reacted with the stearate ions and Γmax , i.e. the total of 

all the potentially available Ca2+ sites on the surface; S is the concentration of absorbate in 

the solution (in our case it is the concentration of stearate ions in the medium); and * is the 

Langmuir adsorption constant for the equilibrium between the adsorption and desorption 

processes. Similar Langmuir isotherm results for the adsorption of stearic acid on calcite in 

water were reported by Suess [122]. Additionally, we used the following rearrangement of 

the Langmuir equation for the linear fitting of the dissolution data: S0 � 1*0Ade  / S0Ade                                                            �3.4� 

A plot of (S/0) versus (S) yields a slope as 1/0��l and an intercept as 1/�*0Ade�, 

which is shown in Fig. 3.11(b). It is clear from this figure that the data cannot be fitted with 

a single regression line, but there are two distinct regions where the data points can be fitted 

with two lines: one with a lower slope at low concentration, and another one with a higher 

slope at high concentration. Ontko and Angelici [140] also found that there were two 

different Langmuir adsorption regimes for the chemisorption of the alkyl isocyanides on Au 
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powder due to the different adsorbed binding mechanisms in different ranges of surface 

coverage. 

3.3.2.3 Recoating process for PCC with incomplete monolayer  

The re-coating experiment for already water coated PCCs indicates that the quantity of 

stearic acid necessary for a full monolayer coating of PCC1 is about 4.22 wt% as shown in 

Fig. 3.13. This value is consistent with the maximum theoretic monolayer amount and also 

similar to the experimental value for the pure calcium carbonate particles. However, the 

adsorbed quantity of stearic acid for all of the water coated PCC nanoparticles is almost a 

constant value of about 1.18 wt%, except that PCC2 had a much larger value of 2 wt%. The 

difference between those two values gives the amount already covered by stearin during the 

water coating process, which is about 3.04 wt%. Again, the free space on the already water 

coated PCC surface is confirmed to be present and to be a constant value for all of the 

coated PCC particles with the only exception of PCC2. The amount of the CSM layer from 

the DSC technique and dissolution method is slight different because of the experiment 

inaccuracies. 
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Figure 3.13 Reabsorbed amount of stearic acid on the coated PCC2 to PCC9 in acetone 

During the GC measurement for the already water coated PCC particles, as shown in 

Fig. 3.12 (a), a peak corresponding to palmitic acid appears in the GC spectrum. This can be 

explained by considering that, for the water coated PCCs we used stearin, which is, a 

mixture of stearic acid and palmitic acid. After neutralization with sodium hydroxide and 

the reaction with calcium carbonate, the corresponding calcium stearate and calcium 

palmitate form as a physically adsorbed layer on the PCC particles. Since an equilibrium 
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exists in a solution between salts and a pure acid, and the solubility of the two acids (stearic 

and palmitic) is similar, the occurrence of a peak for palmitic acid can be easily explained. 

Thus, for the water coated PCCs, pure stearic acid is consumed during two separate 

reactions, i.e. a part is used for the surface reaction with the Ca sites remaining unreacted 

after the water coating process, and the other part is for the salt exchange reaction between 

stearic acid and the calcium palmitate that is physically bonded to the PCC surface. In order 

to evaluate the amount of stearic acid consumed in the first reaction, we need to also 

estimate the amount consumed in the second reaction. In this way, the exact amount of 

stearic acid needed for the reaction with the free Ca sites still available on the PCC surface, 

in order to reach the full monolayer condition, is given by the difference between the total 

amount of stearic acid consumed in the dissolution experiment and the quantity used for the 

salt exchange reaction. The calibration curve for palmitic acid is determined in acetone with 

lauric acid as an internal standard material.  

3.4 Adsorption process of stearate on the PCC surface  

Based on the qualitative and quantitative analysis of FTIR, TGA and DSC techniques 

on the calcium carbonate particles coated with stearin in aqueous medium and the 

dissolution results on the solvent coating process, the adsorption process of self-assembled 

stearate molecules on calcium carbonate surface from different solution is discussed in the 

following section.  

According to the data in experimental section 2.1.2 concerning the preparation of 

sodium stearate, the sodium stearate concentration in water is 399 mM (10.8 wt%) at 80° C 

as the preparation temperature. According to the Krafft solubility boundary for sodium 

stearate, the Krafft temperature for this concentration is about 73 °C, and the critical micelle 

concentration (CMC) is reported to be 85×10-6 (mole fraction) or 4.7 mM at 95 °C[141]. 

Thus, in this work, the sodium stearate in water is above the Krafft boundary, and a 

homogeneous micelle phase exists like in Scheme 3.1 (a). The aggregation number of 

molecules is calculated to be 106 according to a soap solubility model [141]. 

After the addition of sodium stearate aqueous solution into the PCC suspension, 

micelle adsorption in Scheme 3.1 (b) is supposed to be the dominating mechanism in the 

surface coating for calcium carbonate in aqueous medium. Amphiphilic molecules used as 

surface coating agents like sodium stearate are known to form ordered molecular structures. 

In hydrophilic polar solvents, surfactants like calcium stearate adsorb on the surface of 

calcium carbonate in two steps. The surfactant molecules first absorb to form a layer with 

the hydrophilic head group bonded to the surface lining up with one another with the tails 
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perpendicular to the surface. Then on the top of this first layer, other stearate molecules can 

absorb in tail-to-tail arrangement to form a hemimicelle or bilayer structure [139]. This is 

the basic framework when the sodium stearate micelle solution is added into the suspension 

of the precipitated calcium carbonate. In the water coating process, a large number of 

stearate micelles are present in the system and are responsible for the formation of both the 

CSM layer and CaSt2 layers. The micelles will deform during the adsorption process on the 

high positively charged sites of the PCC surface without opening up. In fact, one half of the 

stearate molecules in a single micelle will be chemisorbed to the surface; the rest will be 

physically adsorbed with a weak interface link in a tail-to-tail arrangement [100], as shown 

in Scheme 3.1(c). When other micelles approach the PCC surface already covered by a first 

stratum of micelles, they can only connect to the already deposited layer. As mentioned 

above, a salt exchange reaction between sodium ions with the calcium ions, dissolved in the 

water suspension of PCCs, leads to the precipitation of micelles of calcium stearate (CaSt2). 

The process can continue until exhaustion of all of the micelles present in the water 

medium. It is apparent from Scheme 3.1 (c) that this results in the formation of a 

chemisorbed monolayer and one or more layers of physically adsorbed CaSt2, controlled 

only by the van de Waals attraction. The deposition of CaSt2 physically adsorbed on the 

monolayer surface resembles a sort of epitaxial growth; nevertheless, the monolayer 

provides a surface that acts as a nucleus for the precipitation of calcium stearate 

monohydrate. CaSt2·H2O is reported to exist in several crystalline forms, both in the form of 

disks and lamellas, so the proposed deposition mechanism allows for the continued increase 

of precipitated stearate molecules on the PCC surface as the original concentration of stearin 

increases. 

Based on the proposed micelle adsorption mechanism for the water coating process, 

commercially-available, water-coated PCC particles with a stearin content of about 3% such 

as PCC2 may show a much lower degree of surface coverage. In fact, the aforementioned 

maximum monolayer coating roughly corresponds to 3.0 wt% stearin for the particle size 

considered in this work. Because of the micelle precipitation mechanism, in the case of 

PCC2, only one half of the stearin (corresponding to an organic content of 1.5% with 

respect to the PCC particles) will be associated to the lower, disk-shape monolayer 

chemisorbed on the PCC surface, and the rest will be found in the upper, physically 

adsorbed, disk-layer. This corresponds to a degree of coverage of about 36%, much below 

the achievable maximum, which can be obtained only above stearin contents above 6 wt% 

(from PCC4 outwards). This proposed micelle adsorption confirmed our dissolution result 
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of recoating process for the already coated PCC particles, which determined that the free 

sites on the PCC2 surface are much larger than the other nanoparticles from PCC3 to PCC9 

as shown in Fig. 3.13. It should be noted that at a high level of coating, i.e. higher than 6 

wt%, the surface will be covered by an array of disk-shaped lamellar micelles, each of 

which are formed by a chemisorbed lower disk and an upper disk-layer that is physically 

adsorbed in a tail-to-tail arrangement with the chemisorbed monolayer.  

Another important consequence is that the chemisorbed CSM layer on the PCC surface 

is quite different from the deposited CaSt2 in terms of physical properties, such as, for 

example, the crystalline-to-smectic transition temperature. The physically adsorbed CaSt2, 

shows this transition at around 120 °C, while the chemisorbed CSM layer does not show 

this transition at all. In fact, the DSC measurement as shown in Fig. 3.8 also showed no 

other peaks associated with the chemisorbed monolayer, but only peaks similar to those 

previously reported in the literature for both the dehydration and melting peaks of CaSt2 in 

the form of a monohydrate (CaSt2·H2O) [106, 136]. One of the most relevant differences is 

the decomposition peak of the chemisorbed part, which is higher than that measured for the 

physisorbed one as shown in Fig. 3.5. This can be explained considering that the chemical 

bonding for the chemisorbed CSM layer is due to ionic forces, while only weak Van der 

Waals forces are probably present between the CSM and the physisorbed CaSt2 layer.  

The different adsorption processes of fatty acids on the PCC surface by water and 

solvent coating can be explained by the Langmuir equation. A similar work by Chen and 

Frank [139] used the Langmuir equation to discuss the adsorption process of stearate 

molecules on amorphous silica surfaces from a hexadecane solvent. For the adsorption of 

the stearate molecules from aqueous medium on the PCC surface in Scheme 3.1, the micelle 

mechanism leads to a bilayer formation, so the Langmuir equation can only be applied to 

the first CSM layer. The above Equation (3.3) discusses the relationship between the surface 

fractional coverage and the concentration of absorbent, and the equilibrium constant of the 

adsorption and desorption reaction. From the Langmuir adsorption equation, the 

concentration of stearate ions in different media will be the dominating parameter, which 

determines the coating coverage of the surface of PCC particles bonded with the stearate 

ions. It is clear that if the * � S product is too small, the surface fractional coverage will be 

smaller than 1, which is the situation of an incomplete monolayer. In the aqueous coating, 

since the stearate has only a partial solubility in water [142], the concentration of the 

stearate is limited to a constant value because of the micelle formation corresponding to the 

CMC at the coating temperature. This lower value indicates that a full monolayer cannot be 
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achieved, as confirmed by the TGA and DSC results that show that the chemisorbed 

fractional coverage is kept constant at a value of about 72%.  

However, if the adsorption of stearic acid on PCC occurs in a good solvent for the acid, 

for example, in acetone as in the present work, the solubility of stearic acid is much larger 

than in water, and can be estimated to about 37.6×10-3 (mole fraction), or 3.5 M at 50° C 

[143], so a full monolayer can be achieved. In fact, as the concentration of stearic acid 

increases, the surface fractional coverage increases until close to 1 as shown in Fig. 3.11. It 

will be interesting to investigate different adsorption mechanisms by changing the medium, 

for example, the use of water and acetone as co-solvents. This will be left to some future 

work.  

The adsorption of stearic acid on the PCC surface in acetone follows the Langmuir 

isotherm, although two different regimes have been observed as described above. In fact, at 

low and high concentrations, data can be fitted with two separated regression lines with 

different slopes and, as a consequence, different adsorption constants and maximum 

adsorption amounts. In particular, from the high concentration region of the Langmuir plot 

shown in Fig. 3.11, the maximum adsorption amount of stearic acid Γmax on the PCC surface 

by the Langmuir isothermal equation is calculated to be 4.46 wt%, which matches well with 

the theoretical full monolayer coverage estimated above for SOCAL U1. In the literature we 

found other examples of systems showing different adsorption regions in Langmuir plots, 

where two fitting lines with different slopes have been observed for heterogeneous 

absorbents [144]. In analogy to that found in these papers, we suggest that the two different 

adsorption regimes can be explained with the diverse arrangements of the long hydrocarbon 

chains of the stearate ions on the surface of PCC particles at low and high concentrations. In 

fact, at low concentrations of absorbent, the long chains are probably arranged randomly on 

the surface while at high concentration, the arrangement is predominantly vertical to the 

surface of the PCC particles. 

In fact, the degree of surface fractional coverage will also depend on the level of 

deformation of the initially spherical micelles, under the action of the chemical attraction 

forces between the calcium cations and the hydrophilic head group of stearate ions. During 

the bonding between micelles with the PCC surface, the different micelle shapes (flat-disks 

or hexagonal shape) will influence the surface fractional coverage. A simple geometrical 

consideration in Scheme 3.2 allows us to predict that partially covered flat surface can be 

covered by disks of the same diameter, and this proposed micelle deformation model 

explains why the calcium carbonate surface can only be partially covered with stearate from 
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aqueous medium. Assuming a cubic arrangement of the flat disks on the surface, the 

maximum surface fractional coverage that can be reached with disks of the same diameter is 

0.78, while for a hexagonal array, Γmax is 0.91.  

A simple equation can be derived as the following, for a cubic array in Scheme 3.2 (a): 

y � ���4 · �2l / ��� � 0.79                                                      �3.5� 

where y is the surface coverage, � is the diameter of micelles, and l is the distance between 

two micelles because of their deformation. For a hexagonal array the model shown in 

Scheme 3.2 (b) gives: 

y � ���2√3 · �2l / ��� � 0.91                                                     �3.6� 

Based on the fact the calcium soaps can crystallize in cubic arrays of flat disks [145], 

we believe that this arrangement is more likely to occur than the hexagonal. In any case, 

because of the curvature among micelles and the flat PCC surface (see the yellow part in 

Scheme 3.1 (b)), the surface coverage will be lower than 0.79 for the cubic array (and lower 

than 0.91 for the hexagonal array). This model again confirms the DSC result for the 

chemisorbed amount of stearate and the fact that a partially covered PCC surface results 

from the water coating process.  

 
Scheme 3.2 Surface fractional model for micelle adsorption if the arrangement of micelle on the PCC surface 

(a) in cubic array (b) in hexagonal array 

After the water coating process, PCC nanoparticles are covered with two types of 

stearate layers. The most interesting incomplete monolayer and the physisorbed multilayer 

outside would strongly affect the surface free energy, which is the dominating and critical 
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factor regarding the coating result. The physisorbed calcium stearate multilayer produced by 

the water coating process is totally different from the pure calcium stearate added to the 

inorganic rigid fillers by mechanical mixing. The first case can achieve a uniform mask on 

each PCC particle, while the latter results in a random mechanical mixture. 

3.5 Conclusion  

The industrial process of water coating PCC nanoparticles with stearin was 

investigated based on different surface characterization techniques. In water medium, 

micelle adsorption is the dominating process for stearate molecules on the PCC surface. The 

multilayer produced can be separated into two different types of stearate. One is chemically 

reacted with the free sites on the PCC surface but only partially covering its surface. The 

other one is the precipitated calcium stearate layers due to the salt exchange reaction 

between calcium ions and the sodium stearate in solution. Because of the different 

chemical-physical properties of the two stearate layers, the thermal transition and the 

decomposition peaks are very different. The comparison of the water coating and solvent 

coating process demonstrated that the solubility of stearate in the medium was an important 

parameter to determine the surface coating result. The chemisorbed monolayer in both cases 

follows the Langmuir isothermal adsorption process. The structure of the physisorbed 

stearate multilayer is strongly related to the coating process, which is effected by the 

molecular arrangement. However, calcium carboxylates present a complicated, thermal 

transition behavior and polymorphism strongly related to the thermal treatment. Therefore, 

the PCC samples coated with a stearate multilayer are further investigated regarding the 

molecule arrangement at different thermal conditions, molecular orientation, and surface 

free energy change in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 Surface coating molecular arrangement and surface free 

energy determination  

4.1 Introduction  

The aim of the surface coating of precipitated calcium carbonate (PCC) nanoparticles 

is to achieve good dispersion in a polymer matrix necessary for obtaining good composite 

toughness. The most widely used surfactants are fatty acids, and industrial coating is done in 

water because of the low cost and simplicity of the process. Previous studies discussed in 

detail about the effect of the amount of surface coating on the final properties of polymer 

nanocomposites. The optimum level of surface coating was found to correspond to the 

minimum of surface tension [114, 146, 147], which is reached at complete monolayer 

coverage, or rather, when all active sites on the surface of calcium carbonate react with 

stearic acid molecules. Surface coating of PCC with stearic acid considerably reduces its 

surface tension from about 210 to 40-60 mJ/m2 [93]. Some researchers found processing 

problems during the preparation of HDPE-based composites filled with dry coated PCC 

particles with stearic acid content in excess with respect to the stoichiometric amount 

required to reach a full monolayer. Moreover, an inferior tensile strength, together with a 

higher Young’s modulus, was reported for the materials that were filled with PCC particles 

dry-coated with excess stearic acid, compared to composites that were filled with similar 

PCC particles dry-coated with the stoichiometric amount necessary to reach the condition of 

a fully-chemisorbed monolayer [46]. 

However, those former studies on the surface characterization of PCCs coated with 

stearic acid have been carried out almost exclusively in either dry conditions, using a high 

speed mixer (dry-blending or dry-coating), or in the solution of a good solvent of stearic 

acid (e.g. toluene). Based on our knowledge, limited information is available on the 

adsorption of stearic acid onto the surface of PCC in aqueous medium, although this is the 

usual method in the industry for the coating of such fillers. The surface characterization of 

PCC nanofillers by the water coating process in Chapter 3 yielded interesting results, the 

micelle adsorption mechanism of which differs from that occurring in dry or solution 

coating. We can demonstrate that calcium alkanoate molecules form two types of coating 

layers with different physic-chemical characteristics: a chemisorbed monolayer with the 

acid groups in the carboxylated form, interacting with a basic surface site (that is the coating 

is in the form of a partial or half salt, >Ca COOR, where R represents the aliphatic tail, and 
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the symbol > the surface site) and one or more physisorbed calcium alkanoate (mainly 

calcium stearate, CaSt2, and calcium palmitate CaPm2) multilayers. These fatty acid salts are 

not associated with the filler surface and are only weakly attached to the surface monolayer. 

More interestingly, the PCC surface is covered only partially with the chemisorbed 

monolayer, while a significant part of it remains free. This experimental observation was 

tentatively explained by a micelle adsorption mechanism that results in an incomplete 

chemisorbed layer.  

Even if the mechanism of surface coating has been elucidated as discussed in Chapter 

3, the structure obtained in such a process is not fully clear. Calcium stearate and calcium 

palmitate are typical soaps (salts of fatty acids) made of amphiphilic molecules consisting of 

a long hydrocarbon (or paraffinic) chain attached to a polar carboxyl group. Each molecule 

thus consists of two parts with physical and clear differential chemical properties: the 

paraffinic chains are hydrophobic and tend to aggregate together by effect of molecular 

interactions like Van der Waals, the carboxyl groups are essentially soluble in water and 

associated by dipole interactions. Both parts are in perpetual competition, and the crystal 

structures of these amphiphilic compounds are severely constrained by the presence of 

aliphatic chains in the crystalline state. These molecules will thus able to arrange in different 

ways and exist in different crystalline forms. The study of the surface coating stearate 

molecule on the molecular polymorphism and orientation is quite important since it will 

help us to better understand the influence of organic coating on the surface free energy 

change for PCC particles and will give a theoretical prediction of the interfacial adhesion 

when PCC fillers are added into polymers. 

In the literature, the thermal behavior and the polymorphism of crystalline phases of 

calcium stearate have been described in detail by Vold et al [136, 137], Bérar et al. [130] 

and Montmitonnet et al.[106], using experimental techniques such as X-ray diffraction, 

thermogravimetry and differential scanning calorimetry. It has been shown that the room 

temperature structure is extremely sensitive to the presence of impurities, like water or 

glycerol, and thermal treatments. Also the manufacture method, especially the maximum 

processing temperature, and aging can affect the final structure obtained. From room 

temperature to about 123 °C, the chains and carboxyl groups are perfectly rigid and fully 

crystallized, although two distinct lamellar crystalline phases are encountered: one that is 

stable up to 104 °C, and the other between 104 °C and 123 °C, respectively termed C1 and 

C2 [106]. The molecules of calcium stearate are arranged, in the C2 phase, into a hexagonal 

lattice, a less organized structure in which the paraffin chains attain a certain freedom of 
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rotation about their main axis [142]. 

Below 104 °C, in the C1 phase range, calcium stearate exhibits one monohydrate 

monoclinic α phase (corresponding to the stacking of four molecular layers), and two 

anhydrous forms: orthorhombic β phase and γ (undetermined structure) [106, 130]. Within 

these groups, thermotropic phase transitions have been revealed: two in the α group at about 

-63 °C (from α2 to α1) and -3 °C (from α1 to α0, one in the γ group at 65 °C (from γ0 to γ1). 

Moreover, dehydration of α leads to a mixture of β and γ, the proportion of which depends 

on the dehydration temperature and probably on sample heterogeneities. In particular, it was 

reported that, at 104 °C, both the monohydrate α and the anhydrous β phases undergo a 

transition towards to the C2 phase [106]. Then on cooling back to room temperature, the C2 

is stable down to 65 °C. Then the orthorhombic β' phase (a poorly crystallized β phase) 

appears, whatever was the initial state, either α or β. The interlayer distance d of the β ' 

phase was reported to be about 5.037 nm, which is slightly lower than that of β phase (5.048 

nm) due to the poorer in-plane order. Fig. 4.1 shows the main transition of calcium stearate 

at a relatively lower temperature.  

 
Figure 4.1 From reference [106]. Diagram of low temperature transitions of calcium stearate determined by X-

ray measurement of interlayer spacing d : 

(↑↓) arrows indicate heating or cooling,→ effect of thermal treatment. 

For all these crystalline phases, at 70 °C, temperature corresponding to the melting of 

stearic acid, the conformational disorder of the chains suddenly increases, leading to a 

poorer in-plane order much before the C1 → C2 transition, and above 120 °C, three 

mesomorphic phases follow. This condition corresponds to a liquid-crystal state, a state of 

matter where the molecules have orientational ordering, but are in dynamic motion. The 
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agitation of paraffinic chains causes the dislocation of sheets and the location of polar 

groups in limited size discs [142]. In the temperature range 120-160 °C, these discs are first 

assembled as an orthorhombic C-face centered lattice. However, as the temperature rises 

further, the correlation between discs diminishes, and the orthorhombic network collapses 

giving way to a less ordered pseudo-lamellar assembly, where the discs are arranged into 

layers.  

Finally, around 180 °C, the polar groups undergo an allotropic transformation to a 

hexagonal columnar phase where the discs rearrange themselves into cylinders. The 

cylinders are formed by the carboxylate groups and are surrounded by alkyl chains that are 

in a molten state. This cylindrical structure of the polar groups of calcium stearate is stable 

until the transition to isotropic liquid at 350 °C [137, 142]. The transition temperatures and 

transition heats of calcium palmitate and stearate are almost identical [136], so the phase 

behavior of the two alkanoates can be considered as similar. 

The goal of the present study is to obtain more information about the water coating 

process of PCC nanoparticles with fatty acids with particular interest paid to the molecular 

structure of stearate/palmitate surface coatings, which is very significant in relation to the 

state of aggregation of the particles and the level of dispersion which can be achieved during 

melt blending with industrially relevant polymers. DSC and XRD techniques were used for 

the phase transition investigation. The thickness of the coating was estimated by XPS 

island-on-sphere model calculations. Additionally, the surface free energy of PCC particles 

was also determined by IGC in this study in order to estimate the strength of interfacial 

interactions in polymer composites. 

4.2 Phase transition  

After the water coating process, similar to the current industrial procedure, it is known 

that calcium stearate forms stoichiometric hydrates (α0 phase) on precipitation from 

aqueous solutions, which can decompose to some extent to give a partially dehydrated 

structure with the same crystal lattice (α0' phase), or instead transform to a different crystal 

structure (β' phase) which does not return to the original crystal structure upon absorbing 

water from the environment. In order to specify what is the exact structure of stearate after 

drying at 105 °C, both DSC and XRD measurements were carried out for the freshly 

precipitated calcium stearate monohydrate, prepared in our laboratory, which is surely in the 

α phase. The influence of the drying process on the molecular arrangement is studied in 

depth in the following section.  
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4.2.1 DSC measurement  

Calcium soaps, which have been heated through different thermal transitions, may 

undergo the following possibilities on quenching [137]: (1) pass back reversibly through all 

of the intermediate forms and return to the most stable phase structure at room temperature; 

(2) go through some transitions, to end with a stable form of one phase stable at some 

intermediate temperature; (3) the high temperature phase (reached during the heating stage) 

may be undercooled to room temperature. Fig. 4.2 shows the DSC traces, for different 

heating-cooling-reheating thermal cycles, for calcium stearate monohydrate freshly prepared 

in our laboratory. According to the literature [106], the transition from α or β to C2 phase is 

found at the critical temperature of 104 °C. Therefore, three different temperatures, 80 °C, 

110 °C and 120 °C, were chosen for the isothermal conditioning for 3 hours before the 

cooling-reheating thermal program. It is evident in Fig. 4.2 that there is a sharp endothermic 

peak during the first heating before isothermal at 110 °C and 120 °C for three hours, 

followed by another phase transition peak during the cooling process. This wide exothermic 

peak appeared at about 86 °C during the cooling, confirming the C2 to β' phase transition. 

Also the measured enthalpy of about 12 J/g matches well with the results of Garnier et al 

[106]. However, the curve corresponding to the preconditioning at 80 °C does not show the 

phase transition from the α to the C2 phase and correspondingly, no phase transition peak 

appears during cooling. Besides, the second heating process also shows four thermal 

transition peaks similar to those shown in Fig. 3.6 with the exception of the first peak at 

about 100 °C. In the case of preconditioning at 80 °C, the calcium stearate monohydrate still 

presents the α to C2 phase transition (dehydration of monohydrate) in the second heating 

process, while the β' to C2 phase transition occurs with a much smaller enthalpy in the case 

of preconditioning at 110 or 120 °C. In other words, the transition from the α to C2 phase is 

irreversible while that from C2 to β' phase is reversible. 

To better clarify this finding, a further study on the thermal phase transition of the 

calcium stearate monohydrate sample was carried out. In fact, the thermal treatment at a 

temperature range below 125 °C (the main phase transition temperature) results in the 

reversible phase transition from β' to C2 phase. However, higher temperature treatments 

seem to also affect the molecular arrangement. In Fig. 4.3, the calcium stearate monohydrate 

undergoes five different processes with both heating and cooling speeds of 5 °C/min. After 

the heating process from 20 °C to 220 °C with the full transition to liquid crystal phase in 

Fig. 4.3(3), two small peaks appear at 170 °C and 50 °C during cooling in Fig. 4.3(4). Those 

two dramatic phase transitions indicated that there would be another main molecular 
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arrangement of calcium stearate after thermal treatment at a high temperature beyond 

125 °C. The comparison of thermal treatments at both lower temperature and higher 

temperatures results in the different molecular arrangement. The molecular transformations 

at lower temperatures are presumed to involve the alkyl chains, while that at higher 

temperatures is presumed to involve the polar heads.  
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Figure 4.2 Calorimetric evidence of the phase transition of calcium stearate monohydrate 
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Figure 4.3 DSC traces of calcium carbonate monohydrate under different thermal treatments: 1st heating from 

20 °C to 110 °C (isothermal for three hours); 2nd cooling from 110 °C to 20 °C; 3rd reheating from 20 °C to 

220 °C; 4th cooling back to room temperature; 5th full scanning in the temperature range  

Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the drying process at 105 °C for the PCCs coated 
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with stearin in aqueous medium may cause a phase transition of the physisorbed calcium 

alkanoates formed on the PCCs surface from the monohydrate α phase to the anhydrous C2 

phase. As a result, a transition from the C2 to the β' phase should take place upon the 

cooling of the PCC powders back to room temperature before storage. In other words, the 

drying process of water-coated PCC particles is accompanied by a molecular rearrangement 

of the alkanoates on the PCC surface. This thermal study helps to better understand the 

molecular arrangements occurring at different temperatures, which have a strong effect on 

the surface free energy of organic coating and then on the PCC surface energy. 

4.2.2 XRD measurement  

X-ray diffraction is a powerful method for the determination of crystal structures. 

Previous studies on calcium stearate have shown that the anhydrous phases (γ0, γ1, β, β', C2) 

have a poor crystalline quality, except in the lamellar direction as evidenced by a series of 

sharp and equidistant peaks in the region of the low Bragg’s angles. On the contrary, the 

monohydrate α phases (α0, α1, α2) show a more complex diffraction pattern. In fact, those 

structures present peaks not only in the low angle region (i.e., for spacings d > 10 Å) 

attributed to a lamellar structure, but also with a series of diffuse bands (d ≈ 3-5 Å) due to 

the short-range order of these molecules, which indicates that the carboxyl groups and 

paraffinic chains are assembled in a periodic and regular manner according to a 

tridimensional crystal lattice [137, 142]. In this part, an XRD analysis has been carried out 

in order to identify the crystal structure of the physisorbed calcium alkanoate present on the 

as-received PCC particles, which is related to the precipitation conditions but also on the 

type of drying process used during the preparation of the particles, particularly on the drying 

temperature.  

First, the XRD patterns of calcium stearate, calcium palmitate and calcium salts of 

stearin, at room temperature or preconditioned at temperatures above 105 °C, are analyzed 

in Fig. 4.4. Those calcium soaps have typical diffraction patterns, which show a series of 

sharp peaks in the low angle region from 1.5° to 10°, then a second group of peaks between 

20° and 30°, and a number of unclear peaks in the 2θ region up to 60°. The peaks at small 

angles can thus be associated to the diffraction of X-rays by planes of atoms whose 

separation is proportional to the length of the calcium alkanoate molecules. The long 

spacing values of calcium soaps were calculated from the low 2θ angle in the XRD patterns 

by using the Bragg equation. For example, five orders of this distance appear as peaks in the 

low angle diffraction pattern of CaSt2•H2O (d/1, d/2, d/3, d/4, d/5), at about 1.8°, 3.6°, 5.3°, 
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7.1° and 8.8°. From these values of 2θ, the d-spacing for stearate on freshly precipitated 

calcium stearate monohydrate is estimated to be 49.5 Å as indicated in Table 4.1 for all of 

the calcium salts considered in this work. The measured value of the distance between 

crystalline planes of calcium stearate monohydrate, 49.5167 Å, is equal to about twice the 

length of the fatty acid. This long spacing value matches very well the results from Vold et 

al [137]. Similarly, the long spacing value for calcium palmitate is about 44.4366 Å, which 

is about 5 Å shorter than that of stearate. Also the calcium salt prepared from stearin, which 

is a mixture of the calcium stearate and calcium palmitate, show similar XRD patterns with 

the calcium stearate but in different 2θ angles. In fact, the calculated value for the calcium 

salt of stearin is about 46.902 Å, which is perfectly the average value between 44.4366 Å 

(palmitate) and 49.5167 Å (stearate). All of the calcium soaps of fatty acid have analogous 

XRD patterns and the difference can be explained by the varying chain length of those fatty 

acids. 
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Figure 4.4 XRD spectra of calcium stearate, calcium palmitate and calcium salt of stearin  

at room temperature and after preconditioning at 105 °C 

The occurrence of the molecular rearrangement transition of calcium soaps can also be 

clarified by the XRD technique by determining the interlayer spacing. The freshly prepared 

stearate and palmitate calcium soaps dried at 105 °C and then cooled back to room 

temperature before XRD examination show a small increase in the long spacing distance, 

for example from 49.5167 to 49.8514 Å for calcium stearate monohydrate, which is 

consistent with our interpretation that a transition from the hydrate α form to the anhydrous 

β' phase occurs in the drying-cooling stage, passing through a transient C2 phase at 104 °C, 

as indicated also by the results obtained with the DSC technique. The calcium monohydrate 
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salt of stearin was also freshly prepared in our laboratory for comparison to the pure calcium 

stearate and palmitate. Both the values of the long spacing distance of the α phase (freshly 

prepared sample) and the β' phase (after drying and subsequent cooling cycle) are 

intermediate between those of the pure calcium stearate and palmitate salts.  

Table 4.1 X-Ray diffraction patterns of calcium stearate monohydrate,  

calcium salt monohydrate of stearin, calcium palmitate and physisorbed stearate on the PCC surfaces 

 Long d-spacing (Å) Average 

(Å) Orders 1 2 3 4 5 

CaSt2•H2O 48.2561 24.7566 16.5962 12.4805 10.0207 49.5167 

CaSt2•H2O
* 48.9241 24.9044 16.7046 12.5429 10.0477 49.8514 

CaPm2•H2O 43.5194 22.0753 14.8212 11.3592 8.9225 44.4366 

CaPm2•H2O
*  43.6030 22.2043 14.9354 11.2443 9.0176 44.5766 

†Stearin salt 45.8877 23.3786 15.7356 11.8220 9.4743 46.902 

†Stearin salt*  46.7739 23.5736 15.8456 11.9090 9.5502 47.3690 

PCC2 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 

PCC3 46.9754 ---- 15.5902 ---- 9.4051 46.9239 

PCC4 46.1456 ---- 15.6322 ---- ---- 46.5211 

PCC5 45.3753 ---- 15.5316 ---- 9.378 46.7423 

PCC6 45.9571 ---- 15.6834 ---- ---- 47.0503 

PCC7 45.4714 23.0997 15.5621 ---- 9.4408 46.3903 

PCC8 45.9571 23.3560 15.6427 ---- 9.4476 46.7088 

PCC9 45.7830 23.3508 15.6168 11.7777 9.4299 46.7191 

*Monohydrate after precondition at 105 °C for phase transition 

†Stearin 4973 used for the preparation of the calcium salt is not the same batch with that used for the PCCs 

surface coating. 

Both the DSC and XRD measurements of calcium alkanoates indicated that the drying 

process cause a molecular arrangement of the surface coating. This transition was simulated 

on the laboratory-prepared calcium monohydrate soaps. It was confirmed that the heating 

program at 105 °C effectively causes a phase transition from the monohydrate α phase to 

the C2 phase. However, this thermal transition is proved to be irreversible and the C2 phase 

changed to β phase during cooling program. In fact, the coating on the PCC surface is 

strongly dependent on the thermal treatment and, therefore also the surface energy will 

change according to the amphipathic nature of soap molecules containing both strong non-

polar and polar portions. 
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4.3 Coating molecular arrangement  

4.3.1 Interlayer distance of coating molecules on PCC 

Based on the XRD results of calcium alkanoate monohydrates, we concluded that the 

calcium stearate present as a coating of PCC particles is present at room temperature in the 

β′ crystal phase, which displays a regular Bragg spacing corresponding approximately to 

double the length of a stearate chain. Furthermore, the examination of the diffraction 

patterns of the coated PCC, shown in Fig. 4.5, provides useful information not only on the 

crystal form of calcium carbonate (calcite, vaterite or aragonite) (for angles in the range 

2θ>20°) but also on the structure of its organic coating (2θ<20°). The diffraction spectra for 

PCC1 as shown in Fig. 4.5, together with other PCCs, is that typical of a pure calcite crystal 

[148]. No peaks can be observed for diffraction angles 2θ < 10° for PCC1 as well as for 

ML2, which means that no peaks resulting from the chemisorbed alkanoates are present on 

the PCC surface in the XRD spectra. This result is similar to the DSC results that showed no 

endothermic peak for the chemisorbed monolayer on the PCC surface. On the contrary, the 

other coated PCCs like PCC9 show 5 diffraction peaks in the low angle region (Fig. 4.5, 

inset). These peaks can thus be associated to the diffraction of x-rays by planes of atoms 

whose separation is proportional to the length of the calcium alkanoate molecules. From 

these 2θ values, the d-spacing for the organic coating on PCC9 is estimated to be 46.7191 

Å, as also reported in Table 4.1. Meanwhile, the d-spacing values calculated for the other 

coated PCCs are shown in Table 4.1. Some order patterns of the calcium alkanoates on the 

surface are not clear enough for the calculation due to the small amount of physisorbed layer 

on the PCCs, as in the case of PCC2 and PCC3. However, all of the long d-spacing values 

are similar for all powders with an average value of about 46.7 Å, which confirms that the 

physisorbed organic coating on the PCC surface has the same crystal phase, and this value is 

in reasonable agreement with that of calcium salt of stearin, within experimental error.  

Taking into consideration that the calcium soap of stearin is approximately a 50:50 

blend of calcium palmitate and calcium stearate, this value compares well with the 

calculated values of the interlayer distance d for both calcium palmitate, 44.6 Å, and 

calcium stearate, 49.8 Å, which corresponds to extended chains oriented normal to the 

planes containing the ionic groups [142]. The average of these d-spacings is 47.3 Å, which 

is slightly higher than the value estimated from the diffraction pattern of PCC9 (46.7 Å). 

This can be explained by the presence of small amounts of calcium oleate that may cause 

packing defects and that may lead to a less orderly molecular arrangement, or to a slight 
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tilting of the paraffinic chains. Comparing the diffraction spectra of the two powders, in the 

intermediate angle range, at 20.4°, we also note a peak for PCC9 which is not present for 

PCC1. This peak arises from the diffraction of planes of atoms separated by much smaller 

distances of the calcium soap of stearin than those just described, and thus referred to as 

short spacing. A numerical value of 4.35 Å can be estimated from this diffraction angle and 

can be interpreted as the side spacing between one molecule and the next in the crystal 

phase. 
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Figure 4.5 X-ray diffraction patterns of PCCs and ML2 

4.3.2 Layer thickness determination of coating molecules  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) has been widely used for the qualitative and 

quantitative analysis of material surfaces up to a depth of about 10 nm. Fekete and co-

workers [99] had successfully used XPS to analyze the chemical reaction between calcium 

carbonate and stearic acid to calculate the thickness of the stearate layer created by dry-

coating. They found that the thickness of the monolayer matched well with the theoretical 

length of the stearic acid molecules. Similarly, Gilbert et al [121] estimated the thickness of 

a stearic acid layer on the surface of magnesium hydroxide. The thickness increased with 

the coating level with a change in slope at around 1.2 wt%, which corresponded to 

monolayer coverage for that particular filler. In this work, XPS is used for the determination 

of the density of the main surface elements and for the calculation of the layer thickness of 

the coating using the island-on-sphere model.  
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Figure 4.7 XPS spectra for the main element (a) O 1s, (b) Ca 2p  and (c)C 1s  
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The element density in Table 4.2 was used for the surface coating layer determination 

with the MultiQuant software [108, 109, 149]. When the surface of the sample is covered by 

one or more thin overlayers (the whole structure should be thinner than the information 

depth of the XPS measurement) and the compositions of these layers are known, the 

thickness of the layers can be estimated from the photoelectron intensity. In this thesis, all of 

the calculated element densities of different PCC particles from the peak area as shown in 

Table 4.2 were used for the layer thickness calculation with the MultiQuant software based 

on the island-on-sphere model. This model is available for the determination of coating 

layer thickness even for the multilayer’s coating. However, there is one limitation that the 

coating layers must have the same surface coating coverage. Considering the former results 

by TGA measurements and the micelle adsorption mechanism, only PCC6, with a coating 

level of about 9 wt%, is believed to show a coverage of 72 % for both the chemisorbed 

monolayer and the physisorbed bilayer.  

Table 4.2 XPS elements density determination and layer thickness calculation 

Name 

 

Amount adsorbed 

(mass %) 

Intensity 

CH/CO3 

Thickness 

(Ǻ) Coverage O Ca C CH C CO3 

PCC1 0.00 11726 7191 733 1355 0.54 ----- ----- 

PCC2 3.17 8132 5316 2003 978 2.05 ----- ----- 

PCC3 6.60 7136 4764 2807 924 3.04 ----- ----- 

PCC4 6.50 6048 4290 2589 794 3.26 ----- ----- 

PCC5 8.09 6599 4673 2969 881 3.37 ----- ----- 

PCC6 8.91 3176 2235 1705 361 4.72 65.41 72% 

PCC7 10.35 5954 4126 3324 768 4.33 ----- ----- 

PCC8 11.57 6202 4217 3450 817 4.22 ----- ----- 

PCC9 12.95 2933 2159 1783 360 4.95 ----- ----- 

ML1 15.00 4371 2917 2948 555 5.31 25.0 100% 

ML2 4.22 4494 3322 2812 603 4.66 23.6 100% 

The thickness of the fully chemisorbed monolayer reference samples prepared with 

solvent and dry coating, i.e. ML1 and ML2 respectively, was estimated first. The 

calculations yielded layer thicknesses of 25.0 Å for ML1 and 23.6 Å for ML2. If we 

compare these values with the theoretical length of the stearate molecule that is 24 Å [125], 

we may conclude that the stearate molecules in the monolayer present on the ML1 sample 

are oriented perpendicularly to the surface. ML2 was prepared by dry-coating with stearin 

and not with pure stearic acid that might explain the slightly thinner coating. In fact, as 

mentioned above, stearin is practically a 1:1 blend of stearic and palmitic acids, so we can 
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assume that the stearin is a virtual fatty acid comprised of 17 CH2 groups, with a theoretical 

length of about 21.08 Å. Adding the COOH head group, which is about 1.5 Å, the 

calculated monolayer thickness is about 22.6 Å, which is not far, within experimental error, 

from the value of 23.6 Å as estimated from XPS data. For PCC6, a surface coating layer 

thickness of 65.4 Å is calculated which is close, within the limits of these types of 

calculations, to the sum of the length of one molecule of stearin (22 Å) plus an interlayer 

distance corresponding to one stearate/palmitate double layer in the orthorhombic β' phase, 

which we estimated to be 46.7 Å. The calculated value is slightly lower than the theoretical 

one, which can be attributed to the fact that the surface coating amount of PCC6 of about 

8.91 % is slightly lower than 9 wt%, which resulted in then a lower surface element density 

and then a lower layer thickness. From the layer thickness of both the monolayer and the 

multilayer coating, we can assume that two different types of stearate molecules are in a 

vertical arrangement on the PCC surface. 

4.4 Surface free energy  

It is very well known that a lower surface energy of the inorganic rigid fillers is 

necessary in the industrial applications in order to achieve a homogeneous dispersion of 

nanoparticles as well as to have a weaker interfacial adhesion between coated fillers and the 

polymer matrix. Those two factors are very important for toughness improvement in 

polymer nanocomposites. In fact, this is also the purpose of this thesis. The interfacial 

adhesion between nanoparticles and the polymer matrix is strongly dependent upon the 

thermodynamic nature of both components. Pure calcium carbonate nanoparticles have high 

hydrophilicity and are usually modified by organic materials to increase the compatibility 

with hydrophobic polymers and to prevent aggregation of nanoparticles. In the literature, the 

surface energy characterization can be carried out by the inverse gas chromatography (IGC) 

technique. However, the surface energy determination of calcium carbonate is not so easy 

because of free water adsorption on the surface. In our work, the PCC particles are coated 

with stearin following the typical industrial procedure in aqueous medium, and the most 

interesting result is that some free space is left on the PCC surface due to the micelle 

adsorption mechanism. Additionally, XPS and XRD results have indicated the surface 

coating of PCC particles is a component of a chemisorbed monolayer and physisorbed 

layers, where alkanoate molecules are disposed vertically to the surface with the alkyl 

chains directed outwards.  

Therefore in this thesis, the PCC nanoparticles with different surface coating amounts 

are investigated by using the IGC techniques to analyze the dependence of PCC surface free 
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energy on the preconditioning and on the measurement temperatures. The influence of the 

surface organic coating amount on the surface free energy of nanoparticles is also discussed, 

which is strongly related to interfacial adhesion during the application of PCC nanoparticles 

in the polymer. Both the dispersion and the specific components of surface free energy are 

discussed in the following. 

4.4.1 IGC theory background 

The thermodynamic work of adhesion is related to the intermolecular interactions, 

these being the sum of the contribution of London-Lifshitz-Van. der Waals (LW) dispersion 

forces and of the Lewis acid-base forces (AB or electron donor-acceptor), according to 

following (4.1): 

st � st) / stdZ                                                             �4.1� 

where st is the energy of adhesion;  st)  is the dispersion component or London component 

and ab
AW is the electron donor-acceptor interaction.  

Dispersion component of surface tension: 

When non-polar probe molecules like alkanes are chosen as adsorbates, the adhesion 

between the probe and the solid surface only involves the dispersion interaction. So the 

second part of equation (1) will be equal to zero and st can be simply written by equation 

(4.2): 

st � st) � 2 · 3P)P�)6�                                              �4.2�  

The free energy of adsorption, ∆�d, per mole of vapor probe is related to the work of 

adhesion st between the vapor probe and the solid stationary phase per unit surface area, in 

the following form [150]: 

�∆�d � � · J�' · st                                               �4.3�  

where � is the Avogadro’s number and J�' is the molecular surface area of the absorbate. ∆�d is also related with nV  by equation 4.4: 

∆�d � �-Q nx �̂ / *                                                 �4.4� 

In an infinite dilution when  stdZ is equal to zero, the dispersion component of the 

surface tension of the stationary phase can be obtained from the cross-sectional area of n-

alkane of different chain length. 

A combination of equations (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) leads to the statement: 
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-Q nx �̂ � 2��P�)��J�'3P�') 6� / {                                   �4.5� 
where P�) is the non-specific or the dispersive component of surface energy, and P�')  is the 

surface tension of the probe. 

Dorris and Gray [151] proposed a more simple approach to the determination of  P�). 

They considered the contribution of a methylene (-CH2-) group in the alkane series to the 

free energy of adsorption ∆����7 , defined by:  
�-Qnx �̂�̂� � 2��P�)�� · J��� · 3P���) 6�                            �4.6� 

P�) � �-Q�x � �̂� �̂�⁄ ��4 · �� · J��� � · P���)                                                    �4.7� 

where ̂ �  and ̂ �� are the retention volumes of n-alkanes with n and n+1 carbon atoms, 

respectively, and J���  is the surface area occupied by –CH2– groups, estimated to be about 

0.06 nm2. Fig. 4.8 gives an example for the calculation of P�)  for PCC9 chosen as an 

example in this figure. The term P���) is the surface tension of a hypothetical surface 

containing only methylene groups, which can be calculated by the following equation:  

P���) � 35.6 / 0.058 � �293.13 � Q�                                �4.8� 
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Figure 4.8 Determination of the dispersion and specific component of surface free energy of particles 

(PCC9 is chosen as an example under preconditioning at 140°C and measured at 140°C) 

Acid-Base interaction 

When polar adsorbates are used in the IGC experiments, both the LW and AB 

interactions are present between the adsorbate and the adsorbent. 
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∆G� � ∆G�� / ∆G���                                                  �4.9� 

In this case, the component of acid-base interaction is related to the retention volume of 

the polar probes in the following way: 

∆G��� � ���-Q nx ^ � / C� � �-Q nx ^
95  / {� � �RT ln ? V^
95B      �4.10� 
where ̂  is the net retention volume of the polar probe and ^ 
95 is the retention volume that 

is determined by the n-alkanes reference line. The baseline is the straight line of �-Q nx ^  
against the dispersive potential of n-alkanes, and ∆�dZ  is given by the distance of the �-Q nx ^  value obtained from the polar solvent and the baseline. In our case, the 

physicochemical quantity used to determine the value of ∆�dZis JP/� of the chosen solvent 

as shown in Fig. 4.8. 

The enthalpy of acid-base interaction 3∆~tdZ6 can also be calculated from the value of ∆�dZ  calculated at different temperatures, because there is the following relationship 

between those two parameters by equation 4.11:  

∆�tdZ � ∆~tdZ � Q∆itdZ                                              �4.11� 

So the curve plotting ∆�tdZ/Q against 1/Q yields a straight line with the slope of ∆~tdZ . 
Acid-base interaction parameters  

Quantitative evaluation of acid-base interaction parameters for surfaces of the 

stationary phase is based on the use of ∆~tdZ. Adopting the Gutmann [152] terminology in 

this work, those selected probes are categorized by their electron acceptor and electron 

donor numbers,   `�� and ��, respectively, as shown in Table 4.3. If the solid adsorbent 

has the ability to accept or to donate electrons, then the analogous parameter of acidity and 

basicity can be determined for the solid.  

Table 4.3 Acceptor AN and donor DN parameters of solvent in the reference [152, 153] 

AN DN parameters AN AN* AN** DN DN * DN** 

alkane 0 0 0 0 0 0 

THF 8 0.5 3.2 20 50 1.9 

Cloroform 23.1 5.4 9.24 0 0 18.7 

ethyl acetate 9.3 1.5 3.72 17.1 42.8 5.3 

The value of the Lewis acidity constant, *d and of the Lewis basicity constant *Z  is 

calculated by using the following equation [154, 155]: 

�∆~tdZ � *d · �� / *Z · `��                                       �4.12� 
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Although the acid-base characteristic of the particles should be obtained from 

the ∆~tdZ, some researchers [156-158] also decided the values from ∆�dZ. Gutmann [152] 

and others [159] defined and modified the polar probes by their electron acceptor �� and 

electron donor numbers `��. 
Rearranging the above Equ. 4.12, when �∆�dZ `��⁄  is plotted versus �� `��⁄  of 

polar probes, there will be a straight line. The slope *d is related to the acidity of the solid, 

and the intercept  *Z reflecting the electron donor ability. 

4.4.2 Influence of surface coating amount on the surface free energy  

The surface free energy of PCC nanoparticles strongly depends on the surface coating 

molecules, such as crystal phase of surface molecules, the coating amount of stearate on the 

PCC, the molecular arrangement and the coating-layer thickness. Based on the DSC and 

XRD studies about the water coated PCC particles, it has been concluded that a phase 

transition during the drying process and the physisorbed calcium stearate shows a 

polymorphism that is strongly related to thermal treatments. In this section, we only discuss 

the influence of the surface coating amount on the PCC surface free energy when this series 

of water-coated PCC particles were preconditioned at 140 °C, since the stable phase of 

alkanoate species present on the PCC particles is the same when these particles are added to 

the polymers during melt processing.  

Firstly, the dispersion component of the surface energy of the series of water-coated 

PCC particles studied in this thesis is presented in Fig. 4.9 as a function of the amount of 

stearin used for coating. The dispersion component value for the neat PCC is about 53.0 

mJ/m2 that agrees well with the number published by Papirer (54 mJ/m2) [113]. The Surface 

tension decreases steeply with surface coverage down to a minimum value of 24.3 mJ/m2. In 

spite of the fact that the micelle adsorption mechanism of the water coating process results 

in an inhomogeneous surface, our results are similar to those reported by other researchers 

[114] about PCC particles surface modified by the dry and solvent coating methods. Further 

increases in coating amount do not lead to any significant change in the dispersion 

component of surface energy, and the final value is about 24-25 mJ/m2. The surface tension 

of a surface covered by –CH3 groups was found to be about 22-24 mJ/m2 [160]. The good 

agreement with our result indicates that the alkyl chains of calcium stearate/palmitate are 

oriented towards the outside surface of the coated particles, and the multilayer is arranged 

tail-to-tail with the inside monolayer. The surface tension of the ML1 sample (organic 

content 4.22 wt %) coated from solution is also plotted in Fig. 4.9 (star symbol). The P�) value of the sample perfectly fits the correlation obtained for the water-coated PCC 
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particles. Physisorbed stearate multilayers have the same effect on the dispersion component 

of surface energy as the chemisorbed monolayer (sample ML1). Here we want to specify the 

influence of the preconditioning temperature on the final surface free energy of 

nanoparticles, as the stearate/palmitate on the PCC surface has a complicated thermal 

transition behavior discussed in the DSC measurements. In fact, the preconditioning at 

140 °C brings organic coating molecules to one type of liquid crystal phase, probably 

similar to what happens when the PCC particles are blended with a polymer during an 

extrusion process. Some IGC measurements of the surface free energy of PCCs 

preconditioned at 60 °C, which was enough to eliminate the free adsorbed water on the 

surface without any phase transition occurring, will be also discussed in the next part.  
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Figure 4.9 Effect of surface coating amount on the dispersion component of the surface free energy 

for the water-coated PCC nanoparticles 

Moreover, three different polar solvents (tetrahydrofuran (THF), ethylacetate (EtAc) 

and chloroform (CHCl3)) are chosen for the determination of specific components for those 

coated PCC particles with different surface coating amounts. However, some polar probes 

adsorbed strongly on the pure PCC surface or even the coated PCC surface with stearate 

because of their high polarity. The determination of specific component is only available in 

the case when the particles column is preconditioning at 140 °C, which made the surface 

stearate molecules undergo the phase transition into liquid crystal and have enhanced active 

mobility. Fig. 4.10 shows the relationship of surface free enthalpy ∆�dZ versus the PCC 

surface coating amount obtained by using three different polar solvents, measured at 140 °C. 

The interaction between chloroform and the coated PCCs is much weaker than that between 
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the filler and the other two polar solvents. Ethyl acetate and tetrahydrofuran enter into much 

stronger interaction with the active sites of the coated PCC surface than CHCl3. The specific 

component of surface energy decreases with different slopes below and above a 9 wt% 

stearin content which indicates that polar probes may have higher access to the active sites 

of the surface below this coating level. The ∆�dZ value of the ML1 reference sample is also 

plotted in Fig. 4.10 and fits the general tendency of water coated particles. The results 

obtained in the IGC experiments and presented above agree well with those derived from 

other methods and strongly support the tentative explanation given for the multilayered 

structure of the stearate coating on PCC formed in water. In fact, incomplete coverage due 

to the micelle adsorption mechanism results in relatively strong acid-base interactions of the 

surface with two of the polar probes. Incomplete coverage allows access to the surface, 

while a strong interaction is the driving force aiding diffusion. With increasing surface 

coverage, access to the surface becomes more limited, leading to a decrease in the specific 

component of surface energy. The presence of additional molecules in the physisorbed 

stearate multilayer completely closes the surface and hinders the diffusion of polar probes to 

the filler surface. The changing slope at around a 9.0 wt% coating level indicates the 

attainment of the maximum coverage of the first physisorbed stearate layer, which matches 

very well with our XRD and XPS results in the sections 4.2 and 4.3. The rather specific 

structure of the coating forming in the water coating process may lead to interesting 

properties in composites.  
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Figure 4.10 Effect of surface coating amount on the specific component of the surface free energy  

of water-coated PCC 
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From the IGC results, both the dispersion and specific components of PCC surface free 

energy calculated by non-polar alkanes and polar solvents show the decreasing tendency 

when the surface coating amount increases, especially the specific component depends 

significantly on the coating amount. The comparison with surface free energy of full 

monolayer covered PCC particles indicated that the physisorbed multilayer had a similar 

effect on the decreasing of surface free energy, and the specific component was even lower 

than that of the ML PCC sample. In fact, the surface free energy amount is an important 

parameter for the surface coating effect rather than the coating amount. By using the water 

coating process, it seems that the physisorbed calcium stearate multilayer strongly affects 

the surface free energy.  

4.4.2 Dependence of surface free energy on preconditioning temperature  

All of the PCC nanoparticles coated with stearin in the aqueous medium have the 

physisorbed calcium carboxylate multilayer on the surface with a fixed incomplete 

chemisorbed monolayer. As mentioned earlier, the thermal properties of calcium 

carboxylate are discussed in depth by the DSC and XRD techniques. It has been concluded 

that those PCC nanoparticles had already undergone a molecular rearrangement during the 

drying process after the coating in the water medium. The physisorbed calcium carboxylate 

molecules reorganized as a consequence of the crystalline phase transition from the 

monohydrate α type to the anhydrous β′ phase. Additionally, several typical thermal 

transitions were observed on increasing the temperature: evaporation of the free adsorbed 

water (around 100 °C), β′ to the C2 phase or the smectic phase (around 125 °C), smectic-to-

nematic phase (around 165 °C), and the nematic-to the liquid-crystal phase transition 

(around 190 °C). The free water on the PCC surface can be easily removed by the 

preconditioning process even at a lower temperature such as 60 °C, which was confirmed by 

the DSC measurement. However, if the preconditioning temperature is higher or similar to 

the first main phase transition around 125 °C, the surface coating molecules will be in a 

different structure with an orientational order but in dynamic motion. Meanwhile, 

considering the prepared process for polymer nanocomposites with PCC particles by the 

melt extrusion at a high temperature, two different preconditioning temperatures are chosen: 

60 °C and 140 °C. The first conditioning temperature is enough to remove the free water on 

the surface without any phase transition occurring. The latter is high enough for the 

physisorbed layers to undergo the main phase transition and is closer to the compounding 

temperature for polymers during melt extrusion. The value of 140 °C was also chosen for 

comparison with literature values. 
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Fig. 4.11 shows the dispersion component of surface free energy of this series of PCC 

particles, which are measured at 100 °C after preconditioning at two different temperatures. 

The pure PCC particles have a value of 55 mJ/m2 in the two cases and a similar decreasing 

tendency was found in both cases with increasing surface coating amount. However, it is to 

be noted that PCC2 particles are coated with a minimum amount of chemisorbed stearate, 

which is lower than maximum chemisorbed amount (3.0 wt%) that can be achieved in water 

coating as discussed in Chapter 3. The preconditioning temperature clearly effected the 

surface dispersion component of PCC2, which resulted to be 40 mJ/m2 for a preconditioning 

at 60 °C and 28 mJ/m2 with a preconditioning at 140 °C. These results can be explained by 

considering that the higher temperature preconditioning resulted in a lower accessibility of 

PCC free sites due to the dynamic motion of the physisorbed stearate molecules. Further 

increase in coverage (from PCC3 to PCC9) does not lead to a significant change in the 

dispersion component of surface energy and the final value is about 24-25 mJ/m2 in both 

cases with different preconditioning temperatures. In other words, even the stearate 

molecules are in a kind of dynamic motion at higher temperatures, but the molecular 

orientation is still in order. The preconditioning temperatures show little effect on the 

dispersion component of surface free energy.  
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Figure 4.11 Dispersion component of surface free energy for coated PCC particles against the surface stearate 

coating amount at different preconditioning temperatures  

The specific component of PCC surface free energy is shown in Fig. 4.12 with two 

different preconditioning temperatures, while the measurement temperature is the same 

(100 °C) and the polar solvent is chosen to be chloroform. In both cases, the ∆�dZvalues 
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decreased continually with the increasing of surface stearate coating amount. However, 

there are different decreasing rates. When coated PCC nanoparticles are preconditioned at 

60 °C, no phase transition of stearate molecules occurred, and the interaction between polar 

solvent (chloroform in this work) are related only to the coating layers. However, the 

preconditioning at 140 °C would result in a more active mobility of the stearate layers on 

the PCC surface because of the transition to a liquid-crystal phase (see Chapter 3) and can 

effectively decrease the adsorption of chloroform on the PCC surface. Beyond a surface 

coating amount of 6 wt% (PCC3), the ∆�dZvalues are close to 0 and remain almost constant, 

which indicates that the stearate coated PCC particles are now completely hydrophobic. 

From this comparison, it has been concluded that the specific component of surface free 

energy is strongly dependent on both the surface coating amount and the crystal phases 

present at different temperatures. 
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Figure 4.12 Specific component of PCC particles surface free energy against the surface stearate coating 

amount at different preconditioning temperatures (Chloroform) 

4.4.3 Dependence of the surface free energy on measurement temperature 

The influence of the measurement temperatures on the surface free energy is also 

investigated in this work and is shown in Fig. 4.13. The most interesting result is relative to 

the surface tension of pure calcium carbonate. Fig. 4.13 (a) shows that the dispersion 

component of pure calcium carbonate measured at 60 °C is about 107 mJ/m2. Then this 

value is significantly decreased to be 54 mJ/m2 measured at 80 °C and keeps at the same 

level following a further increase in measurement temperature. The non-polar alkanes are 

used for the calculation of surface tension by using the IGC technique according to the 
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recorded retention time from the inlet part to the detect FID signal, which is strongly 

dependent on the adsorption and then desorption equilibrium process in the PCC column. 

We believe that the mobility of non-polar probes is increased when the measurement 

temperature increases but below 125 °C without any phase transition of the surface stearate 

molecules. For each PCC particle, the surface tension decreases with the increasing of the 

measurement temperature, and no big change occurs when the measurement temperature is 

higher than 100 °C. At different measurement temperatures, the relationship between the 

surface tension and the surface coating amount shows a similar trend, first decreasing to 

reach a minimum value of 24 mJ/m2 and then staying at this plateau value. 
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Figure 4.13 Dependence of the surface tension of PCC particles on the measurement temperature:  

(a) Preconditioning at 60 °C and (b) Preconditioning at 140 °C  
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Fig. 4.13 (b) shows the results of the surface tension at two measurement temperatures 

on a series of particles preconditioned at 140 °C for 16 hours. They show exactly the same 

decreasing tendency with an increase of surface coating amount. However, we want to 

emphasise that the measurement temperature at 140 °C not only increases the mobility of 

the detected probes but also leads to a main phase transition of the stearate layers on the 

PCC surface from C2 to liquid crystalline phase. This is the explanation for the much lower 

surface tension (around 17 mJ/m2) for the multilayer coated PCC particles. This situation is 

closer to the conditions of extrusion when PCC particles are added into polymers. 

When this series of PCC particles were preconditioned at 60 °C, the calculated ∆�dZ 

values progressively decreased with the increasing of the surface coating amount at all of 

the measurement temperatures as shown in Fig. 4.14 (a). This influence of measurement 

temperatures can be explained by the high adsorption and desorption equilibrium rate for 

chloroform as the polar probe with increasing temperatures. The calculated ∆�dZ measured 

at 60 °C is about 5.5 kJ/mol, and this high value confirmed that there is still some active 

sites available on the PCC2 surface with the incomplete monolayer. However, the 

possibility for the CHCl3 to reach the free PCC sites decreases with the coating amount 

increases.  

Similar to surface tension, the preconditioning at 140 °C resulted in a relatively lower 

value of ∆�dZ, and this can be explained by the more dynamic motion of stearate molecules 

to mask the available PCC active surface sites.  
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Figure 4.14 (to be continued) 
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Figure 4.14 Dependence of specific component of PCC surface free energy on the measurement temperature: 

(a) Preconditioning at 60 °C and (b) Preconditioning at 140 °C 

4.4.4 Acid-base interaction parameter  

One important aspect of investigating different measurement temperatures is the 

determination of acid-base parameters of PCC particles before and after coating with stearin. 

According to Equ. 4.11, the curve plotting ∆�tdZ/Q against 1/Q  should yields a straight line 

with the slope ∆~tdZ. Fig. 4.15 shows regression straight fitting lines for all of the coated 

PCC particles according to the free enthalpy ∆�tdZ of the same series of particles as shown 

in Fig. 4.14 (a). From those fitting lines for PCC particles (from PCC2 to PCC9), those 

slopes  ∆~tdZ seems to decreased first then almost stay as parallel lines. In other words, the 

adsorption enthalpy of Lewis acid-base interaction ∆~tdZ of the water-coated PCC particles 

becomes smaller when the coating amount increases. This result is similar to the 

relationship found between the dispersion component of surface energy and surface coating 

amount. The PCC surface characteristic is changed to be hydrophobic due to the stearin 

coating.  

However, in our work, only chloroform is available to show some retention peaks at 

different temperatures when passing through the column packed with PCC particles. This is 

the experimental limitation to obtain more results from other polar probes. As mentioned in 

the section on theory background, the acid-base interaction parameters of this series of 

fillers can be calculated not only from the specific component of adsorption enthalpy ∆~tdZ, 

but also can be determined directly from free enthalpy ∆�tdZ  using the AN* and DN 

numbers listed in Table 4.3. From Euq. 4.12, *d and *Z can be calculated from the fitting 
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line when ∆�dZ `��⁄  is plotted versus �� `��⁄  of polar probes. The slope of the fitting 

line *d is related to the acidity of the solid and the intercept *Z reflects the electron donor 

ability. 
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Figure 4.15 Determination of the enthalpy of acid base interaction according equation 4.11 

Three polar probes THF, EtAc and CHCl3 were used in this work for the determination 

of acid-base interaction parameters and their ∆�dZ values are shown in Fig. 4.10, which 

were determined after the PCC particles were preconditioned and measured at 140 °C. It is 

quite clear that the slopes of those fitting lines as shown in Fig. 4.16 decreased following the 

increase of coating amount from PCC3 to PCC9. In other words, this means that the relative 

acidity of the coated PCC particles significantly related to the stearate coating amount.  
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Figure 4.16 Determination of the acid-base parameters of coated PCC particles  
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Moreover, Fig. 4.17 shows the relationship between the acidity parameter *d and the 

stearate coating amount on PCC surface. It is apparent that two straight lines can be traced 

through the experimental points with a transition point corresponding to PCC6, which is 

consistent with the former discussion about the molecular arrangement and presence of a 

second physisorbed stearate layer present on the surface. 
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Figure 4.17 Relationship between the acidity parameter with the stearate coating amount 

4.4.5 Filler/polymer matrix interaction  

In filler toughening of plastics, the interfacial adhesion between the polymer matrix 

and the fillers is strongly related to the surface chemical and physical properties of the two 

components. It is reported that the interaction between two surfaces in contact with each 

other can be created by primary or secondary bonds. The most important primary forces are 

the ionic, covalent and metallic bonds, and the secondary bonds are created by the van der 

Waals forces, such as the dipole-dipole, induced dipole and dispersion interactions. The first 

one is very strong while the others are relatively weak. Also an H-bond can also form 

between the two phases. There are many available theories that have tried to explain the 

complicated phenomenon of adhesion. Fowkers [161, 162] suggested the following relation: 

P� � P / P� � 23P)P�)6�                                                �4.13� 

where γ�� is the dispersion component of γ�. This theory is valid only for the special case 

without polar interaction. However, most polymers are polar to various degrees. Thus, the 

polar interaction is the main parameter that determines the interfacial tension with the 

second phase. We have already elucidated that the influence of the surface coating amount 

is more significant in the specific component of the coated PCC particles.  
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Several theoretical equations have been obtained relating the interfacial tension to the 

polarity and the surface tension of individual phases. The three most used equations are the 

following [102]:  

a. Harmonic-mean equation:  

P� � P / P� � 4P)P�)P) / P�) � 4POP�OPO / P�O                                �4.14� 

b. Geometric- harmonic-mean equation: 

P� � P / P� � 23P)P�)6/� � 4POP�OPO / P�O                             �4.15� 

c. Geometric-mean equation:  

P� � P / P� � 23P)P�)6/� � 23POP�O6 �⁄                        �4.16� 

Combining with our IGC results and those theoretical equations, it can be concluded 

that when the polymer matrix is fixed, the interfacial adhesion depends not only on the 

dispersion component of free surface energy, but is specifically related to the specific 

component of the PCC surface free energy. In the particulate filled polymers, the 

dependence of composite strength on the interfacial interaction was reported [84, 163] to 

support this statement. Besides, the debonding induced by a weak interfacial adhesion is the 

main accepted dominating micromechanical process in the polymer composites toughened 

with fillers. The IGC results predict that the PCC surface coating with stearin will show a 

weaker interfacial adhesion with a polymer matrix.  

4.5 Discussion and conclusion  

The experimental results from the DSC, XRD, XPS and IGC experiments lead us to a 

number of results that can be summarized as follows: 

• The physisorbed calcium stearate/palmitate multilayer in PCC particles, prepared by 

the water coating process, shows a complicated thermal behavior, indicating a peak 

corresponding to volatilization of free water, a crystalline-to-smectic peak, a smectic-to-

nematic peak, and finally a nematic-to-liquid peak. This means that the physisorbed layer, 

present on the coated PCC particles considered in this work, is crystalline at room 

temperature. 

• Additionally, the exact crystal phase of the stearate on the PCC surface after drying 

has been determined by the DSC and XRD techniques. It has been concluded that there is a 

thermal transition from the monohydrate α phase formed from the aqueous medium to the 

anhydrous β' phase after drying at 105 °C. Thus, the physisorbed stearate has lost its water 
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of crystallization and only free water is present on the surface.  

• Beyond 3.17 wt% coating, no major change in the dispersion component of surface 

energy with stearin content is noted. Our interpretation is that the surface is similar to that of 

solvent or dry-coated samples, that is the organic tails are oriented outwards from the 

surface. 

• The specific component of the surface energy shows a change in trend at 9%, which 

should be a transition point of the molecular arrangement of the surface physisorbed 

stearate.  

• The first monolayer, which is chemisorbed on the PCC surface, is an incomplete 

monolayer with a maximum surface coverage of about 72 %. All of the coated PCC 

particles have a similar chemisorbed monolayer due to the water micelle adsorption 

mechanism.  

• The layer thickness for the two fully covered monolayer samples calculated by the 

XPS MultiQuant software, shows that the chemisorbed monolayer is vertical to the PCC 

surface. 

All of this information enables us to depict a model of the structure of stearin water-

based coatings on calcium carbonate nanoparticles.  

As shown in Scheme 4.1 (a), we propose the molecular arrangement that in water the 

micelle mechanism leads to the formation of a chemisorbed monolayer at the surface of the 

particles and to a physisorbed calcium stearate layer. The physisorbed layers are in a 

hydrated α phase with the polar head groups directed towards the water phase, and bonded 

to some water molecules, while the two organic tails of each calcium di-stearate molecules 

are parallel to each other forming a single layer, in a tail-to-tail arrangement to the 

chemisorbed molecules. This structure is in a stable form since the carboxyl groups and the 

calcium ions are surrounded by polar water molecules. At this stage, the two layers (the 

chemisorbed monolayer and that formed by the alkyl chains of the physisorbed CaSt2) are 

still reminiscent of the relative positions of the molecules in the original micelle from which 

they are precipitated from the water phase. The degree of coverage for the two layers is 

identical. For example, for PCC4 (6 wt%) both the monolayer and the CaSt2 layer have a 

surface coverage of 72% at this stage due to the deformation of micelles. The picture for 

samples with larger stearin contents is somewhat similar to this and the only difference is 

that more CaSt2 layers will be present since the maximum coverage that can be reached with 

the micelle mechanism of coating is just 72%.  

After drying at 105° C, a critical temperature just above the transition to the C2 phase, 
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the water molecules are lost and the stearate (or palmitate) molecules may rearrange as 

shown in Scheme 4.1 (b). In the new layer of anhydrous CaSt2, the organic tails of calcium 

di-stearate are arranged on opposite sides with respect to the central calcium ion, although 

they are still vertical to the calcium carbonate particle. In this way, on the outer surface of 

the particle, only the terminal non polar CH3 groups of the alkyl chains will be present, in 

agreement with the observation that the dispersion component of surface energy of the 

coated particles does not appreciably change with stearin content above 3%. In fact this 

physisorbed CaSt2 (and CaPm2) layer could be better described as a double layer of long 

chain aliphatic carbon tails separated by a stratum of calcium ions, whose electric charge is 

equilibrated by the carboxyl head groups of the stearate ions. This structure is related to the 

orthorhombic β' phase of calcium di-stearate. In order to reach this configuration, it is 

necessary that one half of the aliphatic chains of the calcium di-stearate rotate 180° as 

shown in Scheme 4.1 (c). For temperatures beyond 120 °C, the stearate/palmitate layer will 

undergo a phase transition from crystalline to the liquid-crystal state, which will result in a 

more disordered arrangement like that depicted in Scheme 4.1 (c). This phase transition 

related to the thermal treatment explains very well that the preconditioning temperature at 

140 °C results in a lower value of the PCC surface energy compared to that of 60 °C. 

This proposed mechanism for rearrangement after drying means that the surface 

coverage of the double layer formed after this reorganization will be one half that of the 

original physisorbed layer. With a further increase of the surface coating amount, the 

orthorhombic double layer of calcium stearate/palmitate molecules continue to reorganize 

until reaching the maximum coverage of 72 %. PCC 6 was coated with about 8.91 wt% 

stearate molecules, which is close to the situation that both the chemisorbed and 

physisorbed layer have the maximum surface coverage. This proposed model can be 

verified by calculating the layer thickness from the XPS data. This is possible using the 

island-on-sphere model with the MultiQuant software. This model has the limitation that the 

two layers in the island type must have the same surface coverage. This is the case of the 

single sample PCC6 in the series considered in this work. For PCC6, a thickness of 65.4 Å 

is calculated which is close, within the limits of these type of calculations, to the sum of the 

length of one molecule of stearin (22 Å) plus an interlayer distance corresponding to one 

stearate/palmitate double layer in the orthorhombic β' phase, which we estimated to be about 

46.7 Å.  

This confirms the proposed scheme for the surface physisorbed stearate molecules. 

Considering the monolayer sample with vertical chemisorbed molecules on the surface, the 
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Chapter 5 HDPE/PCC nanocomposites 

5.1 Introduction  

Nanocomposites with quasi-spherical particles have received increasing attention in the 

area of “filler toughening” for their potential to improve both the toughness and stiffness 

when compared to traditional composites loaded with mineral fillers. Precipitated calcium 

carbonate particles are mostly used as nanofillers in polymeric applications mainly due to 

their low cost and simple processing. Many researchers have reported the possibility of 

increasing the toughness of PCC-filled polyolefin composites [7, 12, 40, 89]. Bartczak.et al 

[11] found that the toughness of CaCO3-filler materials increased dramatically when the 

mean interparticle ligament thickness of the matrix polyethylene dropped to values below 

0.6 µm, which showed the same manner of the brittle-to-ductile transition as exhibited by 

the rubber particle-modified composition of Nylon 6,6 by Wu [3]. A former work of Lazzeri 

[7] indicated that progressively adding stearic acid on the coated PCCs led to a continuous 

increase in toughness of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites. Thio [12] also reported the improved 

Izod impact energy up to four times that of the pure polypropylene with the addition of 

CaCO3 particles with an average diameter of 0.7 µm.  

Toughness of a material in general reflects the degree of energy absorption from the 

beginning of the mechanical load to the final fracture. However, toughness is one of the 

most complex properties to control because it is generally influenced by many 

morphological and micromechanical parameters, such as particle size [63], critical 

interpatricle distance [14], interfacial adhesion between filler and polymer matrix [84, 93] 

and crystalline structure of the polymer [120]. Moreover, around the nanofillers in the 

polymer, or in the interphase region between the polymer and the nanofillers, it was 

reported that transcrystalline layers of the polymer matrix may form along with a lamella 

rearrangement of the polymer [4, 70]. The typical transcrystalline regions around rigid 

fillers are related to the effect of nanoparticles as heterogeneous nucleating agents to initiate 

crystallization along the interface. However, the exact mechanism of the transcrystalline 

growth and the influence of the transcrystalline layer or the ligament region on the 

mechanical properties of polymer nanocomposites are still not clear. 

In filler toughening studies, one of the most accepted mechanisms for improving 

impact resistance is microvoid formation. Thus a weaker interfacial adhesion is required to 

promote the debonding between fillers and the matrix, allowing for the formation of 

microvoids around the fillers that then trigger the plastic deformation of the interparticle 
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ligaments [34, 35, 88]. Even if the debonding process plays a little role in terms of 

absorbing energy, the process plays an important role in initiating the toughening 

mechanism, which facilitates the energy absorption by shear yielding, plastic deformation 

and fibrillation of the polymer [34]. Therefore, in order to improve the toughness of 

polymer nanocomposites, it is necessary to achieve a low particle matrix adhesion. 

However, it is also well known that nanoparticles have the tendency to aggregate during 

compounding with the polymer matrix. The key point here is how to promote a uniform 

dispersion of the very fine nanoparticles, while, in the meantime, keeping a weaker 

interfacial adhesion between the polymer and nanoparticles. In other words, a suitable 

surfactant for the surface treatment for PCCs is necessary for solving these two problems. 

As we discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, the industrial approach to decrease the surface energy 

of nanoparticles is to prepare a surface coating with stearic acid due to its low cost. 

Moreover, the surface treatment of stearin on the PCC surface results in multilayers of 

stearate, which was determined by different surface characterization methods. The 

commercially available PCC nanoparticles, coated in aqueous medium, were also found to 

show different surface properties with respect to particles treated by the dry or solvent 

coating. 

The main purpose of this chapter is to apply PCC nanoparticles into high-density 

polyethylene (HDPE) for the preparation of nanocomposites. HDPE is an important semi-

crystalline polymer because of its low cost, availability and ease of processing [164-166]. 

Mainly, the mechanical properties such as the tensile tests and the impact toughness are 

investigated, and the micro-morphology of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites is also studied 

using SEM tests, which were also carried out for the fracture process study. The study of 

HDPE/PCC nanocomposites attempts to clarify the influence of surface coating on the PCC 

nanoparticles on the mechanical properties of polymer nanocomposites.  

5.2 Tensile properties  

As discussed in depth in Chapters 3 and 4 concerning the surface coating of industrial 

PCC nanoparticles, the stearate molecular layers on the PCC surface significantly decrease 

the surface free energy, which is primarily necessary for the good dispersion of 

nanoparticles in the polymer and also for a decreased interfacial adhesion. The dependence 

of the tensile properties on the surface organic coating amount of HDPE/ 10 vol% PCC 

nanocomposites is shown in Fig. 5.1 and in Table 5.1. Meanwhile, the PCC nanoparticles 

with a full covered monolayer (code ML1 and ML2) were also added to polyethylene by the 
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melt extrusion process for comparison. During the tension tests, the specimens of pure 

HDPE and HDPE/PCC nanocomposites showed similar whitening, yielding (at maximum 

stress), necking and then deformation until fracture occurred. In fact, the addition of coated 

PCC nanoparticles did not change the mechanical properties. 

Table 5.1 Mechanical properties of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites 

Code 
PCC surface 

coating (wt%) 

Yield stress 

(MPa) 

Young’ modulus 

(GPa) 

Charpy impact strength 

(kJ/m2) 

PE00 0 31.95 1.178 21.03 7.90§ 

PE01 0 45.55 1.948 10.09  

PE02 3.0 48.401 1.887 9.63  

PE03 4.5 48.04 1.75 10.60  

PE04 6.0 43.86 1.864  5.77§ 

PE05 7.5 44.75 2.005  5.91§ 

PE06 9.0 41.3 1.828  7.38§ 

PE07 10.5 45.03 1.785 8.73 7.60§ 

PE08 12.0 43.53 2.013   

PE09 13.5 46.14 2.035 10.21 7.88§ 

PES1 2.75 37.3 1.608 5.64  

PES2 4.5 45.6 1.642 9.01  

PEML2 15 44.52 1.67  6.85§ 

§ Charpy impact tests were carried out for the specimens with sharp crack about 5 mm.  

Fig. 5.1 presents the relationship between the yield stress of HDPE/10 vol% PCC 

nanocomposites and the surface organic coating amount on the PCC fillers. It is clear that 

the addition of 10 vol% pure PCC nanoparticles significantly increases the yield stress from 

about 32 to 46 MPa. With progressively increasing surface coating amount of stearate layers 

on the PCC particles, the yield stress of polyethylene nanocomposites shows a slight 

decrease. This can be interpreted as a result of the decreased interfacial adhesion between 

PCC and HDPE, due to the decreased surface free energy by the increasing the quantity of 

coating on PCC surface as determined in our former work. For the pure PCC particles, it is 

possible that the HDPE molecules arranged around the PCC particles, leading to a rigid 

interphase. Inversely, the organic coating on the PCC surface reduces the stress transfer 

ability of the interphase, leading to a kind of weaker interphase. The yield strain of 

HDPE/PCC nanocomposites filled with this series of stearin-coated PCC fillers is shown in 

Fig. 5.2. Yielding occurs earlier in HDPE nanocomposites with respect to the pure HDPE, 
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further increasing the coating amount produces smaller yield strain. This result confirmed 

the weaker interfacial adhesion between PCC particles and HDPE matrix, resulting in the 

earlier occurrence of debonding.  
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Figure 5.1 Dependency of yield stress of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites on the surface coating amount of PCC 

During the tensile measurements, all the specimens of HDPE/PCC nanoparticles 

showed very strong whitening under the external applied loading. This phenomenon is 

attributed to the extensive debonding of the particles from the matrix, which is suggested to 

occur near or a little before the yield point by Lazzeri [7, 63]. It also confirms the suggested 

state of low interfacial adhesion between two components in the nanocomposites after the 

PCC surface coating with the stearin. Some experimental work was also carried out by 

Lazzeri’s group based on the volume strain determination on pure HDPE and HDPE/PCC 

nanocomposites [7]. Volumetric strain is a quantity critical for completely understanding 

polymer behavior. For example, in the semi-crystalline homopolymer, it is a sign of crystal 

fragmentation, while in the particulate polymer, it is also a symptom of particle debonding 

from polymer or particle cavitations. In the former work of Lazzeri, the pure HDPE 

presented a decrease of volume strain with the deformation under tensile testing, which was 

due to the stretching of non-crystalline rubbery phases leading to the orientation of the 

amorphous chains parallel to each other in order to form a kind of mesomorphic structure 

and then producing a decrease in volume strain. In contrast to this, the presence of PCC 

particles indicated an increase in volume strain as in Fig 5 of reference [7] attributed to the 

debonding effect and then the formation and growth of microvoids. A similar work on the 

three dimensional large-strain deformation of HDPE/CaCO3 composites was carried by the 
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Parsons [167] using an optical method for simultaneously measuring strains in all three 

dimensions during a uniaxial tension test. They found that the volume strain of HDPE 

composites, which was determined by the true stress-true strain data, increased with 

increasing the particle content in the polymer. This result is strong evidence of the 

debonding occurring between the fillers and the polymer followed by the formation of 

elongated cavities around the particles.  

The debonding process occurring during the tensile tests is related to the interphase 

region, which consists of mainly three parts: nanoparticle surface, the organic coating layer 

on the PCC surface and the oriented layers of polymer matrix, and the polymer matrix 

outside the preferred layers [5, 11]. In this thesis, nanoparticles are applied to HDPE to 

balance its toughness and stiffness. The lower tensile stress of the investigated HDPE/PCC 

composites with increasing surface coating materials suggested lower interfacial adhesion. 

This factor is critical for toughness improvement and will be discussed in the following 

section on impact response.  
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Figure 5.2 Dependence of Yield strain of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites on the surface coating amount of PCC  

Young’s modulus of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites is shown in Fig 5.3 against the 

surface coating amount of PCC fillers. As it can be seen, the addition of 10 vol% uncoated 

PCC causes an increase of Young’s modulus by about 65% compared to pure HDPE. 

However, the PCC surface coating amount shows no influence on Young’s modulus. It was 

also reported by Bartczak [11] that Young’s modulus increases with an increasing 

concentration of PCC fillers, while the yield stress gradually decreased with increasing PCC 
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content. Therefore, we can conclude that Young’s modulus of polymer nanocomposites is 

related to the amount of nanofillers, but not affected by the PCC surface coating. 
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Figure 5.3 Dependence of Young’s modulus of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites  

on the surface coating amount of PCC 

5.3 Impact response  

In this thesis, Charpy impact tests were carried out for determining the energy absorbed 

during the fracture for HDPE/PCC nanocomposites. The absorbed energy is a measure of 

the toughness of materials. Fig. 5.4 shows the relationship between the Charpy impact 

strength of HDPE composites and the surface organic coating amount of PCC fillers. It is 

clear that the impact strength of pure HDPE shows a value of about 8 kJ/m2. The selected 

HDPE/PCC nanocomposites, for example, PE04 has a much lower value (5.7 kJ/m2) of 

impact strength. However, the impact strength of nanocomposites increases with the further 

addition of surface coating agents to the PCC particles. When PCC9 was melt blended with 

HDPE, the Charpy impact strength reached almost the same value of pure HDPE. It appears 

that the impact strength increased linearly with the surface coating amount. 

As we discussed in Chapter 4 related to the PCC surface energy determination by the 

IGC technique, the acid-base parameter of coated PCC particles was also determined. The 

coated PCC surface showed a decreasing surface free energy in both dispersion and specific 

components with an increase in the amount of organic coating. Moreover, the acidity of 

coated PCC was also reduced at high levels of surface coating. In Fig. 5.5 the relationship 

between the acidity of coated PCC particles and the Charpy impact strength of HDPE/PCC 
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nanocomposites is shown. There is a decreasing tendency of the impact strength with an 

increase in the PCC surface acidity. In other words, the acid-base properties of the coated 

surface play an important role in the interfacial adhesion. Pukanszky and Moczo [147] 

reported that the coated calcium carbonate particles led to a decrease in the interaction 

strength due to the neutral character of the filler surface, which was similar to our results. 

As shown in Chapter 4, the surface energy of coated PCC particles decreased with the 

addition of coating layers, which then led to a change in the interfacial interactions and even 

in the interphase thickness.  
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Figure 5.4 Dependency of Charpy impact strength on the surface coating amount of PCC 
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5.4 Morphology of the fracture surface and analysis of the deformation process  

The examination of the fracture surface of pure HDPE and HDPE/PCC 

nanocomposites with the SEM technique gives detailed information on the crack initiation 

and crack propagation processes occurring during the impact tests. This study on the 

microscopic fracture surface, which mainly investigates how a crack is initiated and 

accompanied by large energy consumption, is quite important in understanding the fracture 

and toughening mechanisms. Usually, there are two primary zones in the fracture surface 

related to the crack initiation and crack propagation steps respectively as shown in Fig. 5.6, 

as an example, without considering the dimension ratio, which depends on the measurement 

temperature [168].  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Schematic of the fracture surface after Charpy impact test 

5.4.1 Fracture surface of pure HDPE  

First, the fracture surface of pure HDPE is presented in figures Fig.5.7, Fig. 5.8 and 

Fig. 5.9 to show different parts of the fracture surface starting from the notch. In this thesis, 

the pure HDPE is marked with the symbol 1, while the HDPE/PCC nanocomposites are 

marked as 2 in order to simplify the labels in the SEM graphs and to better compare the 

different morphology in the two cases. The different parts of the impact fracture surface are 

named as A, B, C, D, E following the crack direction starting from the notch. The crack 

initiation zone is labeled as 1A in Fig. 5.7 (a) of a low magnification and 1Am in Fig. 5.7 (c) 

of a high magnification. This part can be named craze-like part. Following the crack 

propagation, the different parts B, C, D, E are present on the surface with a noticeable 

boundary as shown in Fig. 5.6. The crack propagation region in pure HDPE is obviously 

separated into different parts labeled as B, C, D, E in Fig. 5.8 (a) and Fig. 5.9 (a). Part B, at 

both low [Fig. 5.8 (a)] and high magnifications [Fig. 5.8 (c)], is a brittle-like zone. This 

region is located just after the crack initiation part and is caused by the burst of energy 

following the breakdown of the craze zone. Then the craze propagates at a progressively 

higher rate because the materials do not have enough time to dissipate the excess energy, 

leading to a brittle surface. This zone B shows a similar craze-like region as zone A 

including some tearing of the material and the presence of vein-type features.  
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Figure 5.7 SEM micrographs of carck iniziation 
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Figure 5.7 SEM micrographs of carck iniziation region on the fracture surface 

(1) pure HDPE, (2) HDPE/10 vol% PCC9 
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Figure 5.8 SEM micrographs of crack propagation 
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(c)                                                                            (d)

Figure 5.8 SEM micrographs of crack propagation region on the fracture surface

(1) pure HDPE, (2) HDPE/10 vol% PCC9 

 Fig. 5.9 (a), zone C is a relatively small part with macroscopically 

visible curved markings on the fracture surface. The boundary between regions C and D in 

 tearing features, typical of a zone with a transient decrease in the 

crack propagation rate. In other words, this surface is similar to the blunted part of an 

initially sharp crack. The fracture surface corresponding to a decrease in crack propagation 

large deformation of polyethylene and also a few fibrils of the polymer matrix. 

 the samples were not fully broken at the end of the impact test. 

n energy release rate has fallen below a critical value, insufficient 

for further crack growth. The fraction of the fracture surface corresponding to the transition 

 shows an interesting new pattern with feather

ngs, visible in Fig. 5.9 (f), resembling those that can be observed at the root of a notch, 

on the fracture surface of samples tested in impact. Our interpretation is that this 

corresponds to the nucleation of many secondary cracks overlapping each other. 

cracks grow larger and larger in size, merging with one another, following the crack 

direction. However, those parabolic markings appear only in a small region, which is 

followed by wider zone E. In Fig. 5.9 (a) (marked as E) the crack propagati

evidence of the regular striations perpendicular to the crack propagation. 

The detailed view of the morphology is shown in Fig. 5.9 (i) at larger magnification. This 

micrograph shows that these striations are associated with plastically

pure HDPE. Those slightly deformed fibrils are following the fracture direction. 
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In the literature, many studies have been carried out to discuss the behavior of polymer 
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increased toughness of annealed polypropylene nanocomposites with calcium carbonate 

fillers. Their study of the Izod impact fracture surface suggested that the plastic deforma

zone formed in the crack

the annealed nanocomposites. In our work

Charpy impact strength is found to increase with the increasing amount of PCC 

organic coating. In order to study the toughness mechanism of the HDPE nanocomposites 

with coated PCC particles, we firstly chose the PE09 specimen as an example for the 

nanocomposites and the impact fracture surface is discussed below. 
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In the literature, many studies have been carried out to discuss the behavior of polymer 
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5.4.2 Fracture surface of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites  

The SEM micrographs of HDPE nanocomposite with coated PCC particles were shown 

in figures Fig. 5.7, Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 with the pictures marked with number 2. Similar to 

that of pure polyethylene, the impact fracture surface can be separated into two main zones, 

crack iniziation and propagation, respectively.  

Firstly, the crack initiation part in Fig. 5.7 (b) and (d) seems to be larger in size with 

respect to that of pure HDPE. The micrograph of the crack initiation part of the 

nanocomposites sample shows large-size dimples at high magnification. This is probably 

associated to a high rate of energy dissipation. Moreover, the area corresponding to the 

following crack growth is obviously very different from that of pure HDPE. Especially in 

the micrographs at high magnification shown in Fig. 5.8 (d), the combined presence of 

secondary microvoids nucleated around the coated PCC particles and the fibrillation of the 

HDPE matrix between those microvoids is evident. In fact, the polymer matrix shows 

enhanced plastic deformation around those microvoids compared to what can be observed 

on the fracture surface of samples of pure HDPE at the same distance from the notch tip. 

Microvoid formation requires both nucleation and growth to occur during the timeframe of 

the fracture process. In other words, nucleation is the critical step, necessary for the growth 

of microvoids by the plastic flow of the matrix around them. In fact, plastic deformation of 

the ligaments between microvoids is much easier than in a bulk polymer because the 

presence of free surfaces, supplied by the walls of the cavities enclosing the nanoparticles, 

ensures that the mechanical stress is zero in the direction perpendicular to the cavity walls. 

Due to the limited thickness of the ligaments connecting two neighboring microvoids, this 

condition leads to a very low component of hydrostatic stress, thus triggering plastic 

deformation in the matrix material. This requires nanoparticles well dispersed in the 

polymer matrix acting as nucleating sites for microvoids. In fact, the micrographs of 

HDPE/PCC nanocomposites show a very good homogenous distribution of nanoparticles 

with very slight aggregation, which is related to the surface coating of the particles. As a 

consequence, intense microvoid formation leads to toughness enhancement.  

Examining new areas of the fracture surface further away from the notch tip in the 

direction of crack propagation, zones C, D, E are shown in Fig. 5.9 (b) at a low 

magnification. Comparing the fracture surface of PCC/HDPE with that of pure HDPE, it is 

apparent that the boundary between Zones C and D is not so clearly defined for the 

nanocomposites, while Zone D is much larger in size and shows visible parabolas even at 
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in order to compare the appearance of zones in

notch. Similar to Zone B,

combination of microvoids and fibrillation. However, there are few big agg

nanoparticles. The fracture surface area D shows 

HDPE. Some secondary nucleating cracks 

The typical micrograph of the secondary crack in Zone D is shown in Fig. 5.10 at higher 

magnification.  
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fibrils of the polymer matrix due to the existence of nanocomposites.
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A more detailed view of each zone is shown in Fig. 5.9 (

the appearance of zones in pure HDPE, at similar distance from the 

one B, the fracture surface of nanocomposites in Zone

combination of microvoids and fibrillation. However, there are few big agg

nanoparticles. The fracture surface area D shows an obvious difference with that of pure 

secondary nucleating cracks are present in this zone overlapp

The typical micrograph of the secondary crack in Zone D is shown in Fig. 5.10 at higher 

Figure 5.10 SEM micrographs of impact fracture surface of HDPE/PCC9 nanocomposites in Zone D

one E in HDPE nanocomposites shows the striation

similar to that observed for pure HDPE; however, there is evidence of an 

enhanced plastic deformation of the polymer matrix accompanying the local

process as shown in Fig. 5.9(j). The formation of these striations feature

probably connected to the nucleation of secondary cracks in Zone D

along the direction of fracture propagation, as shown in Fig. 5.11 at high magnification. The 

secondary cracks are connected with the “layered fibrillation” or “striation

to the crack propagation direction and consisting of the significant plastically deformed 

polymer matrix due to the existence of nanocomposites. 
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Figure 5.11 SEM micrographs of impact fracture surface of HDPE/PCC9 nanocomposites in Zone D

5.4.3 Comparison of HDPE nanocomposites with PCC particles 
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SEM micrographs of HDPE nanocomposites with PCC fillers coated 
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particle agglomeration occurs during the 

at very small distances from each other, and strong adhesion forces can establish among the 

particles due to the high polarity of the surface. The solvent coating process is probably not 

able to break down these agglomerates and thus survive even during the extrusion stage.
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Figure 5.11 SEM micrographs of impact fracture surface of HDPE/PCC9 nanocomposites in Zone D
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the fracture surface of each sample. PE01 is the code for nanocomposites with the pure 
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particle agglomeration occurs during the drying step, when the particles are brought together 

at very small distances from each other, and strong adhesion forces can establish among the 

particles due to the high polarity of the surface. The solvent coating process is probably not 

wn these agglomerates and thus survive even during the extrusion stage.
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Figure 5.11 SEM micrographs of impact fracture surface of HDPE/PCC9 nanocomposites in Zone D-E 
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Figure 5.12 SEM micrographs of the fracture surface of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites 
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Figure 5.12 SEM micrographs of the fracture surface of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites 

coated with different methods at the same location from the notch tip.

It is known that the aggregates are related to the surface free energy of PCC fillers. If 

the surface energy of calcium carbonate fillers is large, aggregates of nanofillers can survive 

during the shearing process during melt extrusion and then remain in the polymer 

nanocomposites, leading to deleterious effects on the mechanic performance. The SEM 

morphology structure perfectly matches with our former result 

characteristics and supported the IGC results, which suggested the lower surface energy and 

then lower interfacial adhesion. In other words, we can predict that
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Figure 5.12 SEM micrographs of the fracture surface of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites  

from the notch tip. 
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nanofillers, which can be achieved by the surface coating process with 

suitable organic materials. Good dispersion of nanoparticles means that very fine 

extensively plastic deformation 

localized in the ligament leading to the formation of fibrils between 
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5.4.4 Filler toughening mechanism  

After the comparison of the crack initiation and propagation zones in the impact 

fracture surface, it is clear that both zones in HDPE nanocomposites undergo significant 

larger plastic deformation than that of the pure polymer as shown in the SEM micrographs. 

The toughness of a material mainly depends on the energy dissipating events that can be 

activated in the vicinity of a sharp crack. The crack initiation zone in the pure HDPE shows 

mainly the crazing and tearing of the polymer itself. However, when PCC particles are 

added to the HDPE, the crack initiation zone shows evidence of microvoids around the 

nanoparticles on the surface. The formation of microvoid zones will continuously release 

the plastic constraint in the polymer matrix and then will trigger a significantly large plastic 

deformation of the polymer. This is accompanied by the consequent tearing of the matrix 

ligaments bridging the microvoids, which further leads to the formation of polymer fibrils. 

The fibrils of the polymer matrix can reach very large elongations, which are related to the 

energy absorption. The formation of crazes in the pure polymer, the formation of 

microcavitation around the particles, or the fibrillation of plastic deformed polymer 

ligaments, the yielding are also strongly related to the energy absorption of the polymer. 

Here, the SEM micrographs of the fracture surface of Charpy specimens tested in impact are 

consistent with the tensile mechanical properties. We reported a decreased yield stress and 

yield strain of the HDPE/PCC nanocomposites with an increase in the amount of surface 

coating on the PCC surface. As reported elsewhere in the literature [23, 35, 169, 170], 

debonding between nanofillers and the polymer matrix is the main mechanism for further 

inducing further plastic deformation of the matrix followed by the fibrillation of the 

polymer. Debonding is not an important process for energy absorption itself, but it is very 

important to nucleate a chain of following events and processes, which are effectively 

responsible for the toughness improvement.  

Considering both the tensile and impact tests in this work, the balance between 

stiffness and toughness of the filler-toughened plastics is achieved by the addition of stearin-

coated PCC particles, which are commercially available by means of water-based processes 

and low cost products. In other words, the organic coating on the PCC surface produces an 

alkanoate multilayer and decreases the surface free energy significantly. Then when the 

particles are applied to the polymers during the melt-blending process, the interfacial 

adhesion is also weakened and the special interphase region that is formed is very important 

for the mechanical performance of HDPE nanocomposites. The increase in stiffness is 
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mainly attributed to the internal properties of rigid inorganic particles, while the toughness 

is improved by the addition of PCC particles due to the easier and also earlier debonding 

and formation of microvoids, which are the key factors for triggering other processes for 

energy absorption. However, our study is main focuses on the microdeformation process, 

governed by the structural characteristics of the HDPE/PCC nanocomposites by the SEM 

technique. This will be also interesting for a further study on other factors, such as the 

presence of preferred polymer layers around the interface zone, the polymer lamellar 

thickness, and even the crystallinity of the polymer.  

 5.5 HDPE nanocomposites with PCC coated with different fatty acids  

In the former part of this Chapter, we discussed the application of the stearin-coated 

PCC fillers in the HDPE polymer. Those nanoparticles were coated with stearin, a mixture 

of palmitic acid and stearic acid, in aqueous medium according to the currently used 

industrial process. Except stearic acid, which is the most common chosen surfactants for the 

PCC surface coating, we also considered other fatty acids to study the influence of the chain 

length on the mechanical properties of the polymer nanocomposites. In principle, the main 

purpose is to try to decrease the high surface energy of the hydrophilic calcium carbonate 

surface to make it more compatible with the low surface energy and hydrophobic surface of 

polyethylene. Our former work mainly focused on the different amount of surface coating 

on the PCC surface and different surface coating methods. In the literature [171-173], the 

surface tension of calcium carbonate nanoparticles and, consequently, the interfacial 

adhesion between nanoparticles and the polymer matrix are expected to depend on the type 

of fatty acids. The mechanical properties of HDPE composites are directly related to the 

deformation processes, such as the crazing, debonding, yielding, propagation and fibrillation 

[174, 175]. Therefore, a series of fatty acids were chosen with the carbon number from 10 to 

20 in the alkyl chains. The surface coating of PCC particles with those fatty acids was 

carried out in acetone as shown in Chapter 2.2.2 and the coated PCC particles were added to 

the HDPE by extrusion blending.  

The mechanical properties of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites are analyzed as a function 

of the number of carbon atoms in fatty acid and also the particle content in the HDPE 

polymer. Fig. 5.13 shows the effect of nanofiller contents on the tensile properties of 

nanocomposites. Here the specimens of HDPE with PCC particles coated with the capric 

acid were chosen as an example. The yield stress increases slowly, while the elongation-at-

break shows a linear decrease with increasing filler content.  
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Figure 5.13 Tensile properties of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites  

(PCC coated with capric acid marked as C10 as an example) versus the PCC nanoparticles content 

Fig. 5.14, Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16 show the dependence of yield stress, Young’s 

modulus and elongation-at-break on the number of carbon atoms in the chain length of the 

fatty acids, respectively. The number of carbon atoms in the fatty acids used in this thesis 

vary from 10 (capric acid) to 20 (arachidic acid). Each coated PCC particle was added to the 

HDPE with a range of loading from 5 wt% to 15 wt%. 
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Figure 5.14 Yield stress of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites as a function of number of carbon atoms 

The yield stress of this series of HDPE nanocomposites with solvent-coated PCC 

particles shows a higher value than for pure HDPE as shown in Fig. 5.14. At lower loadings 

(5 wt%), the yield stress indicates a very slight tendency to decrease with the number of 
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carbon atoms present in the fatty acids, reaching a plateau value of around 35 MPa. For the 

nanocomposites with a higher filler loading, the yield stress increases when the PCC 

particles were coated with fatty acid compared to that of pure PCC. The influence of the 

carbon chain length on the yield stress is less defined. A similar result of the elastic modulus 

is shown in Fig. 5.16, which suggests no significant change of the stiffness with increasing 

of carbon number in the fatty acid. This is similar to Young’s modulus of HDPE 

nanocomposites with PCC particles coated in water. The stiffness appears to be mainly 

related to the filler loading and practically independent on the surface coating amount.  
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Figure 5.15 Elongation-at-break of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites as a function of number of carbon atoms 
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Figure 5.16 Elastic modulus of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites as a function of number of carbon atoms 

The elongation-at-break of HDPE nanocomposites is shown in Fig. 5.15 as a function 

of the number of carbon atoms in the fatty acids. With increasing the filler loading in the 
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nanocomposites, the elongation-at-break value decreases. However, the relationship 

between the elongation-at-break and the type of fatty acids seems not so clear for three 

different loadings. In other words, when the fatty acids have a carbon number from 10 to 20, 

there is no influence of the alkyl chain length on the final fracture strain of polymer 

nanocomposites. One interesting result is that the elongation-at-break of HDPE/10wt% PCC 

nanocomposites increases when the fatty acids have a number of carbon atoms between 20 

and 22. It seems that the increased length of the alkyl chain in the fatty acids changes the 

interfacial adhesion.  

5.6 Conclusion  

In this Chapter, the mechanical properties and the morphology of HDPE/PCC 

nanocomposites have been studied. The effect of stearin-coated PCC particles treated in 

water on the final performance of nanocomposites has been discussed. 

The stiffness and toughness of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites appear to be well balanced. 

The addition of nanoparticles can increase the yield stress and Young’s modulus 

significantly. However, the yield stress slightly decreased when the PCC surface coating 

amount increased probably due to earlier debonding between the fillers and polymer matrix. 

This is attributed to lower interfacial adhesion as an effect of the surface coating and 

matches well with the IGC determination in Chapter 4. The most interesting result is the 

Charpy impact strength, which also showed a linear dependence on the amount of surface 

coating on PCC particles. 

The comparison of the microdeformation process by the SEM technique suggested that 

the main toughening mechanism of the HDPE/PCC nanocomposites is not the crazing such 

as in pure HDPE. In fact, the addition of nanoparticles lead to the formation of microvoids 

and of microfibrils in the matrix, clearly connected to the improved toughness deserved. The 

morphology of nanocomposites filled with different amounts of surface coating confirmed 

that a lower surface energy produced better dispersion of nanoparticles in the polymer 

matrix. 

We also discussed the effect of carbon chain length of fatty acids on the final tensile 

properties. The carbon number in the fatty acid varied from 10 to 20. The yield stress and 

Young’s modulus of HDPE/PCC nanocomposites seems relatively constant with the varying 

number of carbon atoms in the fatty acid. The elongation-at-break shows a slight increase 

when PCC fillers were coated with fatty acid with carbon atoms between 20 and 22. Future 

work is needed for studying the effect of chain length on the toughness. 
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Chapter 6 PLA/PCC nanocomposites 

6.1 Introduction  

Polylactic acid (PLA) is a biodegradable thermoplastic derived from a renewable 

resource [176-181]. PLA has received a lot of attention not only as an alternative to 

petrochemical plastic but also because of its high strength and stiffness, biocompatibility, 

and thermal processability. PLA is considered as a potential material in many fields such as 

biomedicine, packaging and films [181, 182]. However, its toughness, heat resistance and 

gas barrier properties are not satisfactory, and therefore its application for commercial 

products is limited because of those inherent weaknesses. PLA has been bulk modified 

mainly to improve the toughness and degradation rate. The toughness improvement is a 

crucial necessity for many applications, while the improved degradation rate could be 

important in biomedical applications.  

The most extensively used methodology for improving toughness of PLA is to blend it 

with different plasticizers and (biodegradable or nonbiodegradable) polymers. Known 

plasticizers are glycerol, citrate ester, polyethylene glycol (PEG), polypropylene glycol 

(PPG) which are used to lower the glass transition temperature, increase ductility and 

processability [183, 184]. The addition of 5 and 10 wt% PEG with a lower molecular weight 

(400 and 600 g/mol) was reported to decrease the glass transition temperature from around 

57 °C to about 45 °C and 34 °C, respectively [185]. Meanwhile, many research papers have  

been published on PLA blended with other biodegradable polymers such as poly (3-hydroxy 

butyrate) (PHB) and poly(e-caprolactone) (PCL) without compromising its biodegradability 

[186, 187]. Recently, PLA-based nanocomposites have also been investigated with 

nanoparticles, such as calcium carbonate, montmorillonite clay, cellulose fibers [177, 188-

190]. In principle, rigid nanoparticles can substantially improve toughness more efficiently 

than rubber particles when a good dispersion is achieved, since both stiffness and toughness 

can be balanced [7, 11]. The properties of biodegradable PLA might be enhanced by the 

incorporation of nanoscale reinforcements.  

The crystallization behavior of PLA is strongly related to the physical, mechanical and 

barrier properties. PLA can be either amorphous or semi-crystalline depending on its 

stereochemistry (L-Lactide, D-Lactide and meso-Lactide) and thermal history, which is a 

very important parameter for the PLA processing technology. More particularly, the 

increase of crystallinity is important for the injection-molded articles with good thermal 
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stability. A very important strategy for increasing the crystallinity of PLA is to add 

nucleating agents to the polymer matrix during melt extrusion. The nucleating agents will 

lower the surface free energy barrier for nucleation and make the crystallization start at a 

higher temperature during cooling. Talc is reported by Kolstad as a nucleating agent when 

added to PLLA [191].  

In this chapter, we discuss the effect of the addition of precipitated calcium carbonate 

(PCC) nanoparticles to PLA as filler-toughening agents. Calcium carbonate is the most 

widely used filler in polymers and enables to increase toughness without a loss in stiffness. 

In Chapter 5, precipitated calcium carbonate nanoparticles coated with fatty acids were 

added into high-density polyethylene, and the impact strength of the polymeric composites 

was increased as the amount of stearic acid increased. We believed that the interfacial 

adhesion between PCC and HDPE was affected by the surface coating amount for the PCC 

nanoparticles. A weaker interfacial interaction between fillers and the matrix can lead to 

both a good dispersion of nanoparticles and easy debonding between two components 

during the fracture process, which are necessary factors for the improvement of toughness in 

polymer composites. The toughening mechanism for polymer nanocomposites with calcium 

carbonate has been well discussed for HDPE, PP, PVC and ABS [12, 89]. However, little 

research work has been reported in the literature on PCC/PLA nanocomposites. In this 

chapter, this polymeric system was studied in relation to its thermal and mechanical 

properties, building upon our former experience on the application of calcium carbonate 

nanoparticles into polymers, with the purpose of improving the toughness of PLA.  

Another type of nanofillers, tubular clay, Halloysite NanoTubes (HNTs) was also 

added to PLA for the purpose of comparison. HNTs with a molecular formula of 

Al 2Si2O5(OH)4•nH2O are naturally occurring, multi-walled inorganic nanotubes which have 

a similar geometry to carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [115, 192, 193], but with a much lower cost. 

Xu and co-workers [194] carried out some research on polylactide-based composites with 

functionalized multiwalled carbon nanotubes (F-MWCNTs), which exhibited remarkable 

improvements in rheological properties in the molten state compared with pure PLA. 

Moreover, F-MWCNTs acted as a nucleating agent when applied to PLA. With similar 

structures and physical properties as CNTs, HNTs are receiving increasing attention in the 

field of polymeric composites based on the their following facts: HTNs possess high 

mechanical strength and modulus, a high aspect ratio, and they can easily be dispersed by 

shearing in the polymer matrix due to their relative low hydroxyl density compared to other 

layer silicates.  
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The aim of this study is to test the capability of PCC nanoparticles as toughening fillers 

for PLA. We also try to compare two different types of inorganic fillers on the final 

performance of PLA composites, such as the thermal behavior and mechanical properties, 

especially fracture toughness. The nucleating effect of inorganic rigid nanoparticles on the 

crystallization behavior of PLA nanocomposites was evaluated by the isothermal 

crystallization analysis. Meanwhile, the macro-mechanical properties and the micro-

deformation morphology of PLA composites were investigated.  

6.2 Mechanical properties  

Pure PLA is well known with its high strength and stiffness. The strain-stress curves of 

PLA composites with PCC, halloysite or both nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 6.1. The yield 

stress and Young’s modulus of PLA binary or ternary composites are recorded in Table 6.1. 

The pure PLA shows the highest tensile strength but with a very small elongation-at-break 

of about 3.5 %. The specimens of pure PLA fractured without any whitening or necking. 

Both the addition of halloysite nanotubes and PCC particles into PLA decreases the tensile 

strength as shown in Fig. 6.1. The most impressive effect of nanofillers on PLA is that the 

addition of PCC can increase the elongation-at-break from about 3.5 % for pure PLA to 

about 10 % for the PLA composites filled with 10 wt% of PCC as shown in Fig. 6.1 (a). 

Meanwhile, all the specimens of composites with PCC fillers show the extensive stress-

whitening band over the whole gauge length. However, the elongation-at-break first 

increases to reach a maximum of about 12 % when the PCC particles loading increase up to 

15 wt%, then decreases with the further addition of PCC particles. However, the addition of 

the HNT nanotubes has little effect on the elongation-at-break of nanocomposites, which is 

also probably related to the dispersion of nanotubes in the PLA matrix. From Fig. 6.1 (b), it 

is evident that the increase in elastic modulus of PLA/HNT composites compared to pure 

PLA. This result confirms that the HNT nanotubes are effective in the improvement of 

stiffness. The PLA/HNT/PCC ternary composites in Fig. 6.1 (c) show unstable mechanical 

properties as the increasing of PCC content in the composites except the relative increase of 

elongation-at-break. Similar to the PLA/PCC system, the elongation-at-break of 

PLA/HNT/PCC composites first increases and then decreases with rising levels of loading 

of PCC fillers, while the yield stress keeps decreasing when the fillers content increases.  

From the stress-strain curves of three different PLA composites and the recorded yield 

stress values, the effect of PCC coated with stearic acid can be explained by a decreased 

interfacial adhesion between PCC fillers and the PLA matrix in the presence of stearic acid 
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in the interfacial region. Similar to the situation in HDPE/PCC nanocomposites, the 

physisorbed stearate layer on the PCC surface effectively weakens the interfacial adhesion 

between the PLA and the PCC surfaces, therefore debonding between the PCC fillers and 

the PLA matrix can take place at lower stresses. In the work of Jiang [177], similar tensile 

properties were reported. The elongation-at-break was improved to about 13 % with 7 wt% 

NPCC from 4.1% of pure PLA. The most widely used method to improve the toughness is 

to add plasticizer to PLA, which produces a substantial reduction of the glass transition 

temperature and a parallel increase in ductility and impact strength. Murariu [195] and 

coworkers reported that the strain-at-break can be increased from 11 % of pure PLA to 75 % 

with the addition of 10 wt% glyceryl triacetate into PLA/calcium sulfate composites. 

However, they reported the parallel decrease of both tensile strength and Young’s modulus.  

Table 6.1 Mechanical properties of PLA binary and ternary composites with PCC or HNT fillers 

Code 
Composition 

PLA/HNT/PCC 

Young’s modulus 

(GPa) 

Yield stress 

(MPa) 

PLA 100/0/0 4.15 84.99 

PLAPCC5 95/0/5 4.39 80.17 

PLAPCC10 90/0/10 4.44 72.91 

PLAPCC15 85/0/15 4.78 65.03 

PLAPCC20 80/0/20 4.92 61.88 

PLAPCC25 75/0/25 4.8 59.49 

PLAHNT2 98/2/0 4.63 85.41 

PLAHNT5 95/5/0 4.71 83.59 

PLAHNT8 92/8/0 4.94 83.53 

PLAHNT10 90/10/0 4.99 84.18 

PHC1 90/5/5 6.89 67.3 

PHC2 85/5/10 5.12 60.97 

PHC3 80/5/15 4.39 55.93 

PHC4 75/5/20 6.03 62.35 

PHC5 70/5/25 6.21 56.2 

Young’s modulus and the tensile stress of those three types of PLA nanocomposites are 

compared in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3 as a function of the contents of nanoparticles in the PLA 

matrix. The tensile strength tends to decrease gradually as the filler content increases in 

PLA composites. The addition of 20 wt% of PCC decreased the tensile strength by 27%. 
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Figure 6.1 Strain-stress curves for PLA composites  
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Considering that the elongation-at-break of PLA/PCC composites is much larger than that 

of pure PLA, the decreased tensile stress is a reflection of both a weaker interface adhesion 

between the nanoparticles and the polymer matrix, and the plasticizing effect of the surface 

coating. In Chapter 5 for the HDPE composites toughened by PCC nanoparticles coated 

with stearin, a similar weaker interface interaction between polymer and particles allowed 

the improvement of the toughness of final nanocomposites. Here we believe that the surface 

modified PCC particles with stearate multilayer also have a suitable interfacial interaction 

with PLA, which is responsible for the decreasing yield stress in Fig. 6.2. The weaker 

interfacial adhesion between rigid nanoparticles and the polymer is also reported to achieve 

easier debonding of nanoparticles from the matrix and therefore improved toughness [84, 

88]. The PLA/HNT nanocomposites also showed a similar decrease of the yield stress but to 

a lesser extent. However, the PLA/HNT/PCC ternary nanocomposites show much lower 

yield stress than the PLA/PCC system.  
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Figure 6.2 Comparison of yield stress for PLA nanocomposites versus the filler content 

In Fig. 6.3 the addition of both PCC and HNT nanoparticles to PLA shows an 

increased Young’s modulus. However, the effect of HNT nanotubes in the PLA shows a 

higher Young’s modulus with respect to the addition of PCC to PLA, which is due to the 

higher aspect ratio of HNT nanofillers. Those tensile results indicated that the HNT 

nanotubes and PCC particles have different effects on the toughness and stiffness of the 

polymer. The PLA/HNT/PCC ternary nanocomposites show the lowest yield stress and 

unstable Young’s modulus when compared to the single filler systems. The lower tensile 

strength can be related to the lower particles/polymer interfacial adhesion or to the presence 
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of flaws due to the possible aggregation of the fillers. Further micro-morphology analysis 

will be able to clarify the resulted decreasing of yield stress.  
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of Young’s modulus for PLA nanocomposites versus the filler content  

6.3 Dynamic thermal mechanical properties  

DMTA is a useful and sensitive technique for the analysis of the microstructure and 

macromolecular conformations and motions as a function of temperature. Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 

6.5 show the temperature dependence of dynamic storage modulus E′ and loss modulus E″ 

of pure PLA and PLA composites with PCC or HNT nanoparticles over a temperature range 

from -100 °C to 150 °C. Generally, the storage modulus of both pure PLA and PLA 

composites remains stable in the temperature from -100 °C to about 55 °C, which is below 

its glass transition temperature. Then the storage modulus of neat PLA drops rapidly due to 

the glass transition around 55 °C. However, after this temperature range, the storage 

modulus increases rapidly with temperature, which is attributed to the well-known cold 

crystallization. However, in the cases of PLA composites with both PCC and HNT, the 

storage modulus is not stable and shows a much lower value with respect to that of PLA in 

the cold crystallization region. There are two possibilities in order to explain the low storage 

modulus in PLA nanocomposites; one can be the enhanced mobility of the PLA chain, and 

the other is the smaller number of PLA molecular chains involved. At room temperature, the 

storage modulus shows no significant difference between the neat PLA and PLA composites 

except the PLA composites with 5 wt% PCC. This result is consistent with the tensile 
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results of the decreased yield stress. However, in other research work [196, 197], the 

addition of inorganic particles shows a huge increase in the storage modulus when the 

temperatures are both below and above the glass transition temperature, which is attributed 

to the improvement of stiffness. Therefore, our storage modulus result matches well with the 

decreased tensile strength with the addition of PCC particles due to the weaker interfacial 

adhesion between fillers and the matrix.  
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           Figure 6.4 Temperature dependence of storage modulus of PLA nanocomposites 
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           Figure 6.5 Temperature dependence of loss modulus of PLA nanocomposites 
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             Figure 6.6 Temperature dependence of Tan δ of PLA nanocomposites 

In Fig. 6.6, the tan δ curves of pure PLA, PLA binary nanocomposites with PCC or 

HNT or PLA ternary nanocomposites with both are plotted against temperature. The pure 

PLA show a glass transition temperature Tg at about 67.1 °C according to the peak value of 

the tan δ curve. For the PLA composites, the Tg values decreases to about 63.0 °C for 

PLA/PCC composites. The slight decrease of Tg is consistent with tensile tests when the 

stearin-coated PCC caused both a good dispersion of PCC nanoparticles and weak 

interfacial adhesion with the PLA matrix. However, the addition of HNT nanotubes to PLA 

also showed a slight decrease of the Tg temperature, which contradicts other reports that 

maintain that the glass transition temperature tends to increase due to the addition of 

inorganic fillers [196]. In other words, the addition of fillers to the PLA induced increased 

polymer chain mobility in the interphase zone. As it is well known, the glass transition is a 

complex phenomenon related to many factors such as chain flexibility, molecular weight, 

branching, crossing-linking and intermolecular interaction. Papageorgiou [196] and 

coworkers discussed the thermal properties of PLA composites with multi-walled carbon 

nanotubes, montmorillonite and silica nanoparticles. They reported impressive enhancement 

in the storage modulus for all three types of composites and a small increase of Tg (1-2 °C), 

which was attributed to the physical crossing-link caused by the interaction between fillers 

and PLA. Similar results were recorded for PLA composites with other nanoparticles such 

as clay [188], bentonite [196], microcrystalline cellulose [197] and natural fibers [189]. 

However, a lower Tg transition temperature was reported for PLA modified with plasticizer, 

such as PPG [185], PEG [198] and glyceryl triacetate [195]. A similar shift in Tg shows for 
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our PLA/PCC composites with PLA modified with plasticizers, which is consistent with the 

conclusion of Pukanszky [199] that states that the stearic acid on the PCC surface acts as 

plasticizer. Another work by Mahboobeh [200] reported the improved flexibility of PLA 

composites with stearate-modified layered double hydroxide, which showed seven times the 

elongation-at-break with 1.0 wt% stearate-Mg3AlLDH, while keeping the same level of 

tensile strength and elastic modulus. Therefore, the alkanoate layers on the PCC surface 

showed a similar plasticizer effect in the PLA/PCC nanocomposites.  

Considering the cold crystallization occurring in a temperature range from about 80 °C 

to 120 °C, the pure PLA showed a very small peak, while the PLA composites give a much 

higher intensity peak also due to the cold crystallization of the polymer matrix. In other 

words, this result can be explained by the fact that there are more PLA chains involved in 

the crystallization around the soft interphase zone. Meanwhile, there is a larger 

improvement in the spherulites due to the presence of the inorganic fillers separated in the 

PLA matrix. The tan δ curves of PLA composites indicate an effect of PCC as nucleating 

agents. 

6.4 Thermal behavior of PLA nanocomposites  

6.4.1 Isothermal crystallization of PLA nanocomposites  

PLA crystallinity is a very important factor related to the mechanical and durability 

performance in molded applications. In this work, the isothermal crystallization of PLA 

composites was investigated at 120 °C as the crystallization temperature from the melt state. 

The effect of the PCC particles and halloysite nanotubes on the PLA crystallization kinetics 

was compared by measuring the crystallization half-time determined during the isothermal 

tests. Fig. 6.7 shows the DSC isothermal curves for pure PLA and a selection of PLA 

nanocomposites. It is clear that pure PLA has a very slow crystallization rate from the melt 

state, which is a well-known result, especially for the injection-molded products where PLA 

shows a low crystallinity or is almost amorphous. The degree of crystallinity is largely 

controlled by the ratio of D to L enantiomers used, and to a lesser extent on the type of 

catalyst used [201]. The crystallization half-time of pure PLA is about 37.7 min in this 

work. Our results are consistent with other works which reported a half-crystallization time 

in the range of 17-45 min, depending on the crystallization temperature, stereochemistry and 

molecular weight [202]. Many papers [203-205] discussed the influence of the 

stereochemistry of PLA on the crystallization behaviour, since two optically active forms of 
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lactic acid exist: L-lactic acid and D-lactic acid. Schmidt and Hillmyer [204] showed that 

the self-nucleation of PLA with stereocomplex (0.25-15 wt% PDLA into PLLA) was 

extremely effective when compared to the traditional nucleating agents such as talc. Self-

nucleation is considered to be an ideal case for homopolymer crystallization due to an 

optimum dispersion of crystallites and the favourable interactions between the polymer melt 

and the polymer crystal fragments. In this work, only the effect of nanoparticles is 

considered for the crystallization of PLA composites. PCC nanoparticles were applied as 

nucleating agents into polypropylene for the formation of β phase PP [40, 65]. A similar 

enhanced crystallization behaviour was also found when the HNT nanotubes were added to 

PP, which was attributed to the unique morphology with multi-walled inorganic tubes and 

rolled by some aluminosilicate layers [206]. Both the PCC particles and halloysite sharply 

increase the crystallization rate from the melt and shorten the crystallization half time t1/2, 

which is shown in Table 6.2. Similar results were found in other research for PLA/talc 

composites [202], where it was found that the addition of talc to the PLA can speed up the 

crystallization rate 65-fold over pure PLA for an isothermal temperature of 115 °C. The 

most impressive increase in the crystallization rate has been found for the PLA/HNT/PCC 

composite with a composition of 90/05/05, which showed crystallization half-time of only 

12.4 min. The comparison between PCC and halloysite nanoparticles shows that PCC has a 

much better nucleation effect on the PLA matrix.  
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            Figure 6.7 DSC isothermal traces of PLA and PLA nanocomposites  
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In this work, the results of obtained for PLA nanocomposites during the DSC 

isothermal measurements were analyzed by Avrami equation 6.1: 

1 � ���� � exp ��*���                                                      (6.1) 
where constant *  is the crystallization rate, x  is the Avrami exponent, and ����  is the 

relative crystallinity at time �. Parameters  * and  x are related to the crystallization rate and 

to the type of nucleating and the geography of crystal growth. Fig. 6.8 shows the plots of 

relative crystallinity of selected PLA composites against crystallization time. The 

crystallization half-time is defined by the time where a relative crystallinity of 50% is 

reached. Pure PLA has the longest time to finish the crystallization from the melt state. The 

Avrami plots of n¡¢�� nx�1 � �����  versus n¡¢���  are shown in Fig. 6.9, where the 

intercept and slope of the best fitting lines are calculated to be the values of n¡¢* and x, 

respectively. The Avrami exponent x of both pure PLA and PLA composites is just below 3 

as shown in Table 6.2. In other words, this value means that the crystal growth occurred in 3 

dimensions. In general, the nucleation stage and the crystal growth are more complicated for 

the polymeric composites due to the fact that fillers can act as nucleating agents, by 

increasing the crystallization or by limiting the normal crystal growth in some certain areas 

such as the interphase between fillers and the polymer matrix [207], depending upon the 

interfacial adhesion. 
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Figure 6.8 Plots of the relative crystallinity of PLA and PLA nanocomposites versus crystallization time when 

the isothermal temperature is 120 °C 
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Figure 6.9 Linear Avrami plots of n¡¢�� nx�1 � ����� versus n¡¢��� of the selected PLA composites 

6.4.2 Non-Isothermal crystallization of PLA nanocomposites  

In the literature, it is generally accepted that slowly crystallizing polymers tend to form 

a multilayer structure with an amorphous skin, a semicrystalline layer, and an amorphous 

core in their injection molded specimens [177]. However, the crystallization of PLA from 

melt usually occurs in the temperature range from 80 to 120 °C [208]. The crystallization 

properties of PLA-molded samples showed no structural gradient in PLA nanocomposites 

[208], which was explained by the combined effect of material crystallization ability and the 

injection molding conditions (50 °C). In our work, the neat PLA exhibited no crystallization 

peak during cooling from the molten state with a cooling speed of 20 °C/min as shown in 

Fig. 6.10, and this is consistent with the literature results that reported no crystal formation 

during cooling at this speed for pure PLA [208].  
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Figure 6.10 DSC trace of pure molded PLA specimen during the heating-cooling-reheating program
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Table 6.2 Composition and crystallization properties of PLA composites 

Code Composition 
Isothermal crystallization Thermal properties of PLA composites 

n logK t1/2 Tg (°C) Tcc (°C) ∆HCC (J/g) Tm1 (°C) Tm2 (°C) ∆Hm (J/g) 

PLA PLA HNT PCC 100/0/0 2.30 -3.79 37.7 61.8 109.9 25.56 148.2 156.0 30.69 

PLAHNT5 PLA HNT PCC 95/5/0 2.48 -3.83 31.2 62.1 103.8 25.62 146.9 155.0 27.94 

PLAPCC10 PLA HNT PCC 90/0/10 2.23 -3.20 25.5 60.3 96.9 25.03 145.9 155.8 29.31 

PHC1 PLA HNT PCC 90/5/5 1.81 -2.18 12.4 57.9 98.4 27.41 146.8 156.7 30.68 

PHC2 PLA HNT PCC 85/5/10 2.66 -3.99 29.1 57.8 100.1 27.79 146.5 156.2 29.91 

PHC3 PLA HNT PCC 80/5/15 2.18 -3.36 20.3 58.9 99.0 25.65 145.7 156.2 30.83 

PHC4 PLA HNT PCC 75/5/20 2.34 -3.30 23.3 58.4 99.0 27.93 146.3 156.4 33.17 

PHC5 PLA HNT PCC 70/5/25 2.94 -4.06 21.9 58.7 97.6 19.34 145.6 155.5 32.91 

PLAPCC10* PLA HNT PCC 90/0/10 
   

60.5 119.69 26.93 152.8 --- 28.32 

PLAPCC15* PLA HNT PCC 90/0/15    59.7 118.1 22.45  154.70 24.13 

PLAPCC20* PLA HNT PCC 90/0/20    59.9 118.79 24.40 152.2 155.8 24.61 

PLAPCC25* PLA HNT PCC 90/0/25    59.9 110.70 22.10 150.4 156.5 21.63 
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Therefore, the PLA nanocomposites for the DSC tests were taken from the injected 

molded specimens, which are already quenched from the melt state by a fast cooling speed 

in 15 seconds to 50 °C as the molding temperature. The characteristic thermal properties, 

such as glass transition temperature (Tg), cold crystallization temperature (Tcc), enthalpy of 

cold crystallization (∆Hcc), melting temperature (two peaks Tm1 and Tm2), and enthalpy of 

fusion (∆Hm), are marked in Fig. 6.11, and those values are shown in Table 6.2.  
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Figure 6.11 DSC thermographs of pure PLA and PLA nanocomposites extruded at 180 °C and molded at 

50 °C first heating process at heating speed 5 °C/min  

All the data shown in Table 6.2 have been corrected by considering the filler content in 

PLA nanocomposites. The addition of both PCC particles and halloysite nanotubes to PLA 

decreases the Tg by about 3 °C. More impressively, the cold crystallization temperature 

(109.9 °C) of pure PLA was decreased by the incorporation of PCC and HNT fillers by 

about 10 °C, which also indicated the improved crystallization behaviour of PLA matrix in 

the presence of nanoparticles. The decrease of both the glass transition and the cold 

crystallization temperatures can be attributed to the enhanced chain mobility of the PLA 

matrix at lower temperatures and the decreased crystallization induction period due to the 

presence of the already existed crystalline nuclei. This result confirms the Avrami 

isothermal study that rigid inorganic particles such as PCC can behave as nucleating agents 

for PLA. Meanwhile, the enthalpy of cold crystallization was slightly increased by the 

addition of nanoparticles compared to that of pure PLA. This enhanced crystallization 

behaviour can be explained by the high surface area supplied by the nanoparticles and thus 

by the increasing number of nucleating sites for the PLA matrix. The crystallinity of PLA 

nanocomposites can be determined from the difference between the enthalpy of fusion and 
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that of cold crystallization, which is quite small compared to the theoretical melting 

enthalpy (93 J/g) [209], which means that the injection-moulded PLA composites are almost 

amorphous in structure. There is not too much of a difference in PCC composition on the 

crystallization behavior, even if all nanocomposites can increase the crystallizing speed of 

PLA in isothermal tests.  

The influence of the filler amount in the PLA nanocomposites on the glass transition 

and cold crystallization temperatures was plotted in Fig. 6.12. The addition of nanofillers 

can effectively decrease both the Tg and Tcc, but further increasing filler amount does not 

lead to additional effects. Fig. 6.13 shows that the DSC heating process for PLA/PCC 

nanocomposites and the cold crystallization temperature continuously decrease with 

increasing filler contents. This can be explained by the more available surface area of PCC 

nanoparticles for the nucleation of the PLA matrix. However, the cold crystallization 

temperature in Fig. 6.13 is different than that in Fig. 6.11 due to the different heating speeds. 

The label * in Table 6.2 represents a different thermal speed for the first heating of 10 

°C/min, while the other data were calculated with a thermal speed of 5 °C/min. In the 

literature, plasticizers were applied to PLA in order to lower the glass transition for the 

moulding process [184]. According to the tan δ peak, measured  in DMTA and the DSC 

results, the glass transition temperature clearly decreased by about 3 °C. The enhanced 

mobility of the PLA chains can be attributed to the plasticizer effect by the alkanoate layers 

on the PCC surface, which decrease the interfacial adhesion between polymer and PCC 

particles. The improved mobility also gives a faster growth rate for the PLA crystal leading 

to an increase in crystallinity. 
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Figure 6.12 Glass transition and cold crystallization temperature of PLA ternary composites 

 versus the filler contents 
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Another interesting point is that two melting peaks show up in the DSC curves for pure 

PLA as shown in Fig. 6.11. For the PLA nanocomposites with the PCC and HNT fillers, 

there is a progressive shift of low temperature peak to high temperature. The two melting 

peaks are classic for PLA thermal behavior due to the reorganization of less perfect crystals, 

which have the same structure of the more perfect crystals but with a smaller lamella 

thickness. Fig. 6.11 clearly shows the shift of the first melting peak to higher temperature in 

PLA nanocomposites. We believe that the improved crystallization favors the nucleation of 

larger amounts of less perfect crystals with respect to the pure PLA [194]. Generally 

speaking, the multiple melting behaviors are related to the presence of crystals with 

different forms or different perfection degrees during the heating process [210, 211].Here 

PCC nanoparticles have a much more impressive influence on the reorganization of the PLA 

crystals compared to HNT. Fig. 6.12 also indicates that the addition of 25 wt% PCC 

nanoparticles gives a clear melting peak at a higher temperature.  
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Figure 6.13 DSC thermographs of PLA/PCC nanocomposites extruded at 180 °C and molded at 50 °C 

first heating process at heating speed of 10 °C/min  

6.5 Morphology of PLA nanocomposites  

The fracture surface of the tensile samples was investigated by the SEM technique and 

shown in Fig. 6.14 from (a) to (d). The fracture surface in the presence of crazing has a 

more brittle aspect compared to that associated to shear yielding. The dispersion or 

distribution of nanofillers into the polymer matrix is an important topic for the high 

performance of polymeric nanocomposites, in particular for the mechanical and thermal 

properties. Pure PLA and PLA/HNT, PLA/PCC, PLA/HNT/PLA composites are compared 

in Fig. 6.14. The surface of pure PLA (Fig. 6.14 (a)) is smooth without significant plastic 

deformation and a few fibrils were formed, typical of a fracture process dominated by 
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crazing. Fig. 6.14 (b) shows the fracture surface of PLA with only halloysite natural tubes at 

different magnifications. The whole fracture surface in Fig. 6.14 (b1) shows the presence of 

a large aggregation of halloysite natural nanotubes, and causing an early fracture, which can 

explain for the decreased yield strength in the tensile tests. However, a part of the PLA/HNT 

surface consists of the exfoliated nanotubes as shown in Fig. 6.14 (b2), some of which are 

pulled out and with some holes left on the surface. This shows the potential of the 

application of HNT nanotubes taking advantage of their high surface area and their unique 

structure, in the case that homogeneous dispersion could be reached. This will be left to 

some future work to try to carry out a surface coating for the natural nanotubes to decrease 

their aggregation, while increasing their compatibility between those hydrophilic fillers and 

the relatively hydrophobic polymer. The tensile specimens of PLA/PCC nanocomposites, 

which exhibited stress whitening during the tensile test, show a homogeneous fracture 

surface with the well-separated PCC particles in Fig. 6.14 (c1) compared to the HNT 

nanotubes. The PLA matrix in the PLA/PCC composites showed enhanced plastic 

deformation (in Fig. 6.14 (c2)) compared to that of pure PLA. This better dispersion of PCC 

particles is achieved by the surface coating with stearic acid, which effectively decreased 

the surface free energy of the calcium carbonate nanoparticles as reported in our former 

work as mentioned in Chapter 5. Meanwhile, the interfacial adhesion between the PCC 

particles and PLA polymer is also influenced by the surface coating, since the debonding of 

calcium carbonate particles from the PLA matrix occurred during the tensile test, and 

evidence of the cavitation is shown in the Fig. 6.14 (c2). In other words, this debonding is 

responsible for the decreasing tensile strength and the increasing elongation-at-break for 

PLA composites when PCC particles are added and is also one of the most critical factors 

for the toughness improvement of PLA nanocomposites. 

The addition of both PCC and HNT nanofillers to PLA does not change the 

aggregation of HNT. The fracture surface showed different zones in Fig. 6.14 (d). At high 

magnification, Fig. 6.14 (d1), noting a typical aggregate of HNTs, represents a material flaw 

that will induce a decrease of the mechanical properties. Another different zone is shown in 

Fig. 6.14 (d2) where PCC nanoparticles are clearly visible as well as many microvoids due 

to the debonding of PCC particles from the PLA polymer. There is also the combination of 

the fibrillation of the PLA around the nanoparticles and the stretching of ligament between 

the microvoids, which plays an important role in enhancing the toughness of the polymer 

material. Considering the mechanical properties in the tensile part, we believe that PCC 

nanoparticles are also potential nanofillers for the improvement in toughness of PLA. 
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Based on the SEM micrographs, we can conclude that the toughening mechanisms and 

failure behaviors of PLA nanocomposites under uniaxial tension, the pure PLA 

mainly by crazing of the polymer. However, in PLA/PCC nanocomposite,

by debonding at the PLA/PCC region, followed by enhanced plastic deformation of the 

polymer matrix and also by its fibrillation.  
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Based on the SEM micrographs, we can conclude that the toughening mechanisms and 

failure behaviors of PLA nanocomposites under uniaxial tension, the pure PLA yields 

PLA/PCC nanocomposite, microvoids form 

plastic deformation of the 

 

 

 



 

Figure 6.14 SEM micrographs for the fracture surface of PLA specimens after tensile measurement: 

(a) pure PLA, (b) PLA/HNT (95/5) nanocomposites, (c) PLA/PCC (90/10) nanocomposites, (d) 
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The tensile tests of PLA composites with PCC, HNT or both of them showed different 

effects on the mechanical performance such as the yield stress, Young’s modulus and the 
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4 SEM micrographs for the fracture surface of PLA specimens after tensile measurement: 

(a) pure PLA, (b) PLA/HNT (95/5) nanocomposites, (c) PLA/PCC (90/10) nanocomposites, (d) 

PLA/HNT/PCC (80/5/15) ternary nanocomposites  
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4 SEM micrographs for the fracture surface of PLA specimens after tensile measurement:  

(a) pure PLA, (b) PLA/HNT (95/5) nanocomposites, (c) PLA/PCC (90/10) nanocomposites, (d) 
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to the lower temperature in PLA composites. 
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on the mechanical performance such as the yield stress, Young’s modulus and the 
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elongation-at-break. The most impressive increase of ultimate deformation of PLA 

composites occurred when PCC fillers were present and the maximum elongation-at-break 

reached about 15 %. However, the addition of HNT nanotubes resulted in a decreased 

elongation-at-break of the PLA composites. Such a mechanical difference is attributed to the 

nanoparticle dispersion in the matrix as the PCC was surface coated with stearate for 

achieving a uniform distribution, and the HNTs were not coated, thereby achieving a much 

higher surface energy leading to aggregation.  

These considerations were confirmed by the SEM morphological analysis. A weaker 

interfacial adhesion is proposed for the PCC surface coating with stearate, which is 

necessary for the microvoid formation and higher plastic deformation of the polymer matrix 

during the fracture process of PLA composites. Therefore, a good dispersion and easy 

debonding of the PCC particles together with the fibrillation of PLA matrix indicated the 

potential possibility of PCC for the toughness improvement of PLA composites. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

The main purpose of this thesis is to better understand filler-toughened polymer 

systems, in particular the relationship between the surface coating of nanoparticles and the 

final performance of polymer nanocomposites, to elucidate the toughening mechanisms that 

can be activated in filled plastics. Precipitated calcium carbonate nanoparticles are 

commercially available and widely applied in the industrial fields for polymer composites. 

However, little information has been disclosed in the open literature about a careful 

characterization of the structure of the surface of PCC particles coated with stearin under 

typical industrial conditions. Moreover, the connection between surface coating and 

mechanical properties, thermal behavior and morphology of the resulting polymer 

nanocomposites has not been investigated in a thorough manner. This work can be separated 

into four main parts.  

Part 1:  

The surface characterization of PCC nanoparticles coated with stearin in aqueous 

medium has been studied using DRIFT, TGA and DSC techniques. The organic groups on 

the surface by DRIFT indicate that only the COO- group is present on the surface without 

any free stearic acid. The determination of the total organic coating amount shows the 

presence of calcium alkanoate multilayers on the PCC surface. The DTG analysis 

successfully showed two separate decomposition peaks and indicated two types of alkanoate 

layers on the surface. One is the chemisorbed alkanoate layer strongly bonded on the PCC 

surface, while the other is the physisorbed multilayer bonded to the internal chemisorbed 

layer by weak van der Waals forces. 

DSC measurements suggested that the physisorbed multilayer had a complicated 

thermal behavior, showing a series of peaks due to (a) evaporation of water, (b) crystalline-

to-smectic, (c) smectic-to-nematic and (d) nematic-to-liquid crystal transitions. The amount 

of chemisorbed layer on the PCC surface was determined by the relationship between the 

enthalpies of those transitions and the total organic amount on the PCC surface. The most 

interesting result is that the chemisorbed amount keeps at a constant level with a maximum 

coverage of about 3.0 wt% for all of the coated PCCs. However, the physisorbed multilayer 

increases linearly with the totally organic coating amount on the surface. 

Micelles adsorption is proposed as the dominating mechanism for the water coating 

process of PCC particles with stearin. In fact, the low solubility of stearin in water results in 

the formation of micelles, which, during the drying steps, later deform into flattened 
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micelles with the bottom part chemically-bonded to the active sites of the PCC surface. The 

salt exchange between calcium ions and the sodium ions produces the formation of 

physisorbed alkanoate layers on the outer side of the coating. However, the solvent coating 

process of PCC particles with stearic acid follows the Langmuir adsorption and a full 

covered monolayer can be achieved.  

Part 2: 

Since some free active sites and physisorbed multilayers are present on the PCC 

surface, it is important to understand the dependence of surface free energy on the PCC 

surface coating. Meanwhile, the complicated thermal behavior of physisorbed alkanoate 

layer shows a strong connection between the molecular arrangement and the temperature. 

Therefore, the thermal transition behavior and the molecular arrangement of alkanoate 

layers are discussed in Chapter 4.  

DSC and XRD techniques were used for the investigation of the thermal transition 

behavior of calcium carboxylate layers. It was found that the drying process after the water 

coating is of critical importance for the molecular rearrangement, which undergoes a 

transition from the α phase, formed originally in the water medium, to the C2 phase at the 

critical temperature of 104 °C, and then back to the β′ phase during cooling. This 

rearrangement of alkanoate molecules strongly modifies the structure of the coating and 

causes the organic group to orient outwards. This has a remarkable effect on the surface free 

energy of the coated PCC particles.  

The surface free energy of coated PCC nanoparticles has been determined by the IGC 

technique. A decreasing tendency was found for both the dispersion and specific 

components of surface free energy with an increase in the surface coating amount. However, 

there is a much stronger dependence of specific component of PCC surface energy on the 

organic coating amount. The dependence of PCC surface free energy on the preconditioning 

and measurement temperatures is also discussed, especially in relation to the drying process 

and the conditions of melt blending with polymers. It is known from previous studies that 

the interfacial adhesion between particles and polymers largely depend on the surface free 

energy. Our study has revealed how this is also related to the surface coating amount.  

A molecular arrangement model is proposed based on the DSC, XRD and XPS results. 

The chemisorbed monolayer is vertical to the PCC surface, but only partially covers the 

surface. The physisorbed multilayer can be arranged in different forms depending on the 

thermal treatment. After drying, the alkanoate molecules are perpendicular to the 

chemisorbed layer and show the alkyl chains oriented outwards. This proposed model 
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matches very well with the surface free energy determined by IGC and with the thickness of 

coating layers measured by XPS.  

Part 3: 

HDPE/PCC nanocomposites were prepared using the extrusion process with a fixed 

particle loading of 10% by volume. The mechanical properties, including the tensile 

properties and the impact response, were discussed mainly in relation to the effect of the 

surface coating amount on the PCC surface.  

The addition of pure PCC particles significantly increases the yield stress and Young’s 

modulus of HDPE composites compared to that of pure HDPE. However, on progressively 

increasing the amount of PCC surface coating, the yield stress shows a decreasing trend, 

while the elastic modulus keeps at a relatively constant value. This effect of the surface 

organic coating is related to the debonding process occurring between the PCC particles and 

the polymer matrix under the uniaxial applied load. Higher levels of surface coating, as 

determined in Chapter 4, mean a lower surface energy and consequently a lower interfacial 

adhesion. This results in an easier debonding of nanoparticles from polymer matrix. 

Therefore, the dependence of the yield strain on the amount of surface coating also reflects 

an earlier debonding during the tensile tests.  

Impact tests showed a tendency to a linear increase of the Charpy impact strength on 

increasing the amount of PCC coating. This result supports our approach to filler-

toughening, which mainly consists of achieving an optimum balance between toughness and 

stiffness of polymer nanocomposites. 

The micro-morphology of the fracture surface of specimens of HDPE nanocomposites, 

after the Charpy test has been studied by SEM. Both the crack initiation and crack 

propagation zones of HDPE/PCC composites are compared with that of pure HDPE. The 

nanocomposites showed an enhanced plastic deformation and cooperative fibrillation of 

polymer matrix, which are related to the formation of the microvoids around nanoparticles. 

The degree of aggregation in HDPE/PCC composites was found to be smaller when 

compared to that of uncoated PCC particles. A better dispersion of nanoparticles in the 

polymer matrix can be achieved by a lowering of surface free energy and would produce 

finer microvoids during the impact process.  

Part 4: 

PLA is a biodegradable polymer and received much attention in recent years due to its 

high stiffness and strength. However, one of the main problems is its intrinsic poor 
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toughness that constrains some further applications. Therefore, PCC particles coated with 

stearin in the water medium were added to the PLA as toughening fillers.  

The mechanical properties of PLA/PCC nanocomposites are compared with another 

PLA nanocomposite with halloysite nanotubes (HNT). The addition of PCC particles to the 

PLA shows a large increase of the elongation-at-break from about 3.5% for pure PLA to 

about 12% for the nanocomposites with 15 wt% PCC particles. The yield stress of PLA 

composites shows a decreasing tendency with increasing the nanofillers loading. For PCC 

particles, the decreasing of yield stress suggests a larger extent of debonding of PCC 

particles from the PLA matrix, similar to that mentioned for the HDPE/PCC 

nanocomposites. On the contrary, the HNT fillers showed a strong effect on the elastic 

modulus of PLA nanocomposites.  

The dynamic thermal mechanical behavior of PLA/PCC nanocomposites was studied 

using the DMTA technique. It was found that the storage modulus of PLA composites keeps 

at the same level with that of pure PLA and some PLA/PCC composites show an even lower 

elastic modulus. This can be a reflection of the lower interfacial adhesion between PCC 

fillers and the PLA. The temperature dependence of tan δ suggests a decreased Tg of PLA 

nanocomposites by about 3 °C, which indicated an enhanced mobility of PLA chains due to 

the plasticizing effect of the stearate coating on the PCC particles.  

The crystallization behavior of PLA/PCC nanocomposites was analyzed using both 

isothermal and non-isothermal DSC analysis. The addition of coated PCC particles 

effectively decreases the crystallization half-time and the cold crystallization temperature. It 

was confirmed that the glass transition temperature was decreased in the PLA/PCC 

nanocomposites. We believe that the coated PCC nanoparticles act as nucleating agents for 

the PLA, and the surface coating multilayer of stearate show a plasticizing effect decreasing 

the glass temperature.  

The morphology investigation of PLA nanocomposites by SEM analysis showed a 

good dispersion of PCC nanoparticles, while large aggregates have been noted for HNT 

fillers. Considering the fracture surface of specimens broken in a tensile test, PLA/PCC 

nanocomposites showed the presence of debonding of PCC nanofillers from the PLA matrix 

and the fibrillation of this polymer. PCC particles are considered to be the toughening 

nanoparticles, while HNT particles the strength enhancing nanofillers.  
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